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Abstract
Over the past few decades, mathematical models have provided key insights into the spread
and evolution of infectious diseases both within individual hosts and across populations. This
thesis applies models to understand two topics in infectious disease dynamics at different
scales: 1) the emergence of drug resistance within a patient taking antimicrobial therapy, and
2) the role of human contact networks in the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Tens of millions
of individuals around the world now receive drug therapy for chronic viral infections like HIV,
Hepatitis B, and Hepatitis C, but outcomes are compromised by the need for long-term adherence to drug regimens and the evolution of drug resistance. In recent years, there has been
an increased focus on developing long-acting therapies to improve patient adherence, but it
is unclear whether changing drug kinetics will increase or decrease the risk of drug resistance.
In Chapter 2 we show that the timescale of drug dosing affects the generation and selection
of resistant strains in a complicated manner. Long-acting therapies may be better or worse
for the emergence of resistance, depending on how much they improve adherence, the pharmacological properties of the drug, the degree of resistance, whether resistance is primarily preexisting or generated de novo, and the role of persistent/latent infection. Next, in Chapters 35, we turn our attention to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has infected hundreds of millions
around the world since the beginning of 2020. We examine how the structure of the transmission network over which SARS-CoV-2 spreads impacts the epidemic dynamics and the impact
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of control measures in three different contexts. In Chapter 3 we develop a stochastic epidemic
model to study the effects of COVID-19 clinical progression and the transmission network
structure on the eﬀicacy of social distancing measures. We find that the strength of withinhousehold transmission is an important determinant of success. Coupled with residual external transmission it governs the size of the epidemic, individual risks of infections and can lead
to long delays before the effects of an intervention become apparent. In Chapter 4, we extend
this model to quantify the effect of evictions, and policies preventing them, on SARS-CoV-2
epidemics in cities. We show that evictions always lead to higher levels of infections and that
they reduce the effectiveness of social distancing measures. Our results are in favor of policies
that stem evictions as a means to control epidemics like COVID-19. Finally, in Chapter 5,
we show that a hierarchical metapopulation model of COVID-19 spread at multiple spatial or
demographic scales can explain the counter-intuitive observed relationship between crowding
and the temporal dynamics of epidemics in cities.
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1
Introduction

Most biological processes are examples of complex systems, where many interacting parts and
highly non-linear dynamics produce emergent behaviors. Mathematical models have emerged
as a key tool for understanding real-world biological systems as they can abstract their key
components and identify simple sets of mechanistic rules that allow us to test hypotheses and
make predictions. Such models have proven to be useful especially in the field of infectious
diseases. A robust mathematical framework has been developed over the past century that
has allowed for a better understanding of individual-level pathogenesis as well as populationlevel spread of disease. Given their ability to forecast future trends in disease incidence and
to predict effectiveness of interventions, mathematical models have also become an integral
part of formulating public health policies.
In this thesis we describe the use of mathematical models in two specific contexts. We focus on understanding the effect of drug kinetics on the emergence of drug resistance and we
investigate the role played by human contact networks on the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Each
chapter is self contained and includes the necessary context and discussion for the work. In
this introduction, we give a brief scientific background of the topics considered.

1

1.1 Example of an infectious disease model
We begin by giving an example of a simple infectious disease model (Figure 1.1A) [1, 2] that
illustrates some important aspects of infectious disease dynamics that are relevant to the
modeling work in this thesis. The model consists of a population of susceptible x(t) and infected y(t) hosts. It is assumed that the susceptible hosts are maintained via birth or migration at a constant rate λ and have a constant death rate d. In the absence of infection, the
susceptible population settles down to a steady state level given by, x⋆ = λd . During infection,
infected and susceptible hosts interact with each other at a rate proportional to their abundances. Each such interaction has a fixed probability with which the infection is transmitted
to the susceptible host. The total rate of infection is given by the transmissibility parameter
β. Infected hosts have an increased death rate a (a > d) to account for the adverse effects
of an infection. These assumptions translate into a simple system of nonlinear differential
equations,

dx
= λ − βxy − dx
dt
dy
= βxy − ay
dt

(1.1)

The strength of this model lies in its ability to capture the most important aspects of infectious disease dynamics despite its simplicity. There are two qualitatively different regimes
that result from this model, corresponding to whether an infection will spread through the
susceptible population or not. Infection can spread and infect a large fraction of the population only if the transmissibility of the disease is high, there are enough susceptible hosts to
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Figure 1.1: Model schematic and example dynamics. A) Susceptible hosts are replenished at
a constant rate λ. Infected hosts interact with susceptible hosts and transmit infection with the rate
β. Susceptible and infected hosts die at rates d and a respectively. B) Example dynamics of the model
when R0 > 1 and an infection is established in the population.

infect and infected hosts do not die too rapidly. In this case, the dynamics of the model follows a characteristic epidemic curve with a small number of initially infected hosts leading to
a rapid increase in the disease prevalence. When these conditions are not met however, the
infection quickly dies out in the population. The basic reproductive ratio R0 [1] is the quantity that determines which regime the system is in. R0 is defined as the average number of
new infections caused by a single infected host introduced in the population of only susceptible hosts. In terms of the variables of the model, R0 is given by,

R0 =

λβ
da

(1.2)

Mathematically, R0 is obtained by analysing the fixed points of the system of equations
(1.1) and corresponds to a transcritical bifurcation between two unique stable equilibria. However, there is a qualitative interpretation of the formula. A single infected host has an average life-time of

1
a

during which it infects others at the rate βx⋆ . Where, x⋆ =

3

λ
d

is the abun-

dance of the susceptible population in the absence of infection and we assume that it is large
enough such that it is approximately the same when there is one infected host. When R0 < 1,
the infection can’t be sustained as every infected host on average infects less than one susceptible host. On the other hand when R0 > 1, every infected host on average infects more than
one susceptible host leading to a chain reaction that causes a rapid spread of the infection
(Figure 1.1B). When R0 > 1, this model describes a situation where the disease is maintained
in the population indefinitely due to a continuous influx of susceptible hosts (Figure 1.1B).
As a result, it is used to describe endemic diseases or chronic infections. R0 is not just a theoretical concept and provides a quantitative measure of the effectiveness of interventions that
are employed to curtail the spread of the disease. An effective intervention is successful at
reducing R0 to be less than one.
The model presented here is just a simple example of a large class of infectious disease
models. In general, models are used to study infections caused by any pathogen and include
more complicated dynamics. Depending upon the system of interest, susceptible hosts can
correspond to populations at different scales, ranging from humans and animals [3, 4] to individual cells [2]. In epidemiology, it is common for models to keep track of the different stages
of infection. For example, the SIS model allows infected hosts to recover and become susceptible again, whereas the SIR model allows infected hosts to recover and become permanently
immune to the infection [1, 5]. More complicated models like those that describe COVID-19
extend the SIR model to explicitly keep track of the different stages of disease progression
like the incubation period, different levels of disease severity and allow deaths to occur [6, 7].
While describing infection within an individual [2], models might include the action of the immune responses [8, 9], consider multiple competing pathogen populations [10], and take age-
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dependent dynamics of infected cells into account [11]. In situations where there are small
population sizes or rare events, stochastic processes are used to model the infections [12, 13].
While usually used to analyze the spread of infectious diseases, these models can also be used
in other contexts such as understanding social contagion [14], modeling the spread of computer viruses [15] and understanding the global spread of a financial crisis [16].
The model described here belongs to a class of differential equation models that assume
mass-action kinetics, that is, the rate of infection only depends upon abundances of the infected and susceptible hosts. This assumes all hosts in the population are connected to each
other and ignores any heterogeneity in contact patterns. Although this is a good approximation in many situations, in certain cases the knowledge of the underlying contact structure
is important and can’t be ignored (for example, to accurately estimate the effects of vaccination on future disease incidence [17]). In such situations, the effects of contact structure can
be incorporated in different ways. Some common examples include, dividing the host population in a differential equation model into different compartments [18] or modeling disease
transmission on networks [19].

1.2 Modeling the evolution of drug resistance
In recent decades, the world has seen a reduction in the morbidity and mortality associated
with infectious diseases due to the development of highly effective treatments. However, this
progress is under threat due to the growing problem of drug resistance that can render these
treatments ineffective. In the United States alone it is estimated that 2.8 million people
are infected with antibiotic resistant infections each year [20]. The World Health Organization (WHO) reported in 2019 that 50% of infants newly diagnosed with HIV in 9 African
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countries showed drug resistance [21]. Drug resistance is also seen in parasitic infections like
malaria [22] and those caused by fungal infections [23]. The WHO has declared antimicrobial
resistance to be one of the top 10 global public health threats facing humanity [24].
The establishment of a drug resistant infection is an evolutionary process characterized by
competition between drug resistant and drug susceptible pathogen strains that occurs both
at an individual and at a population-wide scale. The processes on these two scales are linked
as, for a new drug resistant infection to spread through the population, it has to first arise in
a single individual while on therapy and then get transmitted to others. Mathematical models have helped uncover some of the characteristics of the evolutionary dynamics of resistance
at an individual and population level, and identified common mechanisms across different
diseases or drugs (see [25] for a review). A drug resistant infection may arise in an individual via resistant mutations that are already present at the time treatment is initiated (“preexistence”) or those that are produced de novo (“rescue”) while on treatment [26]. Models
have helped isolate the contributions of these different sources of resistance that are diﬀicult
to disentangle experimentally. Theoretical studies have calculated the expected frequency of
pre-existing mutations [10], the rate at which their abundance increases during treatment [27],
and identified regimes where the different sources of resistance are expected to dominate [13].
Mathematical models have also explored the benefits of multi-drug therapy [28], identified
optimal treatment timings [29], and studied the potential consequences of differences in drug
absorption in different tissues [30, 31].
At the population level, models have helped understand the impact of treatments on the
spread of resistance [32, 33, 34], evaluate different patterns of drug treatments that can minimize the spread of resistance [35, 36], understand global spread of drug resistant infections
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[37, 38], and evaluate the impact of preventative interventions on the spread of drug resistance [39, 40]. Models have also helped identify the important role played by population
structure on the spread of resistance. For example, they’ve highlighted that heterogeneous
contact structures can suppress invasion by new strains [41], identified the benefits of prophylaxis during influenza pandemics [42], studied the effect of treatment frequency on the
selection of drug resistant strains [43], investigated the spread of resistance in hospitalized patients and their interaction with the community [44], and studied the impacts of agricultural
antibiotic use on the emergence of antibiotic resistant bacteria in humans [45]. In addition,
heterogeneity in drug consumption has been shown to lead to long-term co-existence of drug
susceptible and resistant strains at the population-level [18].
Drug resistance is especially a problem in chronic infections like those caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [46], hepatitis B (HBV) [47] and C (HCV) [48] viruses
and bacterial infections such as tuberculosis (TB) [49]. High replication and mutation rates
[50], large population sizes [51] and prolonged exposure to treatment (chronic infections require long treatment courses that can last from months to years) increases the opportunity
for these pathogens to adapt. Additionally, treatments for chronic infections often fail due to
improper adherence to therapy (missed doses). Typical rates of adherence (50 − 75% [52]) for
medications that have been prescribed over a long time have been found to be much less than
what is needed for therapies to be effective. For example, for some antiretroviral therapies for
HIV, studies have estimated that patients need near perfect (> 95%) adherence for successful
viral suppression [53]. Such imperfect adherence to therapy can also facilitate the emergence
of drug resistance. Mathematical models have helped provide valuable insights in this regard
[54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. For example, viral dynamics models combined with standard
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pharmacokinetics have been able to determine conditions under which resistance dominates
as a result of imperfect adherence [54], investigate anti-retroviral (ART) therapy regimens in
the presence of non-adherence that minimize drug toxicity while also reducing viral replication and resistance [56], and explain the clinically observed drug-class-specific relationship between adherence and outcome under ART [59]. For bacterial infections, mathematical models
of bacterial population dynamics under treatment have shown that non-adherence to therapy
contributes more to the risk of resistance than spatial heterogeneity in drug concentrations
[61].
Long-acting drugs are being developed as one of the ways to help address the problem of
imperfect adherence [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. The goal is to improve patient adherence
by reducing the number of prescribed doses. Although likely to achieve this goal, it is unclear
how long-acting drugs will affect the risk of resistance. Long-acting drugs are formulated to
have increased half-lives and long-term exposure to intermediate drug levels between doses
could facilitate the evolution of resistance [70, 71].
We investigate this question in Chapter 2 by systematically exploring the effects of changing the drug dosing frequency on the risks of resistance. We expand upon previous mathematical models and incorporate competition between wild-type and resistant strains, the
fitness costs and benefits of resistance, pharmacologically-relevant drug kinetics, and treatment adherence. We consider pre-existing and rescue mutations as well as mutations arising
on account of reactivation of latent infection. Our results suggest that drug kinetics have a
complicated effect on the selection and competition for the resistant strain. Depending upon
the source of resistance, degree of resistance of the mutant strain and the rate of drug absorption and clearance, long-acting therapies can increase, decrease or have no effect on the
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establishment of resistance. Our results highlight the importance of using pathogen-specific
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic models to aid the design and implementation of new longacting treatment strategies in order to minimize the risk of resistance.

1.3 Modeling transmission of SARS-CoV-2
The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the causative agent of
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) that is responsible for the COVID-19 pandemic. In a
span of five months, the disease spread from Wuhan, China to nearly all parts of the globe.
At the time of writing, almost 120 million cases have been reported globally with more than
2.6 million deaths [72]. SARS-CoV-2 infects different human cells mainly by gaining entry
binding to the angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) cell surface receptor [73]. Individuals
exhibit symptoms that overlap with many other common respiratory infections like influenza
and seasonal coronaviruses [74], making it diﬀicult to identify cases based on symptoms alone.
However, unlike seasonal respiratory infections, a relatively high percentage of infected individuals require hospitalizations and critical care [75]. As a result, the pandemic has led to
an unprecedented burden on healthcare systems of hard-hit regions necessitating the implementation of strong public health measures. In the absence of vaccines and antiviral therapy
these include “non-pharmaceutical interventions” like social distancing, isolation of cases and
quarantine of contacts.
Mathematical models have been utilized to understand almost all aspects of the COVID-19
pandemic from understanding basic infection characteristics to identifying effective control
strategies (reviewed in [76, 77]). For example, they have helped understand the initial spread
of COVID-19 in China [78] and its importations globally [79], understand viral load kinetics
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[80], forecast hospitalizations, ICU-needs and deaths [81], estimate the degree of superspreading [82], highlight the role of population heterogeneity on herd immunity thresholds [83], understand transmission characteristics in enclosed spaces [84], understand the role played by
seasonality [85], provide evidence in support of strong social distancing measures [86], determine optimal school reopening strategies [87], identify optimal vaccine allocation strategies
[88], and estimate the transmission characteristics of new emerging variants [89].
Human contact patterns are heterogeneous — individuals have more frequent contact with
their household members, school or work colleagues, and friends as opposed to random members of the population. Such heterogeneities have shown to play a major role in the spread of
infectious diseases that rely on human-to-human transmission. Their role has been studied
in the context of sexually transmitted diseases like HIV [90, 91] and infections that spread
via respiratory droplets or close contact like smallpox [92] and influenza [93]. Furthermore,
knowledge of contact patterns is necessary to assess the effectiveness of interventions that target specific groups of people, like school closures [94]. In this thesis we present modeling work
that focuses on understanding the role played by contact patterns on the spread of SARSCoV-2.
Social distancing interventions have been useful in slowing down the COVID-19 pandemic
[95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. However, these measures have a limitation. Such interventions do not
help in reducing household transmission as they usually target reduction in contacts that occur in schools, workplaces, social settings, or casual encounters. As a growing number of studies have suggested that household transmission plays a major role in the spread of COVID-19
[100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105], it is reasonable to expect that the underlying household structure of the population is important in determining the effectiveness of social distancing mea-
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sures. These interventions are highly disruptive and are associated with large economic and
social costs [106, 107, 108, 109, 110]. It is therefore crucially important to understand the
precise role played by the transmission network structure in order to devise optimal social
distancing strategies.
In Chapter 3 we attempt to further this understanding by examining the impact of COVID19 clinical features and the transmission network structure on the effectiveness of social distancing interventions. We extend the classic SEIR model to include clinically relevant stages
of COVID-19 infection and combine it with data-driven transmission networks that explicitly separate household and external contacts. We find that the strength of within-household
transmission and the amount of residual external contacts interact to determine the effectiveness of social distancing measures and the time it takes for the effects of these interventions
to become apparent. Our analysis can be used to improve future predictions of the timescale
and eﬀicacy of interventions needed to control similar outbreaks.
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to record levels of unemployment in the United States
[111]. Higher rates of unemployment in turn increase the risk of evictions [112, 113, 114, 115,
116, 117, 118]. Evictions change the underlying transmission network structure as evicted
households predominantly “double-up” with family or friends, or move into homeless shelters
[119, 120]. The overall effect of evictions causes the distribution of household sizes to shift
towards larger household sizes. Given the important role of household transmission, this can
accelerate the spread of the disease and reduce the effectiveness of social distancing interventions.
In Chapter 4 we study the effect of evictions on the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in cities.
We use the same extended SEIR model that is developed in Chapter 3 and consider trans-
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mission networks that separate household and external contacts. Evictions are modeled by
“doubling-up”, each evicted household is merged with one randomly-selected household in the
network. We find that evictions significantly increase the number of infections across different
scenarios and that these effects are especially pronounced when we consider realistically heterogenous cities in which both evictions and contacts occur more frequently in poorer neighborhoods. Our results provide a basis to assess municipal eviction moratoria and show that
policies to stem evictions are a warranted and important component of controlling the spread
of diseases like SARS-CoV-2.
Epidemics in cities are influenced by population structures at many spatial scales [121]. In
Chapter 5 we explore the role played by spatial variability in population structure on the distribution of COVID-19 cases in cities. Analysis by our colleagues of case count data from
cities in China and Italy revealed that more crowded cities are associated with more prolonged outbreaks and have higher attack rates. In order to understand this result we developed a meta-population model that explicitly takes into account realistic spatial scales. Our
results suggest that the hierarchical structure and organization of cities are important factors
that shape epidemics in cities.
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2.2 Abstract
The emergence of drug resistance during antimicrobial therapy is a major global health problem, especially for chronic infections, like those caused by the Human Immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) and Hepatitis B (HBV) and C (HCV) viruses, and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB).
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Sub-optimal treatment adherence is considered to be an important contributor to the risk of
resistance. Long-acting drugs are now being developed as a way to improve patient adherence
to complex and long-term therapy regimens, but it is not clear how altering drug kinetics
would affect the likelihood of resistance evolving even with high adherence. In this study we
analyze the effect of drug dosing frequency on the establishment of drug resistance due to
mutants existing prior to treatment (pre-existing) and those that are produced during treatment (rescue), in the presence of time-dependent drug levels. We find that long-acting therapies can increase, decrease, or have little effect on the establishment of resistance, depending
on the source of resistance (pre-existing or rescue), the degree of resistance (full or partial),
and whether the extended release therapies are absorbed, as well as cleared, more slowly.
For long-acting therapies with reduced rates of drug clearance but rapid absorption, and for
partially-resistant mutants, longer dosing intervals tend to reduce resistance risks even if they
don’t alter patient adherence, and adherence improvements amplify these effects. However,
there are other scenarios in which long-acting therapies are more susceptible to resistance and
must substantially improve adherence to overcome this deficit. For infections with persistent
subpopulations of microbes that can reactivate during long-term therapy, longer acting therapies can substantially increase the risk of resistance if they are unable to completely suppress
wild-type strains for some part of the drug cycle. Our results suggest that drug kinetics affect
selection and competition for resistant strains in a complicated manner, and that long-acting
therapies may be either better or worse for the emergence of resistance. Pathogen-specific
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic models should be used to aid the design and implementation of new long-acting treatment strategies.
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2.3 Introduction
In recent decades, highly effective drugs have helped reduce morbidity and mortality of chronic
viral infections, like those caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [46] and hepatitis B (HBV) [47] and C (HCV) [48] viruses. However, effective treatments can become
ineffective due to the emergence of drug resistant strains [122]. Drug resistance can evolve
rapidly within individual hosts due to the large population sizes [51] and high replication and
mutation rates of many viruses [50]. Similar problems complicate treatment for chronic bacterial infections like tuberculosis (TB) [49]. Chronic infections require long treatment courses
(months – years), increasing the opportunity for these pathogens to adapt.
An effective treatment can also fail due to non-adherence (missed doses). Typical rates
of adherence for medications prescribed over a long period of time have been found to be between 50−75% [52]. In some cases this may be far less than what is needed for a treatment to
be effective. For some antiretroviral therapies for HIV, studies have estimated that patients
need near perfect (> 95%) adherence for successful viral suppression [53], while for HBV adherence levels > 80% have been associated with an approximately 90% reduction in the rate
of treatment failure[123].
Long-acting drugs are being developed as one of the ways to help address the problem of
imperfect adherence [62]. For example, a two-drug injectable treatment regimen is being
developed for HIV using cabotegravir and rilpivirine, which are formulated to have a multiweek half-life. It would be administered only once every 4 or 8 weeks as opposed to current
daily dosing [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Large investments are being made in developing long acting
treatments for HCV and TB, and prophylaxis for TB and malaria [68, 69], with some success already in animal models [124, 125, 126]. Long-acting lipoglycopeptide antibiotics are
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already available to treat bacterial skin infections [127, 128, 129]. Monoclonal antibodies are
an emerging treatment for infectious diseases which can be engineered to have long half-lives
[130]. While long-acting therapy is likely to increase overall patient adherence, we do not yet
know how this would affect resistance. Many studies have shown that sub-optimal adherence
to daily pills contributes to resistance [131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138], but it is also
possible that the long-term exposure to intermediate drug levels between doses of a longacting drugs could facilitate the evolution of resistance [70, 71]. The goal of this study is to
examine the role of drug dosing kinetics on the risk of drug resistance.
Drug resistance can arise from two sources: mutants that exist prior to treatment initiation or those that are produced during treatment [26, 13]. The relative contribution of
these sources towards drug resistance is very diﬀicult to separate experimentally, but has
been thoroughly investigated in a generalized model of intra-host viral dynamics for a completely resistant mutant in the presence of constant drug eﬀicacy [13]. However, recent work
on evolution in fluctuating environments [139] shows that the fate of mutants that are under time-dependent selection pressures can’t necessarily be predicted by the time-averaged
selective effect alone; suggesting the effect of drug kinetics should be important. Numerous
studies have integrated pharmacokinetics into mathematical models of infection dynamics
[54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145], and some have shown that the likelihood of generating and selecting for drug resistance depends on fluctuating drug levels. However, no studies have systematically studied the impact of changing a drug profile, as will
occur with the reformulation of drugs into long-acting therapies.
In this study we expand previous models to analyze the effect of drug kinetics on the establishment of resistance, focusing specifically on the periodicity of drug dosing. We incor-
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porate competition between wild-type and resistant strains, the fitness costs and benefits of
resistance, pharmacologically-relevant drug kinetics, and treatment adherence. We consider
pre-existing and rescue (de novo) mutations as well as mutations arising on account of reactivation of latent infection.
We find that drug kinetics have a complicated effect on the selection and competition for
the resistant strain. Depending upon the source of resistance (pre-existing or de novo), degree
of resistance of the mutant strain and the rate of drug absorption and clearance, long-acting
therapies can increase, decrease or have no effect on the establishment of resistance. Our results highlight the importance of using pathogen-specific pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic
models to aid the design and implementation of new long-acting treatment strategies in order
to minimize the risk of resistance.

2.4 Model
To understand the impact of drug kinetics on the evolution of resistance, we used a stochastic
version of a well-established model of viral dynamics within individual hosts [2]. This model
(Figure 2.1A) describes the interactions between target (uninfected) cells, drug-susceptible
wild-type virus (WT), and a drug-resistant virus strain, in the presence of treatment [13, 146].
While this model was designed for chronic viral infections, our results are generalizable to
other infections with density-dependent growth [58, 141]. For now, we assume that the resistant mutant is generated from the WT by a single point mutation. We discuss the implications of more complex mutational pathways in the last section. The full equations of the
model are detailed in the Methods.
Like most infection models, viral fitness in our model is encapsulated by the basic repro-
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Figure 2.1: Model schematic and example time-dependent drug eﬀicacy profiles A) A
schematic of the viral dynamics model, consisting of uninfected target cells (green) and cells infected
with either the wild-type (WT) virus (blue) or drug-resistant virus (red). We assume that treatment
blocks infection with the WT virus (red cross), while the resistant strain can still (at least partially)
infect cells. The resistant virus is assumed to have a fitness cost, so in the absence of treatment, the
WT virus is more infectious and dominates the population. The resistant strain can be produced
via mutation from the WT. See Methods for more details. B) Time-dependent drug eﬀicacy under
the sinusoidal eﬀicacy model. The three green curves correspond to drug profiles with the same timeaveraged eﬀicacy (blue line) and maximum and minimum eﬀicacy, but with different dosing periods, T
(darker curves correspond to longer T). C-D) Pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model. C) Drug
concentration and D) drug eﬀicacy as functions of time. Each green curve has the same time-averaged
drug concentration but the dosing interval and half-life increase as the color darkens. Parameters values used for sinusoidal eﬀicacy, ϵavg = 0.75, A = 0.20 and for pharmacologically-inspired eﬀicacy,
Cmax = 20, IC50 = 10, M = 10, th = T and ρ = 1. Drug concentrations are in arbitrary units.
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ductive ratio, R0 , which is a composite of multiple individual parameters (Methods). R0 is
defined as the average number of new infected cells produced in a single replication cycle by
one infected cell in an otherwise susceptible population [2]. A viral strain i can establish infection only if R0i > 1. When there are multiple strains with R0i > 1, competitive exclusion
occurs and only the strain with highest R0 can sustain high-level infection. We assume that
resistance is accompanied by some fitness cost, 0 ≤ s < 1. Consequently, in the absence of
treatment, R0w > R0r , and target cells are predominantly infected by the wild-type strain. The
resistant strain is maintained in the population at low levels by a mutation-selection balance
(Figure S2.1), which may lead to pre-existing resistance.
We assume that drug treatment reduces the rate at which virus infects new cells, by a factor 1 − ϵ, where 0 < ϵ < 1 is the drug eﬀicacy. The effect of the drug on the resistant virus
is less than that on the wild-type virus (ϵr < ϵw ). We are interested in a regime where before treatment, the wild-type has established infection (R0w > 1), but during treatment, the
wild-type is suppressed (R0w (1 − ϵw ) < 1) whereas the resistant strain is not (Rr (1 − ϵr ) > 1).
Since drug concentrations are time-dependent, we allow drug eﬀicacy to depend on time as
well, ϵ(t).
Throughout the paper, we consider two example drug eﬀicacy profiles. The first is a simple
sinusoidal function (Figure 2.1B),
(
ϵ(t) = ϵavg − A cos

2πt
T

)

where, ϵavg is the time-averaged drug eﬀicacy, A is difference between the average and peak
or trough eﬀicacy (amplitude), and T is the dosing interval (period). Although a heuristic
function, we interpret this model as follows: When a dose is taken, the eﬀicacy starts at the
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lowest level, and then increases as the drug is absorbed in the body and eventually reaches a
maximum level. After this time, drug clearance dominants, lowering the concentration until
the next dose is taken and the cycle repeats. The average drug eﬀicacy may be different for
WT and resistant strains.
Secondly, we consider a more pharmacologically-inspired model where the eﬀicacy is related to the drug concentration by a Hill dose-response curve (Figures 2.1C,D). We assume
that drug absorption is rapid compared to drug clearance (as is the case for many drugs),
and approximate the drug concentration D(t) as an instantaneous jump to the peak level followed by exponential decay. Together, this gives

− tt

D(t) = Cmax 2

h

ϵi (t) = 1 −

(
1+

1
D(t)
ρi IC50

)M

The maximum drug concentration is Cmax and the half-life is th . The eﬀicacy of the drug
against strain i at time t is ϵi (t), where, IC50 is the drug concentration that achieves halfmaximal eﬀicacy, M quantifies the steepness of the dose-response curve, and ρi corresponds
to the extent of drug resistance for a particular strain (ρi = 1 for WT and ρi > 1 if resistant).
With each of these models, we systematically varied the dosing interval while keeping the
average eﬀicacy the same (as well as the peak and trough eﬀicacy). This is meant to mimic
the scenario under which long-acting therapies are being developed: we assume that if the
drug decay can be slowed down by some amount, the dosing interval is extended by the same
amount. In the sinusoidal drug model, we vary the drug dosing period, T . In the pharmaco-
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logical model, we varied the drug half-life, th .
Conceptually, there are two possible ways drug resistance can emerge to therapy [26, 13].
Drug resistant strains may pre-exist at the start of therapy, since they are continually produced by the WT strain and exist at mutation-selection balance even in the absence of therapy. Once the WT infection is suppressed by therapy, the resistant strain has less competition for target cells, and can potentially establish its own infection. However, establishment
is not guaranteed: the population of pre-existing resistant mutants can be very small and
subject to stochastic extinction. Resistant infection can also be established by mutants produced by residual WT replication despite therapy, either at the start of treatment or before
treatment has cleared the initially present WT population (referred to as “rescue mutants”
following [13], a term borrowed from population genetics literature [147, 148]), or later on in
the treatment course due to reactivation of latent infected cells (only for certain infections).
These mutants are also subject to stochastic extinction. In the following sections, we calculate the establishment probability of resistant infection due to these sources and analyze the
effect of the drug dosing interval on each of them.

2.5 Results
2.5.1 Resistant mutants existing prior to treatment
We first examined the impact of the dosing interval on the evolution of resistance from preexisting mutants. Extending the approach of Alexander & Bonhoeffer [13], we calculated
the establishment probability pest for a single pre-existing resistant mutant in the presence
of treatment with time-dependent drug levels (Methods). We first examined the case of a
fully-resistant mutant (a strain that is not impacted at all by the drug level, purple curves
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in Figures 2.2B,E). Under the sinusoidal model of drug eﬀicacy, longer dosing intervals (i.e.
long-acting therapy) always lead to lower probabilities of resistant mutants establishing. In
contrast, under the pharmacological model, increasing the dosing period makes it more likely
the resistant strain will establish. However in either case, the differences in pest were minimal.
We next looked at the case where the mutant is only partially resistant (green curves in Figures 2.2B,E). Overall the establishment probability was much lower and more sensitive to the
drug dosing interval. When drug eﬀicacy fluctuated sinusoidally between doses, longer dosing
intervals only lead to lower establishment probability up to a certain maximal dose period
(∼monthly for the parameters we used), and then further increasing the period leads to even
higher establishment probabilities than daily dosing. When drug eﬀicacy followed a pharmacological model, increased dose intervals decreased establishment probability. Therefore,
the effect of increasing dosing intervals on the risk of resistance due to pre-existing mutants
seems to depend strongly on both the degree of resistance and on the details of the drug kinetic curve.
We find that there are two limiting cases: when dosing is frequent the establishment probability depends upon the time-averaged drug eﬀicacy, whereas in the limit of very infrequent
dosing it depends upon the initial drug eﬀicacy (ϵ(t = 0)). The existence of these limiting
cases and the effect of dosing intervals can be explained by the time-scales and selection
forces in the system. There exists an initial time-frame after treatment is initiated that is
most important for pre-existing mutants to establish a resistant infection. This time-frame exists because a) mutant virus and the cells it infects have a finite lifespan, and b) competition
with the WT for target cells. Although the resistant strain has a higher fitness than the WT
strain once therapy begins, initially target cells are suppressed such that Rr < 1 and hence
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Figure 2.2: Effect of drug dosing intervals on the establishment of resistance due to preexisting and rescue mutants. Top row: Results for the sinusoidal drug eﬀicacy model. Bottom
row: Results for the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model. A) and D) Drug eﬀicacy as a
function of time for the WT and resistant strain. B) and E) Establishment probability for one preexisting resistant mutant as a function of the dosing interval. C) and F) Probability that at least one
rescue mutant is produced as a function of the dosing interval. Each dot represents the establishment
or rescue probability in the presence of an oscillatory eﬀicacy with a fixed period. The colors go from
light to dark with increasing dosing intervals keeping the time-averaged eﬀicacy, ϵavg constant. In each
case, the establishment and rescue probabilities were computed for mutants unaffected by the drug
ϵr = 0 (purple) and affected by the drug ϵr ̸= 0 (green). The starred points correspond to the establishment (rescue) probability for constant eﬀicacies, ϵavg = ⟨ϵ(t)⟩ (blue star) and ϵ = ϵ(t = 0)
(orange star). The black marks overlaid on each of the curves are results from stochastic simulations
of the whole model, see Methods for details. Parameter values used for the drug kinetics in A-C),
ϵavg,w = 0.9, Aw = 0.09, ϵr (t) = 0 (purple) and ϵavg,r = 0.1, Ar = 0.09 (green) and in D-F), Cmax = 20,
IC50 = 10, M = 10, tTh = 1, ρw = 1, ρr = ∞ (purple) and ρr = 2 (green).
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pest = 0. Target cell numbers start increasing once treatment starts since WT replication is
suppressed. The resistant strain can establish infection only when target cells have increased
suﬀiciently such that Rr > 1. This leads to the important time-scale in the system which we
refer to as the Establishment Time-Frame (ETF). If the lineage of a resistant strain has managed to survive through the ETF, then it is almost guaranteed to establish infection. This
can be seen by tracking how quickly the fraction of pre-existing mutants approaches the establishment probability after the onset of treatment (Suppl. Figure S2.2). The establishment
probability therefore depends mainly upon the drug kinetics during this time.
This theory explains the existence of two limiting cases for very short or very long dosing
intervals. When drug dosing is frequent, the drug undergoes many cycles during the ETF and
the effect of the drug is well-approximated by a constant drug eﬀicacy at the time-averaged
value (see blue stars in Figures 2.2B,E). In the limit of very infrequent dosing (very longacting drugs), the drug stays near its initial concentration for the duration of the ETF. Consequently, the establishment probability approaches that of a constant drug eﬀicacy at the
initial drug level (ϵ(t = 0), orange stars in Figures 2.2B,E). One important difference between the sinusoidal vs the pharmacological drug model, which explains the different effects
of long-acting therapy in the two cases, is the value of the drug concentration early on. In the
sinusoidal model, drug absorption is assumed to be slow and so drug levels are assumed to
be near their minimum during the ETF for extended-release therapy. In the pharmacological model, drug levels are assumed to reach their peak quickly, and so the resistant mutant
experiences peak eﬀicacy during the ETF under long-acting therapy.
Two opposing selection forces also contribute to the relationship between the drug eﬀicacy
and the establishment probability. Suppression of the WT by the drug helps the growth of
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the resistant strain indirectly by reducing competition for available target cells. But if the
mutant strain is not completely resistant, then suppression of the resistant strain by the drug
directly reduces its fitness. Consequently, higher drug eﬀicacy can both help and hurt the
resistant strain. When the suppression of the resistant strain by the drug is the dominant
selection force, higher drug eﬀicacy during the ETF lowers the establishment probability (partial resistance in Figures 2.2B,E). On the other hand, higher drug eﬀicacy during the ETF
increases the establishment probability when competition with the WT is the dominant selection force (full resistance in Figures 2.2B,E). The effect of drug kinetics on the establishment
probability therefore reflects the fitness of the resistant strain during the ETF. We investigate the dependence of model parameters on these results in the Supplement (Suppl. Figures
S2.3,S2.4, Suppl. Discussion).
To summarize, the effect of dosing intervals on the establishment of pre-existing resistant
strains is minimal when the degree of resistance of the mutant strain is high. Long-acting
therapy tends to increase the risk of resistance due to pre-existing partially resistant mutants
when the drug absorption is slow, and decreases the risk when drug absorption is fast. However, for a slow absorption drug, there exists an intermediate regime where increasing the
dosing interval leads to the reduction in the risk of resistance albeit by a small amount.

2.5.2 Resistant mutants produced during treatment
Next, we examined the effect of dosing intervals on the evolution of resistance due to mutants
produced during treatment. The majority of the resistant mutants that are produced during
treatment do not establish infection on account of stochastic extinction. As a result, we focus our analysis only on those resistant mutants (“rescue mutants”) that are produced during
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treatment and escape stochastic extinction by producing long lived descendants. The rate
at which rescue mutants are produced is therefore a combination of the rate of mutant production from residual WT infection and the probability of fixation (related to the strength of
selection). We computed the probability that at least one rescue mutant is produced during
treatment using the approach in Alexander & Bonhoeffer [13] (Methods), and analyzed the
effect of varying the drug dosing interval on it (Figures 2.2C,F).
We found that under the sinusoidal model (slow drug absorption), long-acting drugs increase the risk of resistance (Figures 2.2C). Whereas, under the pharmacologically-inspired
model (fast drug absorption), longer acting drugs reduce the risk of resistance (Figures 2.2F).
These trends are independent of the degree of resistance of the mutant strain.
As in the case of pre-existence, there are two limiting cases corresponding to very frequent
and infrequent dosing. When dosing is frequent, the rescue probability depends upon the
time-averaged drug eﬀicacy, whereas in the limit of very infrequent dosing it depends upon
the initial drug eﬀicacy. These results suggest that the rescue probability is also influenced by
the early time dynamics and depends mainly upon the drug kinetics during the establishment
time-frame (ETF).
The effect of dosing intervals and the trends seen in Figures 2.2C,F can be explained by
the factors affecting the rescue probability. The risk of resistance depends upon the rate of
production of rescue mutants which depends both on mutation and selection,

νresc (t) = ν(t)pest (t)
where ν(t) is the rate at which resistant mutants are produced from residual WT infection
and pest (t) is the establishment probability for such a mutant produced at time t. Treatment
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affects these factors in different ways. A stronger treatment is always associated with a lower
ν(t) as there is less residual WT infection. On the other hand, a stronger treatment can be
associated with a higher or lower pest (t) depending upon the degree of resistance of the mutant strain. This was the reason behind the opposite trends seen in the case of pre-existence
(for example in Figure 2.2B). In this case however, the trends seen on varying the dosing interval (Figures 2.2C,F) are independent of the degree of resistance of the mutant strain with
a higher drug eﬀicacy always corresponding to a lower rescue probability. This implies that
the rate of mutant production ν(t) dominates selection pest (t). The effect of dosing intervals
on the rescue probability is also dependent upon other model parameters and we investigate
this dependence thoroughly in the Supplement (Suppl. Figures S2.5,S2.6, Suppl. Discussion).
In summary, long-acting therapy increases the risk of resistance due to rescue mutations
when drug absorption is slow, and decreases the risk of resistance when drug absorption is
fast.

2.5.3 Resistant mutants produced due to latency reactivation
The viral dynamics model considered so far does not take into account persistent infected
cell populations [149]. As a result, the infection tends to be cleared quickly as long as resistance doesn’t emerge, which is why the early drug kinetics play an out-sized role in the risk
of drug resistance. Persistence, however, is a characteristic of many chronic infections (e.g.
HIV, HBV, TB, some types of malaria) [49, 150] that makes it diﬀicult to design effective
treatment strategies to completely clear the infection. It is also an important source of resistance. Reactivation events from this pool (“latent reservoir”) of persistent infected cells can
lead to the introduction of resistant mutants that establish infection. The rate at which resis-
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tant mutants are produced and go on to establish infection (“rescue” due to reactivation) is
dependent upon the details of the drug kinetics and hence, we expect it to be influenced by
the drug dosing intervals. With this in mind, we investigated how long-acting therapy affects
the emergence of a resistant infection due to the reactivation of latent infected cells.
We modeled two ways in which resistant mutants can be introduced during a persistent
infection (Methods) – reactivation of a latently-infected cell that is already resistant (we assume that a fraction of the latent population given by mutation-selection balance is resistant),
or reactivation and subsequent replication of WT infection that generates a resistant mutant
(Figure 2.3A). Summing up both these possibilities, we calculated the average probability of
rescue per latency reactivation event. This probability was calculated for reactivation events
that occur after the initial period where the WT infection is being suppressed by treatment
and target cells are being replenished to their pre-infection values (Methods).
We found that depending upon the extent of WT suppression during the drug cycle, longacting therapies are associated with the same or increased risk of resistance as compared to
frequent dosing (Figure 2.3C). When the drug eﬀicacy is high enough that the WT is suppressed (R0w < 1) for the entire the drug cycle, the average rate of rescue has no dependence
upon the dosing interval (purple curve in Figure 2.3C). In the absence of WT replication,
resistance can arise only via mutants that pre-exist in the latent reservoir. As the rate of
reactivation is constant and independent of the drug kinetics, the risk of resistance in this
case does not depend upon the drug dosing frequency. However, when the drug eﬀicacy is
lower and the WT can replicate during the times of lowest drug levels (Rw > 1), despite
still being suppressed overall (⟨Rw ⟩ < 1), the rate of rescue has a strong dependence upon
the dosing intervals and increases for longer acting drugs (green curve in Figure 2.3C). The
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Figure 2.3: Effect of drug dosing intervals on the establishment of resistance due to latency reactivation. A) Schematic of the model showing the two ways in which resistant mutants
can be produced as a result of the reactivation of latent infected cells (square). B) Drug eﬀicacy as a
function of time with two strengths of eﬀicacies for the WT and fully resistant mutant, ϵr = 0. The
purple curve corresponds to a high drug eﬀicacy such that Rw < 1 during all points of the drug cycle.
Rw > 1 for ∼ 23% of each period for the low eﬀicacy drug cycle given by the green curve. C) Average
probability of rescue per latency reactivation event as a function of the drug dosing interval. Each dot
corresponds to the average probability in the presence of an oscillatory eﬀicacy with a fixed dosing interval. The colors go from light to dark with increasing periodicity keeping the time-averaged eﬀicacy,
ϵavg constant. Black marks denote results of the stochastic simulation of the whole model. Parameter
values used for the drug kinetics, Cmax = 20 (purple curve), Cmax = 17 (green curve), IC50 = 10,
M = 10, tTh = 1, ρw = 1, ρr = ∞.
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slow decay of longer acting drugs leads to more time in the non-suppressive part of the dosing period, which enables the WT to undergo multiple rounds of replication before eventually
getting suppressed by the next drug dose, and increases the chance that a resistant mutant is
produced and establishes infection. These results are irrespective of the degree of resistance
of the mutant strain (Suppl. Figure S2.7A) and the drug absorption rates (Suppl. Figure
S2.7B).
In summary, during a persistent infection, long-acting therapies are associated with an
increased risk of resistance only if there is sub-optimal WT suppression in the lowest parts of
the drug cycle.

2.5.4 Impact of non-adherence on resistance for different dosing intervals
In the previous sections we have shown how drug kinetics influence the risk of resistance
when there is perfect adherence to treatment. In reality, adherence to treatment is known to
be sub-optimal, especially for chronic infections, and is associated with the risk of resistance
for daily therapies. We therefore evaluated how imperfect adherence to therapy influences the
relationship between drug dosing intervals and the risk of resistance. We assumed each scheduled dose was taken or missed randomly and independently with a probability given by the
adherence level (Methods) and analyzed the effect of dosing intervals on the probability of a
resistant infection due to the different sources of mutations, for varying levels of adherence
(Figure 2.4). While in reality low enough adherence levels can allow for treatment failure to
occur without resistance, just due to rebound of the WT strain, we were not interested in
this effect in this analysis and so ensured that the system stayed in the regime where the WT
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Figure 2.4: Effect of non-adherence on the establishment of resistance for different drug
dosing intervals. Top row: Results for a fully resistant mutant (ρr = ∞). Bottom row: Results for a
partially resistant mutant (ρr = 2). A) and D) Establishment probability of pre-existing mutants. B)
and E) Probability that at least one rescue mutant is produced. C) and F) Average probability of rescue per latency reactivation event. These results are for the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy
model with the solid black line in each subplot corresponding to results for perfect adherence. Imperfect adherence results are medians of 100 iterations and the error bars correspond to the interquartile
range. X-axis positions have been offset for ease of visualization.

We found that for both pre-existing and rescue mutants, long-acting drugs were most robust to the effects of treatment non-adherence, with the overall trends between the risk of
resistance and the frequency of dosing staying the same as that for perfect adherence (Figures
2.4A,B,D and E). Long-acting drugs are more robust in this case because the risk of resistance is mainly dependent upon drug kinetics during the establishment time-frame (ETF).
The number of doses taken during the ETF decreases as the dosing interval increases, reducing the chance of missing a dose. As by definition the first dose is always taken, the risk of
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resistance is the same as that for perfect adherence when the dosing interval is equal to or
larger than the ETF. These results are for the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model
and are independent of the specific model chosen for adherence (Suppl. Figure S2.8).
It is worth noting that in agreement with previous modeling work [59, 58], we found that
non-adherence generally – but not always – promotes the emergence of resistance. In the case
of fully resistant pre-existing mutants, higher rates of non-adherence lowers the establishment
probability (Figure 2.4A). Higher rates of non-adherence correspond to weaker WT suppression. As the resistant strain is unaffected by treatment, weak WT suppression increases competition for target cells, making it more diﬀicult for the resistant strain to establish infection.
Imperfect adherence increases the risk of resistance during a persistent infection (Figures
2.4C,F). Irrespective of the degree of resistance of the mutant strain, the risk increases for
increasing levels of non-adherence and is predominantly unaffected by the drug dosing intervals apart from an intermediate regime where it is the same as that for perfect adherence.
There are two sources of resistance in this case - reactivation of latent cells that are already
resistant, and reactivation followed by replication of WT cells that can lead to a mutation.
Reactivation of latent cells occurs at a constant rate independently of the drug levels and
consequently doesn’t contribute to the trends seen here (Suppl. Figure S2.9). These trends
are therefore due to the effect of the drug levels on WT replication which affects the rate at
which resistant mutants are produced.
To summarize, longer acting drugs are more robust to the effects of imperfect adherence
when drug resistance is expected to arise due to mutants present early on after the start of
treatment. During a persistent infection, non-adherence can dramatically increase the risk of
resistance but the effect is the same for both long and short acting drugs. Including the ef-
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fects of treatment non-adherence doesn’t alter the relationship between the risk of resistance
and the frequency of dosing that exists for perfect adherence.

2.5.5 Two-step mutations
So far we have considered a model with only two viral strains (WT and the resistant mutant),
where one effective mutation rate encapsulates the effects of all the genetic changes needed
for the wild-type to acquire drug resistance. In reality, resistance is often attained via stepwise mutations [151, 152] where the path to resistance is via intermediate strains. These mutational pathways can affect the role played by drug kinetics on the emergence of resistance.
Long term exposure to sub-optimal drug concentrations can play a major role in facilitating the emergence of step-wise resistance when the intermediate strains are susceptible to
the drug. In order to investigate whether mutational pathways can affect the relationship
between drug dosing intervals and the risk of resistance observed so far, we used a standard
extension of the viral dynamics model that includes intermediate viral strains [153, 10]. The
model consists of the WT strain, two intermediate strains that are one step mutation away
from the WT and a resistant strain that is a step and two-step mutation away from the intermediate and WT strains respectively (Methods). In the absence of treatment, the WT is the
fittest strain (Figure 2.5A). We assume that the WT and the intermediate strains are suppressed by treatment (with the intermediate strains having the same fitness as each other)
and the resistant strain is not (Figure 2.5A).
The establishment probability of one pre-existing resistant mutant is the same irrespective
of the number of step-wise mutations needed from the WT to acquire resistance. This is because the long term fate (establishment probability) of the mutant is independent of how it
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was produced. As a result, mutational pathways don’t play a role and the effect of dosing intervals on the risk of resistance due to a two-step pre-existing resistant mutant is the same as
in Figure 2.2.
On the other hand, the establishment of a resistant infection due to rescue mutants depends upon the rate of production from the wild-type and intermediate strains and consequently depends upon the mutational pathway (Methods). We analyzed the rescue probability (Figure 2.5B) of a partially resistant mutant as a function of the drug dosing intervals for
the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model for perfect and imperfect adherence. We
find that the trends are the same as that for one-step mutants, with long-acting therapies
corresponding to a lower risk of resistance.
We also calculated the risk of resistance during a persistent infection for the two-step mutant for both perfect (Figure 2.5C) and imperfect adherence (Figure 2.5D). Even in this case,
the trends are the same as that for one-step mutants.
Overall, we find that the mutational pathway considered here doesn’t change the qualitative relationship between the drug dosing intervals and the risk of resistance that exists for
the simplified case of a one-step mutant.

2.6 Discussion
In recent years, there has been an increased focus towards developing long-acting therapies
as a way to reduce treatment failure by improving patient adherence [62]. Although likely to
improve adherence, it is unclear whether this alone will lead to better treatment outcomes
as the effects of changing drug kinetics on the evolution of drug resistance aren’t well understood. Long-acting therapies with their increased half-lives could facilitate the evolution of
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resistance due to long-term exposure to intermediate drug levels, causing treatment failure
[70, 71]. A systematical study of the relationship between drug dosing kinetics and the risk
of resistance is therefore essential to the development of new therapies in order to optimize
clinical outcomes.
Using well-established modeling techniques [2, 13, 146], we were able to show that the
time varying nature of drug concentrations in the body and competition between different
pathogen strains can result in a complicated relationship between the establishment of resistance and drug dosing intervals. When the source of resistance is due to mutants present before treatment (“pre-existing”), long-acting therapies increase the risk of resistance for a fully
resistant mutant when the drug absorption is fast and reduce the risk when the drug absorption is slow. These trends are reversed when the pre-existing mutants are partially affected
by treatment. On the other hand, when the source of resistance is due to mutants produced
de novo via residual wild-type infection (“rescue”), irrespective of the degree of resistance of
the mutant strain, long-acting drugs reduce the risk of resistance when drug absorption is fast
and increase the risk when drug absorption is slow.
For resistance due to pre-existing and rescue mutants, there exists a short initial time window after treatment begins that influences resistance the most. Drug eﬀicacy during this establishment time-frame (ETF) determines whether moving towards longer acting therapies
is better or worse for the establishment of resistance. The establishment time-frame is a consequence of the infection getting rapidly cleared by therapy together with the competition
between the wild-type (WT) and resistant strains for available resources (for example, uninfected cells). At the onset of treatment, these resources are depleted due to the dominant WT
infection and take time to get replenished as the WT is suppressed. The resistant strain can
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not establish infection unless it has access to enough resources to grow (Rr > 1) and avoids
stochastic extinction till then. Competition for resources coupled with the finite life-time of
the resistant strain leads to the risk of resistance being influenced mainly by dynamics early
on after the start of treatment.
Our analysis essentially amounts to calculating the fixation probability of a mutant under time-varying selection pressures. This has been studied in population genetics literature
and is complicated to analyze apart from when the timescales of environmental change and
fixation are very different. When environmental changes occur much faster than the timescale of fixation, the time-averaged fitness of the mutant determines the probability of fixation [154]. At the other extreme, when environmental changes occur slowly as compared to
the time-scale of fixation, the fixation probability is governed by the environmental conditions at the time of the mutant introduction [155]. We observe exactly the same effects, with
the ETF corresponding to the time-scale of fixation and the drug kinetics reflecting environmental change. The time-average drug eﬀicacy can capture the fate of the resistant mutant
when dosing is frequent whereas, the initial drug concentration determines the risk of resistance for very long acting drugs. As demonstrated by Cvijovic et al [139], in the intermediate
regime where the two time-scales are comparable, the dynamics of the environmental fluctuations (drug kinetics in our case) strongly influence the fixation of the mutant and can’t be
explained by any effective selection pressure alone.
The degree of resistance of the mutant strain plays an important role when resistance is
expected to arise from pre-existing mutants. High drug eﬀicacy during the ETF doesn’t guarantee a lower risk of resistance. The benefits conferred to the resistant strain by a stronger
wild-type (WT) suppression (in terms of reduced competition for resources), might out-weigh
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its increased suppression by the drug, increasing the risk of resistance. This result is in agreement with the more general observation from other modeling studies [26, 141, 156] and experiments [157, 158], that an aggressive treatment doesn’t necessarily correlate with a reduced
risk of resistance. It depends upon the effective competition between the different existing
strains. It is worth noting that this effect isn’t seen for rescue mutants. They rely on WT
replication to be generated, with the rate of production having a larger effect on the risk of
resistance as compared to the competition between the strains. As a result, high drug eﬀicacy during the ETF always lowers the risk of resistance due to the rescue mutants. We find
that these trends are independent of the mutational pathway from the WT needed to acquire
resistance.
The concept of the establishment time-frame breaks down when there is a persistent source
of infection which isn’t rapidly cleared by therapy. During such infections, resistant mutants
can arise from pre-existing mutant populations in the persistor pool, or get generated during
replication of WT cells from the persistent population when drug levels are low. We found
that during a persistent infection, longer-acting therapies increase the risk of resistance when
the drug isn’t fully suppressive during the lowest drug levels. Long-term exposure to low
drug levels can allow the WT to temporarily grow, significantly increasing the chance of resistant mutants getting generated and establishing infection. The suppressive action of therapy
has been known to vary between individuals and previous studies have stressed the need to
individualize treatment regimens [55, 159]. Our findings suggest that this need might be even
more acute for longer-acting therapies.
In addition to lowering the eﬀicacy of therapy, imperfect adherence can also facilitate
the emergence of resistance. Mathematical models have helped provide valuable insights
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into understanding the complex and at times surprising effects of treatment non-adherence
[54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. For example, Wahl and Nowak [54] combined standard pharmacokinetics with an establish model of viral replication to determine conditions under which
resistance dominates as a result of imperfect adherence; Krakovska and Wahl [56] investigated anti-retroviral (ART) therapy regimens in the presence of non-adherence that minimize
drug toxicity while also reducing viral replication and resistance; Rosenbloom et al [59] developed a model of virologic failure that can explain the clinically observed drug-class-specific
relationship between adherence and outcome under ART; Lipsitch and Levin [61] used mathematical models of mycobacterial population dynamics under treatment to show that noncompliance to therapy contributes more to the risk of resistance than spatial heterogeneity
in drug concentrations. Our work adds to the existing literature by investigating the effects
of non-adherence for longer acting therapies. We find that the effects of imperfect adherence
depend upon whether there is a persistent source of infection. In its absence, imperfect adherence to longer acting therapies has a smaller effect on the risk of resistance as compared
to frequent dosing. The chance of missing a dose during the establishment time-frame (ETF)
is lower for longer acting drugs as fewer doses are administered during this time. As the risk
of resistance is predominantly determined by dynamics during the ETF, longer acting therapies are more stable to the effects of non-adherence. For more frequent dosing, if competition
with the WT dominates suppression of the resistant strain by the drug, increasing levels of
non-adherence lowers the probability of resistance. On the other hand, if direct suppression
by treatment dominates competition, increasing levels of non-adherence increases the probability of resistance. When there is a persistent source of infection, long-acting drugs are just
as affected by the effects of treatment non-adherence as frequent dosing. Higher rates of non-
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adherence always increases the risk of resistance.
Our model assumes a homogeneous pathogen population under well-mixed environmental conditions. This is a commonly used assumption that is a good approximation for modeling dynamics in the blood [2]. In reality however, pathogen subpopulations are known to
reside in tissues and organs [160, 161] where drug absorption and pathogen dynamics may
be significantly altered [162, 163, 164]. Previous work has considered the consequences of
spatial heterogeneity on treatment eﬀicacy and the role it can play in facilitating the emergence of drug resistance [165, 30, 166, 167, 31, 168, 169]. Kepler and Perelson [30] showed
that a model with two spatially distinct compartments held at different drug concentrations
is associated with an increased risk of resistance as compared to a single compartment model.
Moreno-Gamez et al [31] found that combination therapy can facilitate multi-drug resistance
when therapy consists of drugs that do not penetrate equally in all infected parts of the body.
Other work investigating the effects of drug concentration gradients have considered the role
played by the degree of connectivity (between different compartments) [169] and the influence
of convection (due to blood flow) [168] on the risk of resistance and identified regimes where
the risk is increased. In our analysis, the relative rates of drug absorption and decay play
an important role in determining the risk of resistance due to long-acting therapies for preexisting and rescue mutants. As a result, the risk of resistance might vary in the blood versus
the tissues due to different drug absorption rates and their combined effect could change the
overall relationship between the frequency of dosing and the emergence of resistance. Future
work will be needed to investigate whether such differences in drug absorption rates would
affect our results.
Currently, antiretroviral therapy consisting of long-acting cabotegravir and rilpivirine is
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the only long-acting therapy in the stage of clinical trials [63, 65, 67, 66]. Preliminary results from these trials indicate non-inferiority of the long-acting formulation with regards
to maintaining HIV-1 suppression, as compared to the current standard of care consisting of
a single daily dose [170]. However, there is insuﬀicient data at this time to comment on the
differences in the risk of resistance, as resistance typing was done only for individuals with
confirmed virological failure (1-2% in each arm of the trials). Our analysis might help shed
some light on what to expect in the long-term. In all of these trials, participants were given a
single daily dose until viral suppression was achieved (less than 50 viral RNA copies per mL)
after which they were randomly assigned to a longer dosing schedule (4 or 8 weeks) or kept
at daily dosing as a control. Relating to our analysis, switching to longer-acting therapy only
after viral suppression is achieved ensures that the establishment time-frame doesn’t play a
role and our analysis regarding resistance emerging during a persistent infection is applicable.
Our results suggest that long-acting therapy will not be associated with an increased risk of
resistance in these trials as long as drug concentration levels are kept high enough to ensure
WT suppression even at the lowest points of the drug-cycle. According to the pharmacokinetics results so far, this indeed seems to be the case [63, 65, 67, 66].
Long-acting drugs are also being considered for prophylactic use in order to improve treatment adherence and increase effectiveness in preventing infection, for example, due to HIV or
malaria [171, 172, 173, 124]. Even in this case however, there is concern regarding the emergence of resistance due to long-term exposure of intermediate drug levels if prophylaxis is insuﬀicient to prevent infection, or is initiated during an undiagnosed acute infection [174, 175].
Penrose et al [175] report an instance of infection with wild-type (WT) HIV-1 and subsequent selection of a resistant virus due to persistent exposure to long-acting pre-exposure
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prophylaxis (PrEP). While Radzio-Basu et al [174] show in a macaque model that initiating
long-acting PrEP during acute simian-human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV) infection can
frequently select mutations conferring resistance to therapy and are maintained for several
months. Although we have not considered prophylactic use directly, our analysis related to
the establishment time-frame is applicable to the case where therapy is initiated during acute
infection. Initial drug concentration before the WT is suppressed will have the most influence
on the risk of resistance. For the other scenario, a different analysis to what we have done
will be needed as the probability of a WT infection establishing during therapy also has to
be taken into account while calculating the risks of resistance. However, we suspect that the
role played by drug dosing intervals would be qualitatively similar to the case of resistance
arising during a persistent infection. Both scenarios require a small amount of WT population to grow while on therapy (due to inadequate suppression) and produce resistant mutants.
Long-acting drugs can potentially cause long-term exposure to these insuﬀicient drug levels,
leading to an increased risk of resistance.
To conclude, our results underscore the importance of including details of the drug kinetics while analyzing the risks of resistance associated with longer-acting therapies and not
restricting to their time-averaged drug eﬀicacy. Different sources of resistance may be more
or less likely for a given pathogen and should be taken into account explicitly while evaluating the risks of resistance. Overall our work highlights the need to use pathogen specific
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamics models to assess risks of resistance and guide the development of new therapies.
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2.7 Methods
2.7.1 Viral dynamics model
Before treatment
We start from a standard ordinary differential equation model of intra-host viral dynamics
[2, 13] consisting of uninfected target cells x, cells infected by the drug-sensitive wild-type
(WT) strain yw , cells infected by the drug-resistant strain yr , free WT virions vw and free
resistant virions vr ,

0
ẋ = λ − dx − βw
xvw − βr0 xvr

(2.1a)

0
ẏw = (1 − u)βw
xvw − aw yw

(2.1b)

0
ẏr = uβw
xvw + βr0 xvr − ar yr

(2.1c)

v̇w = kw yw − cw vw

(2.1d)

v̇r = kr yr − cr vr

(2.1e)

where λ is the rate of target cell production (assumed to be constant for simplicity); d is
0 and β 0 are the virus specific infectivities with the
the natural death rate of target cells; βw
r

superscript indicating the value of the parameters in the absence of treatment; aw and ar are
the death rates of the infected cells; kw and kr are the virion production rates; cw and cr are
the free virion clearance rates; and u is the mutation rate.
Mutation is modeled according to the ‘stamping machine’ mode of replication [176, 177]
and back mutation is ignored. The results discussed in this paper don’t depend upon when
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mutation occurs in a viral life-cycle and so we assume it occurs at the infection step without
any loss of generality. Since we are modeling a system with only two strains, u represents
the effective mutation rate. It encapsulates the effect of all genetic changes that lead to resistance. This simplification ignores the effect of multi-step mutational pathways. We briefly
discuss the effects of higher point mutants in later sections. However, as a first approximation it is not a bad assumption as this two strain model with an effective mutation rate is
known to be good approximation when the fitness of the intermediate strains is low [13].
The fitness of the strains is summarized by their basic reproduction ratio, R0 . R0 is defined as the average number of new infected cells produced in a single replication cycle by an
infected cell introduced into a population of uninfected cells [2]. The WT reproduction ratio
in the absence of drugs is given by,

R0w =

0k
λβw
w
daw cw

(2.2)

The resistant strain has some associated cost of resistance, s, that is incorporated such that
R0r = (1 − s)R0w . We simplify the above model further by using the common assumption that
the dynamics of the free virions are much faster than those of the infected cells [178]. This
leads to quasi-equilibrium relationships vw ≈

k w yw
cw

and vr ≈

k r yr
cr

and the system Equation 2.1

becomes,

ẋ ≈ λ − dx − b0w xyw − b0r xyr

(2.3a)

ẏw ≈ (1 − u)b0w xyw − aw yw

(2.3b)

ẏr ≈ ub0w xyw + b0r xyr − ar yr

(2.3c)
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where, b0i =

βi0 ki
ci .

At the infection equilibrium,

aw
x0
= w
0
bw
R0
d
λ
⋆
− 0
yw
=
aw
bw
aw u ⋆
yr⋆ =
y
ar s w
x⋆ =

where x0 =

λ
d

(2.4a)
(2.4b)
(2.4c)

is the equilibrium level of target cells in the absence of infection. We assume

for simplicity that the cost of resistance is at the level of viral infectivity, b0r = (1 − s)b0w and
all other infection parameters for the two strains are the same.

Incorporating treatment
We model treatment by assuming that drug action blocks the infection of target cells. The
infectivity parameter, b, becomes a function of the drug eﬀicacy, ϵ.

ẋ = λ − dx − bw (t)xyw − br (t)xyr

(2.5a)

ẏw = (1 − u)bw (t)xyw − ayw

(2.5b)

ẏr = ubw (t)xyw + br (t)xyr − ayr

(2.5c)

where bw (t) = b0w (1 − ϵw (t)) and br (t) = b0r (1 − ϵr (t)). We are interested in the case when
the WT is suppressed in the presence of treatment, Rw < 1 whereas the resistant strain is not
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Rr > 1.
Figure S2.1 gives an example of what the dynamics look like when the treatment is initiated 100 days after the onset of infection. Prior to treatment, the system is at an equilibrium
set by the WT. The resistant population is maintained at a low level via a mutation-selection
balance. Once treatment starts, the WT is suppressed and the target cells start recovering.
The resistant population decreases initially after treatment starts. This is on account of a
lack of target cells to infect and a reduced influx from the suppressed WT population via mutation. The resistant population starts growing and establishes infection once the target cell
availability is higher.
A deterministic approach guarantees the establishment of a resistant infection once the
WT is suppressed during treatment, so long as Rr > 1. However, mutations are inherently
stochastic and the presence of just a few mutants prior to the start of treatment isn’t enough
to guarantee establishment as they can undergo stochastic extinction. In order to calculate
the establishment probability of a resistant infection emerging during treatment, we use a
stochastic version of the model. It is a continuous time Markov Chain with the transition
rates given by the rates in the differential equations [13].

Modeling latency
To model latency as a source of resistance, we consider the scenario when the WT strain is
completely suppressed by treatment and target cells have recovered to their pre-infection
equilibrium (x(0) =

λ
d ).

WT infected cells are introduced into the system via reactivation

of latent infected cells and continue to be suppressed by treatment. We assume that prior
to treatment the mutant was maintained at a mutation-selection balance [2, 10] which is re-
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flected in the composition of the latent pool, a fraction ( us ) of the latent pool consists of cells
infected by the resistant strain. This leads to the following system of equations for the target
cells (x), WT (yw ) and resistant mutant (yr ) infected cells,

ẋ = λ − dx − bw (t)xyw − br (t)xyr
(
u)
ẏw = γ 1 −
+ (1 − u)bw (t)xyw − ayw
s
γu
ẏr =
+ ubw (t)xyw + br (t)xyr − ayr
s

(2.6a)
(2.6b)
(2.6c)

where γ is the rate of latency reactivation and all other parameters are the same as in
Equation 2.5.
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Infection parameter values
Parameter Description

Units

Value

λ

Rate of target cell production

cells/day 2 × 106

d

Death rate of target cells

day−1

0.1

k

Virion production rate

day−1

1000

a

Death rate of infected cells

day−1

0.5

c

Free virion clearance rate

day−1

10

β

Viral infectivity

day−1

5 × 10−10

u

Mutation rate

3 × 10−5

s

Cost of resistance

0.3

Table 2.1: Infection parameter values used throughout this work unless stated otherwise

These parameters give a resulting R0 = 2 for the wild-type and R0 = 1.4 for the resistant
mutant. We chose these parameter values to be consistent with Alexander and Bonhoeffer
[13]. They provide their original sources and justify in detail why they are reasonable for the
diseases of interest (for example HIV, HBV and HCV). We stress that these values are only
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meant to qualitatively capture the nature of the infection dynamics. Pathogen specific values
should be used in practice while evaluating the risks associated with new therapies.

2.7.2 Establishment probability
We calculate the probability that a resistant mutant existing at a certain time after treatment
initiation avoids extinction by modeling the process as a time inhomogeneous “Birth-Death”
(B-D) process [179]. From Equation 2.5c births and deaths occur with a good approximation
at the per capita rate,

B(t) = br (t)x(t)
D=a

(2.7a)
(2.7b)

At the beginning of treatment, target and WT infected cells are present in very large numbers and so we assume that they follow deterministic dynamics. We extended the approximation used in [13] as we wished to include the effects of the drug kinetics on the target cell
rebound. Our approximation consists of the following simplified system of target and infected
WT cells which can be solved numerically (we use Mathematica 12.0 [180]),

ẋ = λ − dx − bw (t)xyw
ẏw = bw (t)xyw − ayw

(2.8a)
(2.8b)

There exists an analytical solution for the extinction probability of such a B-D process
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[179],
∫ t+T

Pr(yr (t + T ) = 0|yr (t) = 1) =
where R(τ ) =

∫τ
t

D(τ )eR(τ ) dτ
∫ t+T
1+ t
D(τ )eR(τ ) dτ
t

(2.9)

(D(t′ ) − B(t′ )dt′ . The probability that the lineage of a strain existing at

time t eventually goes extinct is given by the limit,

pext (t) = lim Pr(yr (t + T ) = 0|yr (t) = 1)
T →∞

(2.10)

the establishment probability is,

pest (t) = 1 − pext (t)

(2.11)

This “Birth-Death” approximation is used instead of stochastically simulating the whole
model for each dosing interval as it captures the effects of stochasticity well and has the advantage of calculating the risks significantly faster, within minutes as opposed to days. The
approximation however, has a limitation as it doesn’t include the depletion of the target cells
by the resistant strain (Equation 2.8). As a result, the establishment probability isn’t well
approximated when there is a rapid growth of the resistant strain. But, this doesn’t change
the qualitative results obtained in this study as the general trends associated with the drug
dosing intervals are maintained and the method can still be used to assess the relative risks
associated with longer-acting therapies.
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2.7.3 Different sources of resistance
Drug resistance can arise via different sources: mutants existing prior to treatment (preexisting), those that are generated de novo during treatment via residual wild-type infection
(rescue) and those that are a result of latency reactivation.

Pre-existence
The establishment probability for a single mutant present at the start of treatment is given
by Equation 2.11 with t = 0.
It is also possible to derive the total probability of survival due to pre-existence by taking
into account the full distribution of the mutant population size prior to treatment. This can
be approximated by a steady state birth-death-immigration (BDI) process [13]. The target
and WT infected cell populations are large enough that fluctuations in their size aren’t important and we can assume they are at their deterministic equilibrium level. This leads to a
BDI process with constant rates where “birth” refers to the replication of a mutant infected
cell; “death” is the death of a mutant infected cell; and “immigration” is the continual flow
into the mutant population due to de novo mutations in the WT. We can read off these rates
⋆ from Equations 2.4a and 2.4b to
from Equation 2.3c substituting the values of x⋆ and yw

give,
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B = ar (1 − s)

(2.12)

D = ar

(2.13)

⋆
I = aw uyw

(2.14)

The probability generating function (PGF) for the steady state distribution when B < D is
given by [179],
(
ψ(z) =
With the mean ψ ′ (1) =

I
D−B .

Ppre = 1 −

B−D
Bz − D

)I

B

(2.15)

The total survival probability is given by,
∞
∑

P r(N = n)pext (0)n = 1 − ψ(pext (0))

(2.16)

n=0

Rescue
The rate of appearance of rescue mutants is proportional to the level of residual infection by
the WT and the mutation probability. This rate can be read off from Equation 2.4c,

ν(t) = u

βw (t)k
x(t)yw (t)
c

(2.17)

Once a mutant is produced at time t′ , its establishment probability is given by Equation
2.11 calculated at t = t′ . Since we want to keep track of only those mutants that avoid extinction, the total rate of producing rescue mutants is,
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νresc (t) = ν(t)pest (t)

(2.18)

We model the number of rescue events that occur via a time inhomogeneous Poisson process [13] with the above rate and calculate probability that at least one rescue mutant establishes infection,

Presc = 1 − e−m1 pest (0)−

∫∞
0

(1/d)ν(t/d)dt

(2.19)

⋆

where m1 = (1 − ϵw (t = 0)) uycw a is a correction term that is needed because of the quasiequilibrium approximation used for setting the free virus population proportional to the infected cells [13].

Latency reactivation
For mutants produced via latency reactivation, the establishment probability pest (t) is calculated as before by modeling this as a Birth-Death process with rates, B(t) = br (t)x(t) and
D = a. We approximate the target and WT infected cell dynamics by solving the following
deterministic system,

ẋ = λ − dx − bw (t)xyw
(
u)
ẏw = γ 1 −
+ (1 − u)bw (t)xyw − ayw
s

(2.20a)
(2.20b)

The rate at which resistant mutants are produced due to latency reactivation can be read
off from Equation 2.6,
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(
γu )
ν(t) = ubw x(t)yw (t) +
s

(2.21)

In this case we also just keep track of those mutants that escape stochastic extinction and
the total rate is given by,

νlatency (t) = ν(t)pest (t)

(2.22)

and the average probability of rescue per latency reactivation event is,

Platency = 1 − e−⟨νlatency (t)⟩/γ

(2.23)

where, ⟨νlatency (t)⟩ is the rate averaged over one period of the drug cycle. The establishment of resistance due all the three sources was computed numerically using Mathematica
12.0 [180].

2.7.4 Stochastic simulations of the birth-death approximation
We checked the validity of the birth-death approximation used for all the three sources of
resistance. For pre-existence and rescue, we simulated the full model (Equation 1) stochastically using Gillespie’s tau-leaping method [181]. The step size, ∆t was fixed to 0.001 time
units. In this algorithm, the number of each type of event occurring in one time-step is drawn
from a Poisson distribution with a mean = event rate × ∆t. To obtain the establishment probability of a single pre-existing resistant mutant, we simulated the treatment phase multiple
times (10, 000 − 100, 000 iterations). The initial conditions for the target cells and the WT
infected cells were given by their pre-treatment equilibrium values with one resistant infected
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cell. We set the mutation rate to zero to isolate the establishment due to just the pre-existing
mutant. The simulations were run long enough such that the mutant population had either
established infection or gone extinct. The fraction of runs with surviving mutants estimates
the establishment probability. For the rescue probability, we ran multiple stochastic simulations of the full model (10, 000 iterations) with the same pre-treatment initial conditions
for the target and WT infected cells. We set the initial resistant infected cell population to
zero and included a non-zero mutation rate. The simulations were run long enough such that
either a resistant infection had been established or the infection was cleared. The rescue probability corresponds to the fraction of runs in which the resistant infection was established.
To obtain the average probability of rescue per latency reactivation event, we stochastically
simulated Equation 2.6 in three stages using Gillespie’s tau-leaping method with the step size
∆t = 0.001. At the start of the simulation, the target cells are at their pre-infection equilibrium with no WT or resistant infected cells. In the first stage of the simulation we turn off
the mutation rate and allow the WT population to settle into a form of an equilibrium where
suppression by treatment is balanced by the activation of latent cells. In the second stage of
the simulation we allow the reactivation of resistant latent cells and turn on the mutation
rate for a period of 1/γ. Latency reactivation is a Poisson point process with a constant rate
γ where on average one reactivation event occurs during a period of 1/γ. This allows us to
simulate the scenario of one reactivation event potentially leading to resistance. The probability of rescue (averaged over simulations) obtained in this manner is a good approximation
of the probability per reactivation event as long as simulations where more than one reactivation event occurs do not contribute disproportionately to it. The probability of a resistant
infection establishing due to n reactivation events, each of which has a probability p of caus-
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ing infection, can be calculated by using the binomial distribution. In the limit of very small
p (<< 1) however, this probability is well approximated by np. As we are in this small p
regime, each reactivation event contributes equally to the probability and our approximation is valid. In the last stage, we turn off the mutation rate again and run the simulation
for long enough such that the mutant has either gone extinct or established infection. Some
of the probabilities involved are very small O(10−5 ) and in order to avoid running the large
number of iterations, O(107 ) required to calculate these numbers (corresponding to weeks of
computing time), we scaled up the mutation rate for the simulations and scaled down the final probability that was obtained. This is a reasonable step to take as when the probability
is << 1, it is directly proportional to the mutation rate. For each set of parameter values, we
allowed the second stage of the simulation to occur at 100 different time-points in the drug
cycle and repeated this for 200 iterations each. The final probability is given by the fraction
of runs (20, 000 in total) where the mutant established infection.
All the simulations were implemented in Python 3.0 and run on Cannon, the Harvard University cluster.

2.7.5 Existence of the establishment time-frame
In order to demonstrate the dependence of pre-existence and rescue probabilities on a short
initial time-window after treatment onset, we computed the fraction of pre-existing mutants
that have survived as a function of time after treatment onset (Figure S2.2). This can also be
interpreted as the probability that the lineage of one pre-existing strain has avoided extinction by time t, P (yr (t) ̸= 0|yr (0) = 1). This probability is bounded by P (yr (0) ̸= 0|yr (0) =
1) = 1 and P (yr (∞) ̸= 0|yr (0) = 1) = pest . If the establishment probability is reached in
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a finite amount of time, this implies that the lineage is guaranteed to establish infection if
it survives until then. We find that this occurs rather quickly after treatment starts, and is
inversely related to the infected cell decay rate a. Given the non-linear nature of the infection and treatment dynamics it is diﬀicult to precisely measure the establishment time-frame.
However, we don’t consider this to be a limitation of our analysis as it is not needed to calculate the risks of resistance. The usefulness of the concept lies in helping understand and
interpret the trends seen on varying drug dosing intervals on the risk of resistance.

2.7.6 Models of non-adherence
Random adherence model
In the random adherence model we assume that there is a constant probability of missing
each dose apart from the first one which is always taken. The establishment and rescue probabilities were computed numerically using Mathematica for the pharmacologically-realistic
eﬀicacy model.

Clumped adherence model
In the clumped adherence model we assume that apart from the first dose, each dose can be
missed with a fixed probability (p1 ) but the probability of missing a dose is higher (p2 > p1 )
if the previous dose was missed. The convergent non-adherence probability p, can be computed by treating these two states (ψ1 , ψ2 ) as states of a stationary Markov Chain with the
right stochastic transition matrix,
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1
−
p
p
1
1

T =

1 − p2 p2

(2.24)

Solving for the stationary distribution, ψT = ψ where ψ = (ψ1 ψ2 ), the average nonadherence probability is given by,

p = p1 ψ1 + p2 ψ2 =

p1
1 − p2 + p1

(2.25)

2.7.7 Two-step mutations
Pre-existence
The establishment probability of one pre-existing mutant is independent of the mutational
pathway to resistance from the WT strain but the frequency distribution of the resistant
strain prior to treatment changes. We generalize the PGF for the point mutants given by
Equation 2.15 to two-step mutants using the method illustrated by Moreno-Gamez et al. [31]
in their Supplementary Information.
An ODE model that can describe the dynamics of a system with a two-step mutant is
given by [153, 10],
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βw (t)k
βm1 (t)k
βm2 (t)k
βr (t)k
xyw −
xym1 −
xym2 −
xyr
c
c
c
c
βw (t)k
ẏw = (1 − u1 − u2 − u1 u2 )
xyw − ayw
c
βw (t)k
βm1 (t)k
ẏm1 = u1
xyw + (1 − u2 )
xym1 − aym1
c
c
βw (t)k
βm2 (t)k
ẏm2 = u2
xyw + (1 − u1 )
xym2 − aym2
c
c
βr (t)k
βw (t)k
βm1 (t)k
βm2 (t)k
ẏr =
xyr + u1 u2
xyw + u2
xym1 + u1
xym2 − ayr
c
c
c
c
ẋ = λ − dx −

(2.26a)
(2.26b)
(2.26c)
(2.26d)
(2.26e)

where, ym1 and ym2 are two intermediate mutants a point mutation away from the WT
with u1 and u2 as the two mutation rates and yr is the two-step mutant. The frequency distribution of the two-step mutant at the start of treatment can be approximated by considering the stochastic process determining the size of the single and double mutant populations
(ym1 , ym2 , yr ). We make the assumption that the target cell and WT populations are at their
deterministic pre-treatment equilibrium values (Equations 2.4a and 2.4b). The selection coeﬀicients are assumed to be larger than the mutation rates to get the following approximate
rates,
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⋆
ym1 → ym1 + 1 . . . rate: u1 ayw
+ (1 − s1 )aym1

ym1 → ym1 − 1 . . . rate: aym1
⋆
ym2 → ym2 + 1 . . . rate: u2 ayw
+ (1 − s2 )aym2

ym2 → ym2 − 1 . . . rate: aym2
⋆
yr → yr + 1 . . . rate: u1 u2 ayw
+ u1 (1 − s2 )aym2 + u2 (1 − s1 )aym1 + (1 − s1 )(1 − s2 )ayr

yr → yr − 1 . . . rate: ayr

where s1 , s2 are the two mutation costs. At this point we make a further approximation as
this is no longer a B-D-I process and doesn’t possess an analytic solution [31]. We make the
approximation that if double mutants are frequent enough to affect treatment failure, then
for realistic values of u and s, single mutants should be frequent and well approximated by
⋆
their constant equilibrium levels, ym1
=

u1 ⋆
s1 yw

⋆
and ym2
=

u2 ⋆
s2 yw .

The stochastic system is

modified to,

⋆
yr → yr + 1 . . . rate: u1 u2 ayw
+ u1 (1 − s2 )a

u1 ⋆
u2 ⋆
yw + u2 (1 − s1 )a yw
s2
s1

(2.27)

yr → yr + 1 . . . rate: (1 − s1 )(1 − s2 )ayr

(2.28)

yr → yr − 1 . . . rate: ayr

(2.29)

This is a modified B-D-I process with,
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(
I=

⋆
u1 u2 ayw

)
1
1
+
−1
s1 s2

(2.30)

B = (1 − s1 )(1 − s2 )a

(2.31)

D=a

(2.32)

and the PGF can be calculated by Equation 2.15.

Rescue mutants
As the establishment probability for one pre-existing mutant is unaffected by the mutational
pathway to resistance, the only thing that changes in the case of the rescue mutants is their
rate of production from the wild-type and intermediate strains.
Equation 2.17 for the rate of resistant mutant production is modified to,

ν(t) =

β(ϵ)k
x(t) (u1 u2 yw (t) + u1 (1 − s2 )ym2 (t) + u2 (1 − s1 )ym1 (t))
c
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(2.33)

2.8 Supplementary Figures
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Figure S2.1: Example time-course of a chronic infection followed by treatment under
the deterministic viral dynamics model. A) Target (uninfected) cells as a function of time. B)
Time-course of cells infected by the wild-type (blue) and resistant (red) strain. Treatment is started
t = 100 days (vertical dotted line) after the onset of infection. Parameter values, λ = 2 × 106 cells/day,
d = 0.1day−1 , k = 1000day−1 , a = 0.5day−1 , c = 10day−1 , β 0 = 5 × 10−10 day−1 , u = 3 × 10−5 and
s = 0.3. Initial conditions, x0 = λd , ys0 = 1 and yr0 = 0. Before treatment, βw = β 0 , βr = β 0 (1 − s).
After treatment, βw = β 0 (1 − ϵw ) with ϵw = 0.9, Aw = 0 and ϵr (t) = 0.
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Figure S2.2: Fraction of pre-existing mutants left as a function of time post treatment
onset. The dotted lines correspond to the establishment probability for a fully-resistant mutant in
the presence of a pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model with dosing period T = 1 with A)
infected cell decay rate a=0.5 and B) with two values of the infected cell decay rate a = 0.5(green)
and a = 0.25(purple). The burst rate k is adjusted according to the value of a to ensure that R0 for
the two strains is the same in both cases. All other parameter values are the same as in Figure 2B in
the main text.
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Figure S2.3: Effect of varying drug eﬀicacy parameters on the establishment probability.
A)-B) Establishment probability as a function of constant drug eﬀicacy for A) fully resistant (ρr = ∞)
B) partially resistant mutants (ρr = 1.5, 1.7, 2, 4 with increasing darkness). C)-D) Effect of varying
the amplitude keeping the average eﬀicacy fixed in the sinusoidal eﬀicacy model for a C) fully resistant
and D) partially resistant mutant (ρr = 2). Parameter values for the green curves are the same as in
Figure 2.2 in the main text with A = 0.05 for the grey curves. The starred points correspond to the
establishment probability for constant eﬀicacies, ϵavg = ⟨ϵ(t)⟩ (blue stars) and ϵ = ϵ(t = 0) (orange and
red stars) E)-F) Effect of varying the half-life th in the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model
keeping Cmax fixed for a E) fully resistant and F) partially resistant mutant (ρr = 2). Parameter
values for the green curves are the same as in Figure 2.2 in the main text with th /T = 5 for the grey
curves. The starred points correspond to the establishment probability for constant eﬀicacies, ϵavg =
⟨ϵ(t)⟩ (blue and purple stars) and ϵ = ϵ(t = 0) (red stars).
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Figure S2.4: Effect of varying infection parameters on the establishment probability in
the presence of constant drug eﬀicacy. A)-B) Establishment probability on varying the target
(uninfected) cell production rate λ for a A) fully and B) partially resistant (ρr = 2) mutant. λ increases as the color darkens with the death rate of uninfected cells d increasing proportionally to keep
R0 for the wild-type fixed. Black marks in A) are for illustrative purposes to show the effect of increasing the dosing interval on the establishment probability. See Supplementary Discussion for more
details. C)-D) Establishment probability for a C) fully and D) partially resistant (ρr = 2) mutant on
varying the infected cell death rate a. R0 for the wild-type is kept fixed by varying the infectivity parameter b proportionally with a. E)-F) Effect of varying the cost of resistance s for a E) fully and F)
partially resistant (ρr = 2) mutant on the establishment probability. s decreases as the color darkens.
The eﬀicacy on the x-axis corresponds to the wild-type drug eﬀicacy. All other parameter values are
the same as in Figure S2.1.
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Figure S2.5: Effect of varying drug eﬀicacy parameters on the rescue probability. A)
Rescue probability as a function of constant eﬀicacy for fully (ρr = ∞) and partially resistant
(ρr = 1.5, 1.7, 2, 4 with increasing darkness) mutants. B) Effect of varying the amplitude keeping
the time-averaged drug eﬀicacy fixed in the sinusoidal eﬀicacy model for a fully resistant mutant. Parameter values for the green curves are the same as in Figure 2.2 in the main text with A1 = 0.05 for
the grey curves. The starred points correspond to the establishment probability for constant eﬀicacies,
ϵavg = ⟨ϵ(t)⟩ (blue stars) and ϵ = ϵ(t = 0) (orange and red stars) C) Effect of varying the half-life th
in the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model keeping Cmax fixed for a fully resistant mutant.
Parameter values for the green curves are the same as in Figure 2.2 in the main text with th /T = 5
for the grey curves. The starred points correspond to the rescue probability for constant eﬀicacies,
ϵavg = ⟨ϵ(t)⟩ (blue and purple stars) and ϵ = ϵ(t = 0) (red star).
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Figure S2.6: Effect of varying infection parameters on the rescue probability. A) Rescue
probability on varying the target (uninfected) cell production rate λ for a fully resistant mutant as
a function of a constant drug eﬀicacy. λ increases as the color darkens, with the death rate of uninfected cells d increasing proportionally to keep R0 of the wild-type fixed. Black marks are for illustrative purposes to show the effect of increasing the dosing interval on the rescue probability. See
Supplementary Discussion for more details. B) Effect of varying the infected cell death rate a on the
rescue probability for a fully resistant mutant as a function of a constant drug eﬀicacy. a decreases as
the color darkens. C) Rescue probability on varying the cost of mutation s for a fully resistant mutant
as a function of a constant drug eﬀicacy. s decreases as the color darkens.
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Figure S2.7: Effect of drug dosing intervals on the establishment of resistance due to
latency reactivation. A) Average probability of rescue per latency reactivation event as a function
of the dosing period for a partially resistant mutant under the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy
model. The purple curve corresponds to a high drug eﬀicacy such that Rw < 1 during all points of
the drug cycle. Rw > 1 for ∼ 23% of each period for the low eﬀicacy drug cycle given by the green
curve. Parameter values used for the drug kinetics, Cmax = 20 (purple curve), Cmax = 17 (green
curve), IC50 = 10, M = 10, tTh = 1, ρw = 1, ρr = 2. B) Average probability of rescue per latency
reactivation event as a function of the dosing period for a fully resistant mutant under the sinusoidal
eﬀicacy model. The purple curve corresponds to a high drug eﬀicacy such that Rw < 1 during all
points of the drug cycle. Rw > 1 for ∼ 30% of each period for the low eﬀicacy drug cycle given by the
green curve. Parameter values used for the drug kinetics, ϵavg,w = 0.9, Aw = 0.09 (purple curve) and
ϵavg,w = 0.6, Aw = 0.25 (green curve) with ϵr (t) = 0 for both. A)-B) The colors go from light to dark
with increasing periodicity keeping the time-averaged eﬀicacy constant.
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Figure S2.8: Effect of non-adherence on the establishment of resistance for different
drug dosing intervals for a clumped adherence model. Establishment probability of A) fully
(ρr = ∞) and C) partially (ρr = 2) resistant pre-existing mutants. Probability that at least one B)
fully (ρr = ∞) and D) partially (ρr = 2) resistant rescue mutant is produced. These results are under
the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model with the solid black line corresponding to results
for perfect adherence. Non-adherence is modeled using the clumped adherence model where the probability of missing a dose is higher if the previous dose was missed. Imperfect adherence results are
medians of 100 iterations and the error bars correspond to the interquartile range. X-axis positions
have been offset for ease of visualization.
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Figure S2.9: Effects of non-adherence on the average probability of rescue per reactivation event of a resistant latent cell. These results are for the pharmacologically-inspired drug
eﬀicacy model for a fully resistant mutant (ρr = ∞), with the solid black line corresponding to results
for perfect adherence. Imperfect adherence results are medians of 100 iterations and the error bars
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the drug kinetics, Cmax = 20, IC50 = 10, M = 10, tTh = 1, ρw = 1, ρr = ∞.
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2.9 Supplementary Discussion
2.9.1 Role played by treatment parameters on the establishment and rescue probabilities
Establishment probability
Mutants fully resistant to treatment
In the presence of a constant drug eﬀicacy, the establishment probability for mutants fully
resistant to treatment is higher as the drug eﬀicacy increases (Figure S2.3A). Stronger wildtype (WT) suppression is beneficial to the mutant strain due to reduced competition for resources.
When the drug eﬀicacy is time varying, the establishment probability as a function of dosing intervals is constrained on both ends (very frequent and infrequent dosing) by the probabilities associated with the time-averaged drug eﬀicacy and the initial drug eﬀicacy (Figures
S2.3C,E). Depending upon whether the initial eﬀicacy is lower (higher) than the time-average,
the establishment probability decreases (increases) as the dosing interval increases. The maximum possible effect of dosing intervals in this case is equal to the difference between the two
constraining probabilities ∆est = |Pest (ϵavg ) − Pest (ϵ(t = 0))|.
Understanding how ∆est depends upon the treatment parameters is straightforward in the
sinusoidal model as we’ve parameterized it by the time-averaged drug eﬀicacy ϵavg and the
amplitude A.
(
ϵ(t) = ϵavg − Acos
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2πt
T

)

The change in eﬀicacy between these two extremes is given by, ∆ϵ = ϵavg − (ϵavg − A) = A.
∆est ∝ ∆ϵ and hence, increasing the amplitude increases the effect due to dosing intervals.
We fix ϵavg and vary the amplitude in Figure S2.3C. The effect of drug kinetics is more pronounced when the amplitude is larger.
In the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model,

ϵ(t) = 1 −

(
1+

1
Cmax 2−t/th
ρIC50

)M

Dependence of treatment parameters on ∆est is more complicated in this case. Any parameter combination that increases ∆ϵ corresponds to a larger ∆est . One way to see this is by
varying the half-life th (Figure S2.3E) keeping ϵ(t = 0) fixed.
Mutants partially resistant to treatment
Treatment induces two opposing selection forces on a partially resistant strain - direct suppression of the strain by the drug and an indirect beneficial effect due to WT suppression
that leads to more availability of resources. Depending upon their relative intensity, a treatment with higher eﬀicacy can increase or decrease the establishment probability for the resistant strain. To illustrate this, we plot the establishment probability as a function of constant drug eﬀicacy for varying degree of resistance in Figure S2.3B. Increasing the drug efficacy doesn’t always increase the establishment probability. Depending upon the degree of
resistance, the suppression of the resistant strain by treatment can overpower the benefit conferred to it by a strong WT suppression and lower the establishment probability.
The establishment probability as a function of the dosing intervals is again constrained
on both ends by the probabilities due to the time-averaged drug eﬀicacy and the initial drug
eﬀicacy (Figures S2.3D,F). But, for an initial eﬀicacy that is less than the average, the cor-
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responding establishment probability can be higher or lower depending upon while selection
force dominates.
For the sinusoidal drug eﬀicacy model, the amplitude A still controls the difference between the two limiting cases and a smaller amplitude corresponds to a smaller ∆est (Figure
S2.3D). The difference between the fully resistant case is that ∆est is not the maximum possible difference due to dosing intervals anymore. This is on account of the more complicated
intermediate trends. Similarly, for the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy model, increasing ∆ϵ increases ∆est (Figure S2.3F).

Rescue Probability
As mentioned in the main text, the rescue probability is always dominated by the residual
rate of mutant production from the WT and hence, has a similar dependence on dosing intervals for both mutants fully and partially resistant to treatment. This is reflected in the
rescue probability vs constant drug eﬀicacy plot for varying degrees of resistance (Figure
S2.5A). Treatment with higher eﬀicacy is always worse for rescue mutants. The rescue probability as a function of the dosing interval is also constrained on both ends by the probabilities due to the time-averaged drug eﬀicacy and the initial drug eﬀicacy (Figures S2.5B,C)
Depending upon whether the initial eﬀicacy is higher (lower) than the average leads to a
lower (higher) probability of rescue. Similar to the case of pre-existance we define, ∆resc =
|Presc (ϵavg ) − Presc (ϵ(t = 0))|.
In the case of sinusoidal drug eﬀicacy ∆resc ∝ A and a larger amplitude corresponds to
a larger impact of dosing kinetics (Figure S2.5B). This is irrespective of whether the degree
of resistance of the mutant strain. Similarly, for the pharmacologically-inspired drug eﬀicacy
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model, larger ∆ϵ corresponds to a larger ∆resc (Figure S2.5C).

2.9.2 Role played by the infection parameters on the establishment and
rescue probabilities
Establishment probability
The establishment probability of a pre-existing resistant mutant is dependent upon the infection parameters controlling the rate of target cell dynamics, infected cell dynamics and the
cost of resistance. We plot the establishment probability as a function of a constant drug efficacy with varying target cell production rates λ (Figures S2.4A and S2.4B). R0 of the WT
is kept fixed (ratio λ/d is fixed) in order to isolate the effects of just changing the timescale
of the target cell dynamics. The establishment probability increases with faster target cell
dynamics. The resistant strain can establish infection sooner due to faster target cell availability, lowering the chance of stochastic extinction. We also vary the infected cell death rate
a (Figures S2.4C and S2.4D) (R0 of the WT is kept fixed by varying the infectivity parameter b proportionally to a) and the cost of resistance s (Figures S2.4E and S2.4F). Slower
death rate and a lower cost of resistance reduces the chance of stochastic extinction and increases the establishment probability. In all of these cases, as ∆est ∝ ∆ϵ, given an initial and
a time-averaged drug eﬀicacy (for example, black marks in Figure S2.4A), the relative difference between the establishment probabilities at these two extremes gives the extent to which
drug dosing intervals affect the establishment probability. The effect of changing the drug
dosing interval is therefore dependent on the local curvature of the establishment probability
vs constant drug eﬀicacy lines.
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Rescue probability
We also investigated the dependence of the rate of target cell dynamics, infected cell dynamics and the cost of resistance on the rescue probability in Figure S2.6. In all of these cases,
we keep R0 of the WT strain fixed in order to isolate the effect of just varying the parameters. Faster target cell dynamics (Figure S2.6A), slower death rate of infected cells (Figure
S2.6B) and lower mutation costs (Figure S2.6C) lead to higher rates of rescue. As for preexistence, given a time-averaged and an initial drug eﬀicacy, the maximum possible effect of
changing the drug dosing interval (∆resc ) is dependent on the local curvature of the rescue
probability vs constant drug eﬀicacy lines (for example, black marks in Figure S2.6A).
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3
Dynamics of COVID-19 under social
distancing measures are driven by
transmission network structure

3.1 Manuscript information
3.1.1 Previously published as
This manuscript appeared in [182]:
Nande A, Adlam B, Sheen J, Levy MZ, Hill AL (2021) Dynamics of COVID-19 under social distancing measures are driven by transmission network structure. PLoS Comput Biol
17(2): e1008684. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1008684

3.1.2 Author contributions
AN, BA, JS and ALH designed the model. AN did all the formal analysis including calculating the risks of infection. AN and BA wrote the infection modeling code. AN designed and
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wrote the network creation code for both the 2 and 5-layer networks. AN and ALH ran all
the simulations. AN, MZL and ALH wrote the paper. AN and ALH generated the graphics.
MZL and ALH supervised all aspects of the project. All authors helped conceptualize the
study and contributed to the editing of the manuscript.

3.2 Abstract
In the absence of pharmaceutical interventions, social distancing is being used worldwide to
curb the spread of COVID-19. The impact of these measures has been inconsistent, with
some regions rapidly nearing disease elimination and others seeing delayed peaks or nearly
flat epidemic curves. Here we build a stochastic epidemic model to examine the effects of
COVID-19 clinical progression and transmission network structure on the outcomes of social
distancing interventions. Our simulations show that long delays between the adoption of control measures and observed declines in cases, hospitalizations, and deaths occur in many scenarios. We find that the strength of within-household transmission is a critical determinant
of success, governing the timing and size of the epidemic peak, the rate of decline, individual
risks of infection, and the success of partial relaxation measures. The structure of residual
external connections, driven by workforce participation and essential businesses, interacts to
determine outcomes. We suggest limited conditions under which the formation of household
“bubbles” can be safe. These findings can improve future predictions of the timescale and efficacy of interventions needed to control second waves of COVID-19 as well as other similar
outbreaks, and highlight the need for better quantification and control of household transmission.
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3.3 Introduction
In less than five months the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent of COVID19, has spread from an initial foci in Wuhan, China to nearly every corner of the globe. At
the time of writing, over 2 million deaths had been reported, which will likely make this
emerging virus the top infectious cause of death this year. Several clinical and epidemiological features of COVID-19 have contributed to its disastrous effects worldwide. The overlap
in symptoms with many endemic and milder respiratory infections - such as influenza, parainfluenza, respiratory syncytial virus, and seasonal coronaviruses - make syndromic identification of cases diﬀicult. The relatively high percentage of infected individuals who require
hospitalization or critical care compared to seasonal respiratory infections has put an unprecedented burden on the healthcare systems of hard-hit regions. The important role of presymptomatic and asymptomatic individuals in transmitting infection makes symptom-based isolation less effective . Uncertainty about the case fatality risk from COVID-19 [183] and misguided comparisons to seasonal influenza contributed to sluggish responses in many regions,
in contrast to previous outbreaks of SARS and MERS.
In the absence of either a vaccine or antiviral therapy, and given the continuing limitations
in testing capacity in most regions, the main tools implemented worldwide to control the
spread of COVID-19 have been “non-pharmaceutical interventions” including “social distancing”, isolation of cases, and quarantine of contacts. All of these measures are crude attempts
to prevent the person-to-person contact that drives the transmission of respiratory infections,
and have been used since antiquity in attempts to control outbreaks of plague, smallpox, influenza, and other infectious diseases [184, 185]. Social distancing is a blanket term covering
any measure that attempts to reduce contacts between individuals, without regards to their
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infection status. Within two weeks of identifying the original outbreak in Wuhan, a cordon
sanitaire had been implemented around the entire Hubei province, prohibiting travel in or
out of the region and requiring individuals to remain in their houses except to buy essential
supplies. Elsewhere schools and universities have been closed, international travel has been
limited, restaurants and retailers shuttered, mask-wearing encouraged or required, and stayat-home orders put in place.
Mathematical models of COVID-19 transmission provided early support for the idea that
social distancing measures could “flatten the curve” and reduce the potential for COVID19 cases to overwhelm healthcare resources. An influential report from the Imperial College
COVID-19 Modeling Team showed that suppression of the epidemic to levels low enough to
avoid overflow of healthcare capacity would require an “intensive intervention package” that
combined school closures, case isolation, and social distancing of the entire population, applied for the majority of time over two years [86]. Kissler et al also came to the conclusion
that large sustained reductions in the basic reproductive ratio R0 (the average number of secondary infections generated by an infected individual) would be needed, even after accounting for the potential role of seasonality in transmission [186]. Many more forecasting models
predicted dramatic decreases in the burden of COVID-19 if interventions were enacted (e.g.
[187, 188]). Real-time and retrospective analyses of the growth rate of cases and deaths have
suggested that in some settings the epidemic eventually slowed after the implementation of
strong social distancing measures (e.g. in Wuhan and other Chinese cities [189, 95], in Hong
Kong [96], across European countries [97], French regions [98], or some US states [190, 99]).
The observed dynamics of COVID-19 outbreaks following social distancing policies have
been inconsistent, unpredictable, and the source of much confusion and debate in the gen-
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eral public and among epidemiologists. Declines in cases and deaths have not occurred uniformly across regions and have often only occured after a long delay (Figure 1). The economic and social costs of these measures are immense: unemployment has surged, stock markets have plummeted, delivery of healthcare for non-COVID-19 conditions has been interrupted [106, 107, 108, 109, 110]. Social isolation also brings on or exacerbates mental health
conditions. Weeks after implementing strong interventions, many regions have continued to
see increases in daily diagnoses and deaths. Does this mean the interventions are not working? Since the political will to sustain strict social distancing measures is waning in many
places, it is important to understand the expected timescale to judge success or failure. If
stronger interventions - such as “shelter-in-place” orders or institutional isolation of mild
cases - are needed to slow spread, when will we know this? What epidemiological and demographic features impact the timescale for epidemic waning, and how can we better predict the
required duration of these measures for future outbreaks?
Social distancing measures reduce potentially-transmissive contacts occurring in schools,
workplaces, social settings, or casual encounters, but they generally do so by confining individuals to their households without additional precautions. Thus, we would expect that the
impact of social distancing measures might depend on the relative contribution of withinhousehold transmission to disease spread, the distribution of household sizes, the number
of households containing at least one infected individual at the time an isolation measure is
enacted, and the amount of residual contact between households for the duration of the intervention. What do we know about these factors for COVID-19 or respiratory infections more
generally, and how do they interact to determine epidemic dynamics after an intervention?
In this paper we examine the impact of COVID-19 clinical features and transmission net-
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work structure on the timing of the epidemic peak and subsequent dynamics under social
distancing interventions. Using data from large-scale cohort studies, we parameterize a model
tracking the progression of COVID-19 infection through different clinical stages. We combine
this with data-driven transmission networks that explicitly consider household vs external
contacts and how they are differentially altered by social distancing measures. We consider
various scenarios for the eﬀicacy of interventions in reducing contacts, heterogeneities in their
adoption in different demographic groups, the relative role of transmission in different settings, and the timing of partial or complete relaxation of isolation measures. We evaluate
both population-level outcomes as well as determinants of individual risk of infection. Our
results show that even following the implementation of strong social distancing measures, the
epidemic peak can occur weeks to months later, and the decline in cases can be extremely
slow. The eﬀicacy of within-household transmission plays a critical role in the timescale and
overall impact of these measures. These findings provide an impetus for continued adherence
to social distancing measures in the absence of immediate results, can inform planning for
hospital capacity, and suggest that retrospective efforts to assess the eﬀicacy of different intervention policies should account for these expected delays.

3.4 Methods
3.4.1 Modeling the spread and clinical progression of COVID-19
We modified the classic SEIR compartmental epidemiological model to describe the dynamics
of COVID-19 infection (Supplementary Methods, Figure 3.2A). After infection, individuals
pass through an ∼ 5 day incubation period before developing asymptomatic or mild infection, which could include fever and cough or other symptoms. This stage lasts ∼ 1 week and
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individuals are infectious for this duration. A portion of individuals progress to “severe infection”, which is typically characterized by pneumonia requiring hospitalization, and we assume
averages 6 days. Some individuals progress further to “critical infection”, which requires ICUlevel care that often includes mechanical ventilation, and some of these individuals eventually
die (after ∼ 8 days of critical care), leading to an ∼ 2% case fatality risk. At each stage, individuals who don’t progress or die, recover and are assumed to be immune for the duration
of the outbreak. The duration of each stage of infection is assumed to be gamma-distributed
with mean and variance taken from the literature. Infectious individuals can transmit to any
susceptible individuals with whom they are in contact, with a constant rate per time for the
duration of their infection. With our baseline parameters, the doubling time of infection is
∼ 4 days, the basic reproductive ratio R0 is ∼ 3, and the serial interval is ∼ 8 days, in
agreement with epidemiological studies of COVID-19. A detailed description of the clinical
definitions of different infection stages, the model behavior, and the model parameters and
references are given in the Methods.
We then simulate infection spreading stochastically through a fixed, weighted contact network with one million nodes. The population size is chosen to represent a typical metropolitan area. As a baseline scenario, we consider a simple approximately well-mixed population
where anyone can potentially transmit the virus to anyone else in the population. To more
accurately capture human contact patterns, and how they are altered by social distancing
measures, we constructed multi-layer networks describing connections within households and
external connections (Supplementary Methods, Figure 3.3A). Each individual was assigned
to a household and connected to everyone in their house. Household size distributions were
taken from the 2010 United States census (average household size nHH ∼ 2.5, full distribu-
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tion shown in Figure 3.3B). External connections were constructed by connecting individuals
to people in other households. The distribution of the number of external connections was
taken from detailed contact surveys that recorded daily interactions amenable to transmission
of respiratory infections (average nEX ∼ 7.5, standard deviation 2.5) [191, 192]. As a baseline
case we constructed “two-layer” networks assuming these external connections were random,
whereas later in the paper we consider more complex and realistic “five-layer” network structures. While these data sources inform the number of contacts, the probability of infection
depends both on the number of unique contacts and on the time spent together and the intensity of the contact, which can be represented by weights in the network. We hypothesized
that household and external contacts could have different effective weights. For example, individuals may spend 8 − 10 hours a day with coworkers or classmates, but only a few waking
hours with household members, and so external contact could have higher weights. Alternatively, individuals may have more intense physical contact with household members, such
as children or spouses with whom co-sleeping can occur. Since these weights are unknown,
we considered a range of scenarios for the relative weights of household (wHH ) and external
(wEX ) contacts, keeping the total transmission intensity (basic reproductive ratio R0 ) constant. These scenarios result in different observed values of the household “secondary attack
rate” (the probability a single index individual infects any given household contact) (Figure
3.3K). We also hypothesized that when individuals are isolated in their homes as a result of
social distancing measures (e.g. school closures or work-from-home mandates), they may be
spending significantly more time with household members and thus have a higher transmission rate. We modeled this by allowing the weight of household contacts to increase during
an intervention.
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We model the implementation of social distancing measures by reducing the weight of all
external contacts (or all contacts in the well-mixed model) by a fixed % that we term the “intervention eﬀicacy”. Alternatively, we could randomly remove a fixed % of contacts, but the
results are very similar (see Methods). Our model is similar to other models that have been
used to describe the spread of COVID-19. A unique feature of our model is that it simultaneously captures the clinical progression of COVID-19 (as opposed to simpler SEIR models),
a reasonable approximation of contact network structure (as opposed to well-mixed models),
and realistic distributions of the durations of states (as opposed to continuous-transition models which assume exponentially-distributed durations, and lead to unrealistically long tails in
infection after strong interventions). We can simulate infections for the duration of the epidemic in less than 1 minute on a single GPU, in populations of a million.

3.5 Results
3.5.1 Observed COVID-19 dynamics following social distancing interventions
To characterize the dynamics of COVID-19 following social distancing measures, we chose
five regions from around the world with large outbreaks: the city of Wuhan, China, the Lombardy region of Italy, the Community of Madrid in Spain, New York City in the state of New
York, USA, and the county of Los Angeles, California, USA (Figure 3.1). These regions each
implemented strong “lockdown” measures (aka “stay-at-home” or “shelter-in-place” orders)
within 3 weeks of their first reported COVID-19 case and provided data not just on cases
and deaths but also on cases requiring hospitalization and ICU-level care (see Supplementary
Methods). In each setting, there was a long delay between the implementation of social dis-
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tancing and the peak incidence of cases (1.5 − 3 weeks) and deaths (2 − 3 weeks), or peak
occupancy in hospitals and ICUs (∼ 1 month). The timescale of the eventual decline in cases
post-peak was much slower than the initial increase in cases in all regions, with a half-life between 10 and 24 days in all regions except Los Angeles, where the outbreak appears to have
approximately plateaued but not yet begun decreasing. The goal of this paper was to understand whether the clinical progression of COVID-19 and transmission network structure
could explain these types of post-intervention dynamics.

Figure 3.1: COVID-19 dynamics before and after lockdown interventions in five example regions. A) The city of Wuhan, China (8.5K km2 , 11.1M ppl), B) The Lombardy region of Italy
(23.8K km2 , 10.1M ppl) C) The autonomous Community of Madrid in Spain (8.0K km2 , 6.6M ppl)
D) New York City in the state of New York, USA (1.2K km2 , 8.2M ppl). E) The county of Los Angeles, California, USA (4.7K km2 , 9.8M ppl). “New cases” and “New deaths” are daily numbers of new
reports, averaged over a 7 day window centered on the current day. For Lombardy, New York, and
Los Angeles, “Hospitalized” and “ICU” are the total number of patients currently in regular hospital
care or critical care, respectively. In Wuhan, the same time series are the number of patients currently
categorized as having “severe” or “critical” infection (using the same definitions as in our model). In
Madrid, due to data availability, these series are instead the daily number of new admissions (with
7-day smoothing).
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3.5.2 Prolonged clinical progression of COVID-19 leads to delay until
decline in cases and deaths following an intervention
We first considered the role of the clinical features of COVID-19 alone, in the delay from implementation to peak infections and deaths, by simulating our model in an unstructured population. The intervention was implemented when cumulative reported cases were ∼ 200 per
million and deaths ∼ 5 per million (total infected ∼ 1%), mirroring the timing of stay-athome orders across major US metropolitan areas (see Supplementary Methods). While we
expect the number of new infections to begin decreasing immediately, newly infected individuals in the “exposed class (E)” (incubation period) cannot generally be tracked, since they
are asymptomatic and not yet shedding enough virus to test positive. Instead, later stages of
infection are monitored.
We found that under a perfect intervention, we expect ∼ 2 days delay until the peak prevalence of mild infections, ∼ 9 days for severe infections, and ∼ 15 days for critical infections,
suggesting that the requirements for healthcare capacity may peak quite a bit after implementation (Figure 3.2). In the more realistic scenario where the intervention is imperfect (70%
effective), these timelines are significantly extended, for example to ∼ 7, 17, and 30 days for
mild, severe, and critical infections respectively. In most regions, individuals are reported at
the time of diagnosis, and not tracked until recovery, and so case counts can only be used
to track incidence rates, not prevalence levels. We consider a region where infections are
only counted upon hospitalization (progression to severe class), and then find that peak incidence of cases occurs 7 and 11 days after an intervention that is 100% or 70% effective. Daily
deaths peak much later: after 18 days (100% effective) to 35 days (70% effective). Under our
parameter values, a 50% intervention “flattens the curve” but does not prevent spread, and
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incidence cases and deaths don’t peak until 13 and 15 weeks after the intervention, respectively. The total percent of the population infected over the course of the whole epidemic was
reduced from ∼ 92% to ∼ 0.6% with a 100% effective intervention, but only to 58%, 3%, or
0.65% with a 50, 70% or 90% effective intervention.
The exact timings that we report here depend on the assumptions of our model, in particular, the average duration of each stage of infection (see Supplementary Methods for details) as well as on the epidemic growth rate pre-intervention (it takes longer for epidemics
that were growing faster to peak and begin declining). However, the qualitative finding that
peaks in case counts, hospitalizations, and deaths can be significantly delayed beyond when
an intervention is implemented is a general finding for models tracking the natural history of
COVID-19. Note that in our model, we assume that the intervention is adopted the same day
it is instituted, whereas in reality, there may be a further delay until individuals are able to
comply with the intervention.

3.5.3 The relative contribution of household and external spread influences outcome of interventions
We hypothesized that the continual spread of COVID-19 within households after the implementation of social distancing measures could further delay peak cases and deaths, and increase the number of people infected despite the intervention. Using our network-structured
model (see Methods) for household and external contacts, we simulated the implementation
of interventions of increasing eﬀicacy under different assumptions about the relative weight of
the household vs external contacts. In addition, we examined the impact that the increased
time spent with household members (and hence an increased transmission potential) after
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Figure 3.2: Dynamics pre and post social distancing intervention in well-mixed populations. A) Model of COVID-19 clinical progression and transmission. The model is described in the
text and detailed in the Methods. Social distancing interventions (red X) reduce the rate of transmission and the generation of new infections. B-E) Simulated time course of the population level prevalence of each clinical stage of infection under different intervention eﬀicacies. The intervention was
implemented on day 40. Solid line is mean and shaded areas are 5th and 95th percentile. Black dotted
line shows the time the intervention began. F) Time to peak of different infection stages, measured
as days post-intervention. The first three quantities are peak prevalence levels (I1, I2, I3), while the
latter two are peak daily incidence values. We assume that cases are diagnosed only at the time of hospitalization. Daily incidence values were first smoothed using moving averages over a 7 day window
centered on the date of interest. Bars represent 5th and 95th percentile.
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stay-at-home policies begin could have on the outcome of an intervention and the timescale
for disease elimination (Figure 3.3).
With our baseline assumption that household and external contacts had equal weight, we
observed that cases declined rapidly under very strong interventions (Figures 3.3E,H), while
imperfect interventions (e.g. ∼ 80%) often resulted in very gradual decreases in cases over
many months (Figure 3.3F). In both scenarios the eventual fraction of the population infected was dramatically reduced compared to the no intervention case, but these long timescales
likely mean that costly social distancing policies cannot be maintained long enough for suppression of the epidemic to occur. This slow decline could be further compromised if the risk
of transmission within a household increases under stay-at-home policies (Figure 3.3I). In this
case the epidemic could continue to increase for months post-intervention before eventually
declining, albeit still to a much lower final size than in the absence of interventions.
When the outcome of an intervention was measured by the total fraction of the population
infected over the course of the outbreak, we found that there was a surprisingly complex relationship between the relative contribution of household and external contacts to transmission,
and the intervention success (Figures 3.3G,J). Keeping the total R0 constant, social distancing interventions are most effective when either external contacts have very high weights or
when they have very low weights. In the former case (high external weight + low household
weight), most of the pre-intervention transmission comes from outside the household, and the
intervention is very effective at blocking this transmission (Figures 3.3D,K). At the time the
intervention is implemented, many households are “seeded” with infections that originated
outside the house (Figure 3.3L), but after the intervention, household transmission alone is
not effective enough to lead to a new generation of infections in most houses, without seeding
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Figure 3.3: Dynamics pre and post social distancing interventions in network-structured
populations with household and external transmission. A) Multi-layer network of transmission.
Individuals have contacts within their households and with others outside the household. Household
and external contacts may have different weights (e.g. different likelihood of transmission), due to for
example different levels of physical contact or time spent together per day. Social distancing interventions (red X) remove or decrease the weight of external contacts. B) Distribution of household sizes.
C) Distribution of the # of contacts (degree) within the household and outside the household. D)
The contribution of household and external spread to the total R0 value as a function of the relative
weight of external contacts. E)-F) Simulated time course of different clinical stages of infection under
an intervention with eﬀicacy of 100% (E) or 80% (F) at reducing external contacts, when household
and external contacts have equal weight. Black dotted line shows the time the intervention began. G)
The role of the relative importance of household vs external contacts in determining the outcome of
the intervention, measured by the size of the epidemic. Epidemic final size is defined as the percent of
the population who have recovered by day 300. H-J) Same as above but under the scenario where the
weight of household contacts doubles post-intervention (wHH → 2wHH , due to increased time spent
in house). K) The household secondary attack rate, defined as the probability of transmission per susceptible household member when there is a single infected individual in the house, as a function of the
relative weight of external contacts. L) The percent of households which are “seeded” with infection at
the time the intervention was implemented (i.e. have at least one infected individual). In all scenarios
the overall infection prevalence at the time intervention was started was identical.
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from the outside (i.e intervention eﬀicacy < 100%). When external contacts have low weight,
the intervention is highly effective but for a different reason. Most transmission is inside the
household and can continue post-intervention (Figures 3.3D,K), but very few households are
seeded with infections (Figure 3.3L). The weak inter-household contacts are further weakened
by the intervention and spillover between households is unlikely, meaning that the infection
quickly burns through susceptibles within a household then dies out.
In the intermediate regime, where household and external contacts have approximately
equal weight, social distancing interventions are less effective, and are very sensitive to imperfect eﬀicacy. For example, when external contacts have ∼ 1/3 the weight of household ones,
each type of contact contributes equally to the overall pre-intervention R0 (since there are
∼ 3x the number of external contacts as household ones). With a 100% effective intervention,
the final epidemic size is ∼ 0.7%, but rises to ∼ 7% with a 80% effective intervention (Figure
3.3G). The combination of enough household spread (R0HH > 1) to allow eﬀicient transmission post-intervention within “seeded” households and enough external spread (R0EX > 1) to
seed households before the intervention is implemented to allow post-intervention spillover
of infections to other households is the most diﬀicult case for control. These effects are exacerbated if we assume household transmission rates (contact weights) can increase postintervention (Figure 3.3J). For an 80% effective intervention, the final epidemic size can be
5 − 10 - fold higher than expected due to increased chance of within-household transmission.
We repeated these simulations with a hierarchically-clustered external layer (see Methods)
to check the robustness of the trends to details in the large-scale clustering of the transmission network (Suppl. Fig. S3.1, S3.2). We found the trends to be preserved, with the most
noticeable difference being in the number of houses “seeded” with infection at the time of
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intervention.

3.5.4 Residual household transmission can further delay time to see the
impact of an intervention
We found that the expected time to peak infections and deaths after a social distancing intervention was implemented could be increased dramatically when we accounted for household
structure, and was sensitive to the relative importance of household and external contacts
before and after the intervention (Figure 3.4). Under a 100% effective intervention (Figure
3.4A), the delays to peaks were driven mainly by the clinical progression alone, similar to
the case of the well-mixed population, but were slightly extended due to residual spread restricted to a single household. In simulations it took around 2 weeks until peak hospitalizations and 3 weeks to peak critical care cases or daily deaths. However, under an imperfect
but still strong intervention (e.g. 80% effective), the times to peak were much longer and sensitive to the relative weights of the external and household contacts (Figure 3.4B). Delay to
peak cases was longest in the intermediate regime where external and household contribution to transmission was approximately equal. For example, when external and household
weights were equal, it took an average of ∼ 5.5 weeks to reach peak cases with mild symptoms, ∼ 7 weeks until peak cases hospitalized with severe infection, and ∼ 8.5 weeks to the
peak of cases in critical care. The daily incidence of new deaths didn’t peak for ∼ 10 weeks.
The delays in time to peak were less extreme if external contacts had very high or very
low weights relative to the weight of household contacts (Figure 3.4B). In the case of very
high external weight, most individuals were infected from contacts outside their household
before the intervention (Figure 3.3L). Household spread is relatively ineﬀicient, and has only
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Figure 3.4: Time to epidemic peak after social distancing interventions depends on the
relative roles of household and external transmission. A-C) Time to peak of different infection stages, measured as days post-intervention. A) Social distancing intervention with 100% eﬀicacy
at reducing external contacts (or all contacts in the case of a well-mixed network). B) Social distancing intervention with 80% eﬀicacy. C) Social distancing intervention with 80% eﬀicacy, and assuming
that household weights double post-intervention (wHH → 2wHH , due to increased time spent in the
home). The first three quantities are peak prevalence levels (I1, I2, I3), while the latter two are daily
incidence values. We assume that cases are diagnosed only at the time of hospitalization. Daily incidence values were first smoothed using moving averages over a 7 day window centered on the date of
interest. Bars represent 5th and 95th percentile. For each clinical stage included (each different color),
the lighter-colored data point is the comparison to the well-mixed population, then the other points
are for decreasing contributions of external connections and increasing role of household transmission.
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a minor contribution to the baseline R0 value (Figure 3.3D). In most households, there is no
further spread after the intervention is implemented. As a result, the epidemic peaked sooner:
peak daily deaths occurred an average of ∼ 3 weeks post 100% effective intervention and ∼ 5
weeks post 80% effective intervention. On the other hand, when external weight is a lot lower
as compared to the household, only a small fraction of households are seeded with infection
by the time intervention is started (Figure 3.3L). Intervention is very effective at suppressing
external transmission and so, even though household transmission continues during intervention it can not spill over between households. This causes the epidemic to peak sooner as susceptibles in households get infected quickly and then the infection dies out. On average, peak
daily deaths occurred ∼ 3 weeks (100% effective intervention) and ∼ 4 weeks (80% effective
intervention) post intervention.
These results were exacerbated if we assumed that the importance of household contacts
increased post-intervention (Figure 3.4C), due to increased time spent in close quarters. In
that case, peaks increased to up to ∼ 6 months for cases in critical care and daily deaths
under an 80% intervention. With higher household weights, the eﬀicacy of spread within a
household was stronger, making new generations of infection post-intervention very likely to
occur in households with at least one case. Then, these household infections are more likely
to spill over into other households, even when most external contacts are eliminated by the
intervention. Together, these effects allow for multiple generations of transmission to persist
even after a strong intervention.
In many regions around the world, the effect of social distancing interventions is monitored
in real-time using estimates of the time-dependent reproduction number Rt (e.g. [193]). We
applied standard procedures for calculating Rt [194] to the incidence data from our simula-
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tions, and using the time at which Rt first crossed the threshold of 1 as a measure of the delay, we found that the trends agreed with those reported for the epidemic peak (Suppl. Fig.
S3.8).

3.5.5 Clustered adoption of social distancing measures can further compromise efficacy
Our results so far have assumed that external contacts in the transmission network are random connections between pairs of individuals in the population, and that a social distancing
intervention results in a uniform random reduction or deletion of these connections. In reality, human contact networks tend to be highly structured, with groups of individuals with
high levels of interconnectedness and large variation between individuals in total contacts
(e.g. [195, 196]). Moreover, we don’t necessarily expect adherence to social distancing measures to be random. For certain occupations or in certain demographic groups, individuals
are less likely to be able to work-from-home or otherwise reduce contacts outside the home.
This can lead to clusters of individuals among whom contacts remain high despite interventions. We hypothesized that this clustered adoption of social distancing measures could lead
to more residual transmission, longer times to peak cases and deaths, and longer times to
eradicate infection from a given region.
To examine these effects, we constructed more realistically-structured, age-segregated external contact networks. The population was divided into four broad age groups: preschoolaged, school-aged, working-aged and elderly. Based on large-scale contact surveys and other
modeling studies [191, 192, 196, 197, 198], we broke down external contacts into four different
layers - school, work, social and community (Figure 3.5A). Age groups determined network
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membership. School and work layers consisted of connections between individuals only belonging to the school-aged and working-aged groups respectively. Individuals belonging to all
age groups were part of the social and community layers. We used a variety of data sources
to construct the networks for each layer with degree distributions (both mean and variance
in # of contacts) as well as levels of clustering (aka transitivity, a measure of interconnectedness) that matched data (see Methods). We assumed that during a social distancing measure,
school contacts were completely removed, and that work, social, and other contacts were reduced by an amount equal to the intervention eﬀicacy. For work contacts, we also considered
the case where edges weren’t removed at random, but instead, certain “workplaces” were completely dissolved, whereas others remained (Figure 3.5C, top). With this implementation, the
levels of clustering in the external network was high both before and after an intervention.
Other studies have shown that such clustered adoption of preventive behavior can lead to
lower than expected eﬀicacy of vaccines and mass drug administration [199, 200, 201, 202].
We found that when the intervention eﬀicacy was high, most outcomes were surprisingly
not worse under this clustered adoption (Figure 3.5). Time to peak cases, hospitalizations
and deaths were similar under random deletion of edges (Figure 3.5B, bottom) and under
the correlated deletion scheme (Figure 3.5C, bottom). However, we found that the time until
infection was eliminated from the population was much longer: increasing from ∼ 180 days
to ∼ 220 days for population sizes of a million. For a less effective intervention, the difference in outcomes for the two deletion schemes was more prominent (Suppl. Fig. S3.3). Under
clustered adoption, the epidemic plateaued and took much longer to decline compared to the
case of uniform adoption where decline began immediately. We again performed a sensitivity
analysis to check the robustness of these findings to meso-scale clustering of contacts in the
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Figure 3.5: Clustered vs uniform adoption of social distancing measures. A) Schematic of
the multi-layer network created to more realistically capture non-household contacts and how they
are altered by social distancing measures. In each layer, the degree distribution and level of clustering were chosen to match data. The “community” layer represents any other contact not fitting in the
other four categories. Colors of nodes represent four broad age groups that determine network membership and structure: preschool-aged (pink), school-aged (purple), working-aged (blue) and elderly
(green). B) - C) Simulated time courses of infection in the presence of social distancing intervention
with random (B) vs clustered (C) adherence to measures. In both cases, all school connections were
deleted post-intervention and 85% of connections were uniformly deleted at random in the social and
community layers. In B) 85% of work connections were uniformly deleted whereas, in C) 85% of workplaces were dissolved, leading to clusters of disconnected vs connected individuals in the work layer of
the network. The effective intervention eﬀicacy for all layers combined was ∼ 88% in both scenarios.
Black dotted line shows the time the intervention began.
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network (see Methods) and found the trends very similar (Suppl. Fig. S3.4). These findings
suggest that targeting demographic groups like essential workers, where pockets of infection
might persist, with more aggressive cases-based measures and contact tracing may be necessary to reach elimination goals faster.

3.5.6 Individual risk of infection depends on household size and occupation
So far our evaluations of social distancing measures have focused on population-level outcomes such as the timing of the epidemic peak and the overall fraction of the population infected. However, these findings mask significant heterogeneity in individual risk. From our
simulations, we extracted the individual probability of infection as a function of household
size (Figure 3.6A), as well as in relation to the external contacts maintained after an intervention (Figure 3.6B). We found that the risk of infection increased dramatically with the household size: with our baseline parameters, it ranged from < 0.2% for individuals living alone
to 5.4% for households of size 7 (Figure 3.6A). These differences occurred independently of
the relative weight of household vs external contacts. The supra-linear increase in risk with
household size is driven by the fact that in larger households there is both more risk of seeding of infection from outside, as well as more individuals to spread to within the household
leading to less chance of extinction of spread.
We also examined the increased risk faced by “essential workers”, or others who maintained contacts in their “work” networks during the time social distancing measures were
in place (Figure 3.6B). Under more extreme distancing (∼ 85% reduction in contacts), the
relative risk of infection among workers relative to the population average was 1.6, while for
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Figure 3.6: Individual risk of infection depends on household size and worker status. A)
Risk of infection versus household size in simulations. Risk of infection was calculated after 300 days,
with 100% intervention eﬀicacy. Bar colors represent different relative weights of external contacts
(compared to household contacts). Dotted lines are the population level average infection levels for the
same scenarios. B) Risk of infection versus worker status. A “worker” is defined as someone with an
occupation in which they continue to work outside the home despite social distancing measures. Categories include being a worker yourself (red), living in a household with at least one other individual
who is working (orange), or having no workers in the house (yellow). As a comparison the population
average risk is shown (dotted line). Interventions that reduce the overall number of people working
outside the home by 70% and 85% are shown (in all cases all schools are assumed to be closed and the
same percent of social and community contacts are removed).
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individuals not working themselves but living in the same household as someone who was
working was 1.4. In comparison, individuals belonging to households with no workers had a
relative risk of 0.8. For a less effective intervention (∼ 70%), these values were 1.6, 1.3 and
0.7 respectively. These findings highlight the risk faced by communities in which larger households are common and/or in which more individuals per household may maintain external
connections despite social distancing measures.

3.5.7 Expanding circles can be safe partial relaxation strategies only under certain conditions
As a step towards relaxing social distancing measures in settings where the incidence of cases
and deaths has stabilized or is declining, some regions are proposing partial relaxation strategies whereby groups of households merge to form larger “expanded circles” or “bubbles”, but
still minimize external contacts [203, 204]. Such multi-household groups could have enormous
social benefits, such as providing childcare relief and improving productivity of working parents, and reducing the mental health toll of social isolation. To examine when this strategy
could be safely implemented without risking a rebound in cases, we randomly joined households 1, 2, or 3 months after the implementation of a strong social distancing measure (80 or
90% effective) (Figure 3.7).
We found that these household-merging strategies could be safe only if a few criteria were
met. Firstly, they must be applied in the context of steadily declining cases and deaths (Figures 3.7B,D). In situations where infection levels had stabilized but were barely declining,
forming bubbles always led to at least some resurgence of cases which returned to or exceeded
peak levels (Figures 3.7A,C). Secondly, household bubble formation should ideally be accom-
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Figure 3.7: Effect of partially relaxing intervention by forming household bubbles. Some
time after a social distancing intervention was implemented, each household merges with another random household. In each resulting two-household “bubble”, all individuals are connected to all other
individuals. A)-D) Simulated time courses of infection before and after social distancing interventions
(with 80% vs 90% intervention eﬀicacy) and after partial-relaxation by household merging. Top row:
External contacts of individuals were unchanged after two households were merged, such that overall
number of contacts increased. Bottom row: External contacts for individuals were reduced after two
households were merged, such that overall number of contacts remained unchanged. In all cases, intervention was started 43 days after the onset of the epidemic (first black dotted line) and was relaxed
after two months (60 days, second black dotted line).
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panied by a further decrease in contacts outside the house (for example, only one grocery
trip per dual-family household instead of two) and a redistribution of the effective number of
household contacts instead of allowing them to double (for example, by spending time with
subsets of the dual household instead of all time as a complete group). Otherwise, a previously declining epidemic could instead stabilize at a persistent level (Figure 3.7B), or an otherwise stable epidemic could temporarily resurge (Figure 3.7A). When resurgence occurred
it took 1 − 4 weeks to see noticeable increases in hospitalizations or deaths. We did not find
a strong dependence on the timing of household bubble formation. As before, we also tested
the robustness of these results to details in the large-scale clustering of the network by using a metapopulation model that incorporates the notion of “neighborhoods” (see Methods).
We found that the trends were unaffected independent of whether the merged households belonged to the same (Suppl. Fig. S3.6) or different neighborhoods (Suppl. Fig. S3.5).
Clearly households with less external contacts would be at the least risk from merging with
others, and these policies should only be encouraged in regions where general social distancing has clearly reduced the prevalence of infection. Similar to our findings in earlier sections,
our predictions are more optimistic when household and external contacts contribute less
equally to transmission.

3.6 Discussion
Here we show that the clinical and epidemiological features of COVID-19 interact to produce
long expected delays between the implementation of strong social distancing measures and
when their effects become apparent. Part of the delay is clinical. After infection, individuals
generally pass through an asymptomatic incubation period before entering a phase of mild
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or moderate symptoms, and some fraction eventually require hospitalization. Documented
deaths often occur after extended stays in critical care wards. The progression from initial
infection to a reportable case (often at hospital admission) or death can be weeks, and is not
interrupted by current interventions. In addition, social distancing measures reduce transmission outside the household, but in general they involve isolating individuals within their
normal places of residence and thus do not prevent household transmission. They may in fact
amplify it, by increasing the time household members spend together. If even a small fraction
of households have been “seeded” with infection at the time an intervention is implemented,
cases may continue to increase for multiple serial intervals. This residual transmission is exacerbated if weak inter-household connections remain, and especially if there are clusters of
individuals less able to comply with social distancing measures, for example among communities with a high prevalence of “essential workers”.
Our results show that it is very diﬀicult for interventions which only target transmission
outside the house to effectively control the outbreak. Unless these interventions reduce the
vast majority of contacts, ongoing transmission in households combined with occasional spillover
to other households means that the epidemic may continue to increase long after social distancing begins and when it turns around, declines in cases can be extremely slow. We found
that the relative contribution of household and external contacts to transmission was a critical determinant of the overall outcome of social distancing interventions, and the timescale
over which effects could be observed. The number of contacts alone was not very informative
for predicting intervention eﬀicacy. It is not possible to predict the effect of an intervention
that differentially affects household and external contacts by simply estimating the proportional reduction in the total R0 . For example, even if the component of R0 from household
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transmission alone is greater than 1, infection cannot continue if external connections are
substantially weakened. These findings highlight the need for more studies to determine the
contribution of different types of contacts to transmission.
The role of household transmission in the spread of COVID-19 is variable across settings.
Several studies with detailed contact tracing have attempted to estimate the household “secondary attack rate”, i.e. the probability of transmission per susceptible household member
when there is a single infected individual in the house. In a large study in Shenzhen, China,
Bi et al estimated this rate at 11% [205]. In Guangzhou, China the estimate was 20% [102],
in Beijing 23% [206], in Zhuhai 32% [207], in Seoul, South Korea 16% [208] and in Taiwan,
around 5% [209]. In a small German town with a large outbreak due to a superspreading
event at a carnival, the household secondary attack rate was closer to 30% but decreased in
larger households [210]. Liu et al considered a collection of known clusters involving close
contacts in a single gathering (not just household, often group meals), and estimated a 35%
secondary attack rate. Lewis et al find a rate of 28% in Wisconsin and Utah [103], while Grijalva et al found 53% in Wisconsin and Tennessee [211]. A recent review by Madewell et al
[100] reports values between 4 − 44%. Curmei et al’s review [101] attempts to collect all these
estimates and correct them upwards by accounting for false negative rates of diagnostic tests
and for asymptomatic infections, resulting in estimates between ∼ 10 − 55%. Given that
the average household size is relatively small in all these countries (∼ 3 or less), these numbers suggest that infection from outside the house must play a large role in order to explain
the overall R0 values observed. By varying the relative weight of household vs external contacts, our study examined a range of household secondary attack rates from ∼ 10% to ∼ 65%.
Many more studies have examined the role of household transmission in influenza spread, but
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the results are also equivocal: a review by Tsang et al found that household secondary attack
rates varied from 1 − 40% across studies [212]. A massive cohort study from Japan recently
shone some light on this complexity; finding that the risk of household influenza transmission
was highly dependent on household structure and on the familial relationship between the
primary and secondary case [213].
The networks we use to simulate infection were parameterized based on detailed surveys
that used “contact diaries” to track the number of individuals someone interacted with on a
randomly chosen day [191, 192]. Contacts were generally defined as physical contact or faceto-face conversations, and were meant to capture interactions thought to be important for
the spread of droplet-borne respiratory infections like influenza and coronaviruses. Like others, the data we use from these studies is the average number of daily contacts by age of each
individual in the pair. However, these surveys also collected information on the duration and
frequency of contacts, which could be used in the future to create dynamic networks with a
more complex distribution of weights for each types of contact. One limitation of these sorts
of surveys is that they are “ego-centric”, meaning that they only inform the distribution of
the number of contacts but not the higher order network structure, which can be important
for infection spread [197, 214]. When we constructed our multi-layer network of external contacts, we used additional information from other studies to include clustering and modularity
in our networks. Another limitation is that certain contacts that might be relevant to respiratory infections may be missed in surveys. For example, transmission via contaminated surfaces can occur between individuals who have never directly interacted, as can transmission
in group settings where air is shared (e.g. in fitness classes [215] or at restaurants [216]).
There are multiple strategies to augment social distancing policies by reducing household
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spread, and these have been implemented to different degrees in different countries. We have
not considered such combination policies in our analysis, but other models have explored
them in detail. Household spread would be reduced by earlier diagnoses of cases (as soon as
symptoms begin), proactive testing of exposed household members of cases, options for outof-home care for individuals with mild symptoms, or better education and assistance with individuals caring for sick household members to avoid infection, for example via household use
of face masks and disinfectants [206]. Population-level contact tracing initiatives would obviously also help [217, 218]. Early and influential modeling studies that provided the impetus
for widespread social distancing policies around the world assumed these policies would be
accompanied by case-based interventions that would reduce household spread (e.g. [97, 219]),
but these measures have not been uniformly adopted, and are still completely absent in most
of the United States.
Clearly a major determinant of the eﬀicacy of social distancing policies for COVID-19
is the fractional reduction in contacts, but quantifying this value is diﬀicult. A variety of
data sources can provide some information. Surveys conducted in Wuhan and Shanghai,
China comparing contacts before and after COVID-19 lockdowns found that the average
number of daily contacts was reduced from ∼ 14 in Wuhan and ∼ 20 in Shanghai to ∼ 2,
suggesting a more than ∼ 95% reduction in external contacts [220]. In the US, nationallyrepresentative polls in late March/early April found that around three quarters of households
were self-isolating [221], and estimated a mean reduction in contacts around 80% [222, 223].
Since contact surveys are rare, measures of reductions in human mobility have been used as
a proxy for contact rate reductions. Google [224] and Apple [225] provide reports on mobility changes based on user locations sourced from their smartphone mapping apps, as does
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Cuebeq [226]. Transit, a live-tracking and schedule-aggregating application for public transit, reports changes in service use [227], and SafeGraph publishes changes in foot traﬀic to
different classes of locations [228].
Different measures of mobility often give very different estimates for the eﬀicacy of social
distancing interventions. For example, Klein et al found peak US national average reductions in both the radius of mobility and the number of events where device users came within
near proximity of each other were about ∼ 50%, whereas communing volume was reduced by
∼ 75% [229, 230]. For the same time period, Apple reported ∼ 50% reductions in direction requests, Transit reported ∼ 70% reduction in transit use, Google reported ∼ 40% reductions in
visits to retail locations and ∼ 50% in visits to workplaces, and SafeGraph reported an ∼ 80%
reduction in foot traﬀic at bars but only a 20% reduction to grocery stores. Together these
results suggest that our simulations assuming ∼ 80% reduction in external contacts - which
still often only results in mediocre outcomes - are likely overestimates, if anything, of reality.
Wellenius et al attempted to infer the association between these mobility reductions and the
particular social distancing policies that caused them. Using Google data they concluded that
in the US, initial emergency declarations lead to ∼ 10% reductions, that each additional policy led to another ∼ 20% reduction, and that “shelter-in-place” orders resulted in additional
∼ 30% reductions [231]. By comparing mobility changes to estimates of R0 from case counts
in countries around the world, Bergman et al estimated that each ∼ 10% reduction in mobility resulted in an ∼ 0.05 reduction in R0 [232]. Interestingly, they also found two other
results in agreement with our findings here: there was a long delay between reductions in mobility and reductions in inferred R0 in many regions, and, the association between reductions
in mobility and R0 was weaker in regions who implemented large scale contact tracing, which
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likely reduces household transmission.
Our results highlight the importance of residual contacts between households that remain
despite social distancing measures. Many of these contacts are likely to be driven by individuals who must continue to work. Our own analysis of occupations held by residents of
Philadelphia, USA, population ∼ 1.5 million, suggested that ∼ 30% of workers had jobs that
fell into categories flagged as “essential”. A review by Lan et al of case reports within the first
month of the outbreak in multiple countries found that about 15% of these cases were clearly
work-related, and that even earlier in the outbreak, this was as high as 50% [233]. A report
released by the UK Oﬀice of National Statistics found COVID-19 related deaths were much
higher in certain occupational groups (e.g. relative risk of 4.5 for male security guards and
2 for female care workers), and the UK Biobank found an 8x higher rate of COVID-19 diagnoses in healthcare workers compared to the general population. Major clusters of infection
have occurred in workplaces as varied as call centers [38] and meatpacking plants [234]. The
results of our modeling show how risks to essential workers spill over to others, increasing the
individual infection risk for workers’ household members and increasing the persistence time
of epidemics in the community at large. Given the limited apparent ability to reduce workplace contacts and transmission, reducing household transmission or other external contacts
may be even more important. Another strategy we have not considered is selective restructuring of contact networks to increase clustering and decrease mean path length, so that transmission risk is minimized without further reducing contacts [235].
Separate assumptions of our modeling approach could lead our predictions to be slightly
pessimistic. We assume a baseline value of R0 ∼ 3, whereas some other studies have used
values between 1.9 − 2.7 [86, 186, 187, 217, 236]. There are several reasons why we believe
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those estimates are likely a little too low. Firstly, they tended to assume very short serial
intervals and infectious periods, whereas other studies have estimated longer serial intervals
[205, 237, 238, 239], particularly in the absence of quick isolation of mild cases, which is more
likely to reflect what is going on in most of the world outside of east Asia. Secondly, those
estimates often fit to cases counts that were doubling every 5 − 6 days, whereas in many settings doubling times were closer to 3 days early in the outbreak [240, 241, 242, 243]. Finally,
nearly all previous estimates of R0 fit a randomly-mixing population (with or without age
structure), whereas in our highly structured network population, higher R0 values are needed
to achieve the same doubling time. R0 values as high as 3 − 6 have been estimated using rigorous model-fitting methods [95, 219, 239]. With lower R0 values, any estimates of the % reduction in external contacts needed to achieve a certain rate of reduction of cases and deaths
would be reduced. However, our main qualitative results about delays to epidemic peak and
the complex role of household transmission hold.
Our results are not sensitive to our assumptions about the fraction of cases that progress
to more serious clinical stages nor to the case fatality risk. However, our estimates for the
timing of peak values do depend on the distribution of delays we assume, for example between symptom onset and hospitalization, or between ICU admission and death. There is
variability in the estimates of these values across studies (see Supplementary Methods), and
these values likely differ by country, depending on the standard of care and the underlying
health of the population. While we have considered wide intervals for the interpatient variation in these durations, we have not propagated uncertainty in the distribution of these
values. We hope that by providing our code, researchers who are interested in specific contexts where these values may differ significantly can explore those scenarios. There are other
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factors which influence the delay between implementation of social distancing measures and
peak cases and deaths that we have not included in our model. One factor is reporting delays,
which may be especially long for deaths in certain regions. Another factor is that there could
be a delay between implementation of distancing measures and adoption by a majority of the
population.
By including more details of transmission network structure, we are able to examine effects that would not be apparent in well-mixed epidemic models. However, our population
structure is still simplistic in many senses. For example, we do not explicitly model the dynamics of certain institutions that have been particularly hard-hit by COVID-19, such as
retirement homes and long-term care facilities [244], prisons [245, 246], and homeless shelters
[247]. Understanding the unique contact networks, transmission risks, host susceptibility, and
mortality risks in these populations is an important area for future research. We also do not
consider the potential for hospital-acquired transmission and the role of healthcare workers.
Doctors, nurses, and other health professionals are reported to make up 5 − 10% of cases in
some regions, and while increased testing is likely one factor driving these rates, it is clear
that there are also unique risks to this profession.
Strong social distancing measures tend to be economically costly and in most regions of
the world these measures were relaxed to some extent after a few months. In this study we
examined a particular partial relaxation strategy in which households form “bubbles” with
other households. We predicted that widespread adoption of these bubbles should only occur in the context of decreasing incidence and compensatory reductions in external contacts,
in order to maintain epidemic control. Here we imagine that household bubbles are formed
voluntarily for social reasons, but households may also be forced to “double-up” when one
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household experiences eviction from their current residence. The economic recession in the
US has led to massive increases in households at risk of eviction, and separate work using a
similar model found that evictions could result in substantial increases in cases across cities
if the current eviction bans expire [248]. Other modeling studies have explored the impact of
generalized relaxation of social distancing on second-wave scenarios [249, 87, 250, 251]. Although not the primary focus of this work, when we simulate generalized relaxation we find
that cases always begin to increase almost immediately. This is in contrast to the monthslong delays between relaxation of interventions and resurgences of cases observed in many
parts of Europe and North America in summer through fall 2020. In reality other factors not
included in our model are likely to play a role in observed delays post-relaxation, such as a
delayed behavioral response to relaxation policies, shifting age distributions of cases, repeated
stochastic re-introductions and extinctions, and seasonality. We did observe variable delays
until deaths and hospitalizations began to increase again in our simulations, which was explained by the clinical progression times and the degree of relaxation (Suppl. Fig. S3.7).
Many studies are now attempting to estimate the degree to which different social distancing measures (e.g. school closures, stay-at-home policies) reduce the reproductive ratio or the
exponential growth rate of cases. Our results point out a few challenges to these efforts. The
long delays we describe in this paper mean that methods that fit simple growth functions to
data and look for changes in their values may have trouble identifying effects. If there are a
series of interventions that tend to be implemented in similar orders or at similar intervals
across settings, and the goal is to estimate the effect of each (e.g. [97, 252]), then the delays
we describe here could lead to falsely attributing the effect of one intervention to another
that occurs later (e.g. see [189] and comments in response). Some of these problems can be
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avoided by explicit use of mathematical models that take into account the prolonged clinical progression of COVID-19 (e.g. [98, 253]), which is the first order cause of these delays.
However, our results show that transmission network structure also plays an important role.
Importantly, the amount by which overall transmission is reduced by social distancing measures and the delay until effects are seen depends on the relative role of household vs external
transmission, which is unknown and may be different by setting.
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3.8 Supplementary Methods
Model of COVID-19 spread and clinical progression
We use a compartmental epidemiological model, based on the classic SEIR model, to describe
the spread and clinical progression of COVID-19 (Figure 3.2). The basic model structure is
inspired by many studies on the natural clinical progression of COVID-19 infection. Infected
individuals do not immediately develop severe symptoms, but instead pass through milder
phases of infection first. For a nice summary, see Wu and McGoogan [254]. Susceptible (S)
individuals who become infected start out in an exposed class E, where they are asymptomatic and do not transmit infection. Progression from the exposed stage to the infected
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stage I, where the individual is symptomatic and infectious, occurs after an average duration
of TE days. The clinical descriptions of the different stages of infection are given below. Infected individuals begin with mild infection (I1 ) that lasts on average T1 days, from which a
fraction (f1 ) progress to severe infection (I2 ) as opposed to recovering. Severe infection progresses to a critical stage (I3 ) in a portion (ef2 ) of individuals and resolves in the rest, after
an average duration T2 . A fraction (f3 ) of individuals with critical infection die, while the
remainder recover. The average duration of critical infection is T3 days. Recovered individuals are tracked by class R and are assumed to be protected from re-infection for the duration
of the epidemic. Individuals may transmit the infection at any stage, though with different
rates. The transmission rate in stage i, βi .
The clinical definitions of the infection stages are as follows
• Mild infection - These individuals have symptoms like fever and cough and may have
mild pneumonia. Hospitalization is not required (though in many countries such individuals are also hospitalized)
• Severe infection - These individuals have more severe pneumonia that leads to dyspnea,
respiratory frequency < 30/min, blood oxygen saturation < 93%, partial pressure of arterial oxygen to fraction of inspired oxygen ratio < 300, and/or lung infiltrates > 50%
within 24 to 48 hours. Hospitalization and supplemental oxygen are generally required.
• Critical infection - These individuals experience respiratory failure, septic shock, and/or
multiple organ dysfunction or failure. Treatment in an ICU, often with mechanical ventilation, is required.
A summary of the variable definitions:
• S: Susceptible individuals
• E: Exposed individuals - infected but not yet infectious or symptomatic
• Ii : Infected individuals in severity class i. Severity increases with i and we assume individuals must pass through all previous classes
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– I1 : Mild infection
– I2 : Severe infection
– I3 : Critical infection

• R: Individuals who have recovered from disease and are now immune
• D: Dead individuals
• N = S + E + I1 + I2 + I3 + R + D Total population size (constant)
To describe the average time course in a large, well-mixed population, the model can be
represented by the following set of differential equations:

Ṡ = −(β1 I1 + β2 I2 + β3 I3 )S
Ė = (β1 I1 + β2 I2 + β3 I3 )S − E/TE
I˙1 = E/TE − I1 /T1
I˙2 = f1 I1 /T1 − I2 /T2
I˙3 = f2 I2 − I3 /T3
Ṙ = (1 − f1 )I1 /T1 + (1 − f2 )I2 /T2 + (1 − f3 )I3 /T3
Ḋ = f3 I3 /T3

The basic reproductive ratio R0 of this model is:

R0 = N β1 T1 + N f1 β2 T2 + N f2 β3 T3
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Our model makes several assumptions with regards to the clinical and epidemiological dynamics of COVID-19. We do not explicitly track asymptomatic infections, which have been
estimated to be around 20% of infections [205] (but estimates range from 1% to 50%, reviewed in [255]). However, in our model asymptomatic infections can be considered to be
part of the “mild infections” compartment. There is significant evidence that asymptomatic
individuals are infectious, and with this assumption their infectiousness would be equal to
those with mild infection. For simplicity we assume that critical infection always occurs after
passing through a stage of severe infection, while in reality there appears to be some individuals who progress directly from mild to critical infection. Similarly, we assume that only individuals who have progressed to critical infection die, though there is now some evidence that
death can occur unexpectedly in individuals who are not already hospitalized. We do not
think that any of these assumptions affect the main conclusions of our paper, which does not
focus on hospital resource use or morbidity/mortality estimates. In general our model allows
for individuals at all stages of infection to transmit to others. However, for this paper we
have assumed that only individuals with mild infection can transmit. We think it’s likely that
an individual is most infectious during this stage, when they would still be in the community
and feeling well enough to interact with others. We thus ignore transmission from hospitalized patients to their healthcare providers (β2 = β3 = 0). We make the standard SEIR model
assumption that the time until an infected individual experiences symptoms is the same as
the time until they become infectious, whereas it has now been shown for COVID-19 that
there is significant transmission risk starting ∼ 1 day before symptom onset. While this disease feature is important for studies that examine symptom based case detection/isolation,
for simplicity we have ignored this feature in our model, which doesn’t focus on these issues.
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The serial interval produced by our model parameters agrees with observed values, and so we
believe our timescales for infections spread are realistic. We do not explicitly consider agedependent rates of infection or progression to more serious stages.
The differential equation version of our model is available as an online simulation tool in
which users can explore the effects of these assumptions of model structure as well as parameter values on model outputs: https://alhill.shinyapps.io/COVID19seir/

Stochastic network implementation
To avoid the assumptions inherent in formulating an epidemiological model using standard
differential equations (e.g. assuming a randomly-mixing population, deterministic dynamics,
and exponentially-distributed durations of each infection stage), we implement the model as a
stochastic process simulated on a transmission network.
We believe that this implementation is important for our research questions, for a few
main reasons. Firstly, respiratory infections are spread by close physical contact that occurs
in highly structured contact networks, which impact the growth rate of outbreaks, the relationship between an individual’s inherent infectiousness and the basic reproductive ratio R0 ,
the variability in secondary infections between individuals, and the effects of control measures
on spread. Secondly, typical differential equation models implicitly assume that the durations
of infection stages are extremely long-tailed, which can lead to unrealistic conclusions about
the timescale of the epidemic response to control measures as well as to the relationship between the early growth rate, serial interval or generation time, and R0 . Finally, we believe it
is important to model the uncertainty in epidemic trajectories that arises from the inherent
stochasticity of transmission.
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In our stochastic formulation, we assumed that the duration of each stage of infection was
gamma-distributed, with both the mean and variance taken from the literature. Individuals
were connected with a fixed, weighted contact network that determined the potential paths of
transmission. The network is represented as a sparse matrix to save memory (a list of the index of each node in an edge, along with the edge weight). The model was implemented with
a discrete time stochastic process that tracked the state of each individual and the time since
they first entered that state. The model was implemented in Python using JAX, a framework
for generating high-performance code optimized to run on GPUs. Our code was entirely run
in the cloud on Google Colab.
The code is available at : https://github.com/alsnhll/COVID19NetworkSimulations

Model parameters
We estimated the distribution of the duration of each stage of infection from the literature
(Table 3.1). For the incubation period, we used an estimate of 54 days from [205, 256], which
is consistent with most other estimates. The duration of mild infection, which we assume is
roughly equal to the infectious period, can be estimated from a few different sources: a) the
duration of mild symptoms, b) the time from symptom onset to hospitalization (e.g. time to
progress to severe stage), or c) the duration of viral shedding via sputum or throat swabs, d)
inferred from both the incubation period and the “serial interval” between symptom onset in
an index case and a secondary case they infect. Considering (d), we took an estimate of the
serial interval from Bi et al [205], who used a large cohort of transmission pairs and reported
values separately for situations where the index case was not rapidly isolated or hospitalized
during mild infection. Similar values were found in [236, 237, 238, 239]. Some other studies
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have estimated smaller values (e.g. [217]), likely due to rapid isolation of symptomatic cases
in Asia [237]. This value implies an infectious period of 62 days. This is relatively consistent
with estimates of the time from symptom onset to hospitalization [219, 257, 258, 259], and
is roughly equivalent to the time at which average viral loads drop 4-5 orders of magnitude
from peak values [260].
The duration of severe infection in our model is equivalent to the time from hospital admission to recovery for individuals who did not progress to the critical stage, or the time
from hospital admission to ICU admission (since critical cases require ICU-level care). Since
it is hard to find direct estimates of this duration, we instead used estimates of the total
time from symptom onset to ICU-admission (e.g. combined length of mild + severe infection) [258, 259], and subtracted the inferred duration of mild infection. This led to an estimate of 64.5 days. We estimated the duration of critical infection (the length of ICU stay)
directly from cohort studies to be 8 ± 6 days [258, 261]. With these estimates, we verified
that the total time from symptom onset to death/recovery agreed with data (∼ 20 ± 10 days)
[236, 258, 262]. Note that we assumed that the duration of each stage of infection was independent of the previous stage and was also independent of the eventual outcome.
In each stage of infection, an individual can either progress to the next stage or recover,
and the probability of each was also estimated from the literature [189, 254, 263](Table 3.2).
These large clinical cohort studies estimated that ∼ 20% of infections required hospitalization
(i.e. progress to severe stage), ∼ 5% require ICU care (i.e. progress to critical stage), and an
overall case fatality risk of 2%. This leads to probabilities of progression of 0.2 from I1 →
I2 , 0.25 from I2 → I3 , and 0.4 from I3 → D. However, there is significant uncertainty in
these values. More recent estimates suggest the rates of progression to more serious stages
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of infection might be lower after correcting for asymptomatic/undiagnosed cases in China
[262], but in contrast, recent studies from the US suggest higher rates of ICU admission and
death among hospitalized patients compared to in Asia [264, 265]. Since the results of our
paper focus on the timing of the peaks of different infection stages but not on the prevalence
at these peaks, they are not sensitive to these assumptions.
We chose a value of the transmission rate β such that the early epidemic doubling time
was ∼ 4 days (growth rate r = 0.17/day) and the basic reproductive rate R0 = 3. While some
studies have estimated R0 values as low as 2, these have generally used estimates based only
on the serial interval which are mathematically problematic, used short estimates of the serial
interval that are influenced by rapid case isolation in Asia as opposed to longer values found
in other studies that correct for this, and fit to longer doubling times that what was observed
early in the outbreak in the US and Europe. For a simple unweighted network, we estimate β
using the formula R0 = βT1 (n − 1) where, n is the mean degree of the network and T1 is the
average duration of mild infections. This relationship is modified for the weighted two-layer
network,

R0 = T1 (wHH nHH + wEX nEX − (wHH fHH + wEX fEX ))
where, fHH = wHH nHH wHH nHH + wEX nEX and fEX = 1 − fHH with the weight and
mean degree of the household (external) layer given by wHH (wEX ) and nHH (nEX ). As this
equation suggests, the rate of infection is constant per time per contact for a given contact
type, and hence would be described as “density-dependent” transmission.
The time at which we implemented interventions in our simulations was chosen to occur at
a realistic time in the epidemic relative to real responses to COVID-19. To estimate this time
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for a typical US metro area, we downloaded case and death counts for each US county and
aggregated them into the top 50 largest metro areas. Then we collected the time that stayat-home orders were implemented in each of these regions, and looked at the median cumulative case and death counts by that day, and chose our intervention time to match those values. We found that there were on average around 200 cases per million inhabitants at time of
stay at home intervention (range [30,1000]), and ∼ 5 [0-20] deaths per million. We assumed
that reported “cases” are hospitalized individuals only (cumulative I2 ). These values were
recreated in our simulation in well-mixed populations on Day 40, which we used as the intervention time. At this time, ∼ 0.5% of the population had ever been infected (including E,
I1 , I2 , I3 , R, and D). Since the median day shelter-in-place orders were implemented across
these metros was April 1, Day 0 in our simulation corresponds to ∼ Feb 20. For simulations
in other networks, we kept R0 constant but due to the population structure, the exponential growth rate of the epidemic varied between different values of the household and external contact structure. Thus for each structure we chose slightly different intervention start
times to keep the infection prevalence consistent across comparisons. The start times varied
from Day 43 (when wEX /wHH = 3, 1), Day 45 (when wEX /wHH = 1/3) to Day 55 (when
wEX /wHH = 1/9).

Well-mixed network structure
We approximated a well-mixed population by randomly connecting each individual to 100
other individuals in the population. While a truly “well-mixed” network would connect every one to everyone else, with the large population sizes we use (106 ), this would require huge
amounts of memory and negate the computational eﬀiciency of using sparse matrices to rep-
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resent the networks. Since in reality each individual will only transmit to a few others before
recovering, any uniform random network with a large degree is a good approximation to a
fully-connected network.

Two-layer household network structure
Construction: We constructed a weighted two-layer network, consisting of a layer for withinhousehold connections and another for external connections. Individuals were first assigned
households using the distribution of household sizes in the United States (data obtained
from the 2010 census, mean household size nHH ∼ 2.5). All individuals in a household
were connected to each other. Each individual was then assigned random external contacts.
The degree distribution for external connections was obtained from contact survey data that
recorded daily interactions of individuals [191, 192]. This data was originally collected for a
subset of countries and then projected to other countries using a wide range of demographic
data. The contacts are age structured and include the type, duration, location and frequency
of the contact. These surveys were designed to capture interactions relevant to the spread of
respiratory diseases, and include interactions consisting of either physical contact or close
face-to-face conversations. From this data, we obtained daily non-household contacts by
summing ‘work’, ‘school’ and ‘other’ contacts. For the United States there were on average
nEX ∼ 7.5 ± 2 (mean ± standard deviation) daily non-household contacts, equivalent to 3x
household contacts. The variance was obtained by the variance in the mean across all age
groups. We assigned external degrees to individuals following a binomial distribution with
this mean and standard deviation. This assignment was done randomly and did not depend
upon the size of the person’s household. The network layer was created by giving ‘stubs’ to
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individuals equal to their external degrees. These stubs were then randomly paired between
individuals in the population to create connections. In addition to the number of contacts,
the probability of infection also depends upon the duration and intensity of the contact. We
assigned weights (wHH , wEX ) to the two layers of the network to account for this. We considered different scenarios (keeping R0 fixed) where, wHH = 1 and varied wEX = 3, 1, 1/3, 1/9 to
reflect the relative importance between household and external contacts.
In order to investigate the robustness of our results with respect to details in the largescale clustering of the network, we also constructed a hierarchically structured external layer
using ideas from nested metapopulation models [121, 266]. Individuals were assigned to ‘neighborhoods’ of size 10, 000 (there are 100 such neighborhoods for the population size of 1 million) and as an extreme case 90% of their external connections were forced to be within the
same neighborhood with nEX ∼ 7.5 ± 2 as before.
Intervention: Intervention, corresponding to social distancing measures, was modeled by
′
reducing the weight of the external layer, wEX
= (1 − ϵ)wEX where, ϵ(0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 1) is the ‘inter-

vention eﬀicacy’. When we are in the parameter regime where the probability an individual
infects any given external contact over the duration of their infectious period is significantly
less than one (i.e. R0EX < nEX ), reducing the weight of external contacts is equivalent to
randomly removing external contacts (i.e. n′EX = (1 − ϵ)nEX ). Only in the regime where
the transmission rate per contact is so high that R0EX is limited only by the number of contacts would these two alternative methods of implementing social distancing lead to different
′
′
results. Household contacts were either unaffected (wHH
= wHH ) or doubled (wHH
= 2wHH )

during intervention, to represent the increased time spent with household members.
Partial relaxation of intervention: We modeled a scenario of partial relaxation of social
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distancing measures in which every household could “merge” with another household. This
relaxation altered the household layer so that all households in the network were paired with
another random household and the two were merged to create a fully-connected joint household (n′HH ∼ 5). We considered two scenarios for how the external layer changed during
partial relaxation of intervention. In the baseline scenario, the external layer was the same as
during intervention. In a second scenario, the number of external contacts per individual was
reduced so that the average number of total contacts was the same before and after merging
(n′EX = nEX − nHH ). This partial relaxation was only conducted for the scenario where
household and external connections had the same weight (wHH = 1 and wEX = 1).
Individual probability of infection as a function of household size: We computed the individual probability of infection retrospectively, after the epidemic had died out, for the case of
a 100% effective intervention. We counted the number of individuals who were ever infected
by the end of the epidemic and calculated the corresponding distribution of their household
sizes. This is a conditional probability that gives the probability of household size, given that
an individual was infected P(HH size|inf). The probability of infection given household size
was then calculated using Bayes’ rule, P(inf|HH size) = P(HH size|inf) * P(inf)/P(HH size)
where, P(inf) is the fraction of the total population that was infected during the epidemic
and P(HH size) is the distribution of the household sizes in the population. The probability
was averaged over 10 iterations of the simulation.

Five-layer network structure
We constructed a non-weighted 5-layer (1 household and 4 external) network for an agestructured population with realistically structured external layers. The population was di-
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vided into four age groups: preschool aged (ages 0-5), school-aged (ages 5-19), working-aged
(ages 19-64) and elderly (ages 65+). The distribution of ages in the United States was obtained from the 2018 World Bank Age Structure data which consists of the population divided into 5-year age groups. In addition to the broad age groups, we also kept track of the
5-year age group that an individual belonged to. The contact survey data [192] used to construct the 2-layer network was also predominantly used here to determine the statistical properties of the layers.
Household layer: The household layer was constructed in the same manner as in the 2layer network. Individuals were assigned to fully-connected households using the distribution of household sizes in the United States from the 2010 census data (mean household size,
nHH ∼ 2.5).
School layer: The school layer contained connections between the school-aged age group in
the population. This external layer was constructed using the technique described by Ball et
al [267], where a network layer with a given degree distribution and correlations among connections (i.e. “clustering” or “transitivity”) can be constructed. The degree distribution in
this layer was obtained from the school contact survey data [192], which estimated that the
school-going population in the United States, on average, had nSCHOOL ∼ 7.3 ± 1.8 schoolrelated contacts daily. The variance was obtained by the variance in the mean across the
school-aged (5-19) age groups. Individuals were assigned degrees randomly from a binomial
distribution with this mean and standard deviation. The age-structure of contacts at school
suggests a significant level of clustering by age group. To create correlated connections, the
method of Ball et al requires two additional parameters: The number of groups n to divide
the population into, and r, which is roughly the extent to which individuals within the same
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group are connected. r=1 corresponds to individuals being connected only within their group
whereas r=0 implies completely random connections without any correlation with members
of their own group. Averaged over the school age groups (5-19), we found that 57% of school
contacts for an individual belonged to their own age group. Since there are three 5-year age
groups in our school-aged population, we divided our population into those three groups (n =
3) and chose r = 0.57.
Work layer: The work layer consisted of connections between the working-aged group in
the population. This layer was constructed similarly to the school layer. We obtained the
mean and standard deviation in number of daily work contacts from the contact survey data
(5.0 ± 2.3). The variance was obtained by the variance in the mean across working-aged (2064) age groups. Individuals were randomly assigned a work-place degree from a binomial distribution with the mean and standard deviation. Then we used a separate study by Potter et
al that mapped real work-place networks to estimate the level of clustering (transitivity), at
∼ 0.1 [196]. Note that Potter et estimated a higher degree, since their network contained total contacts in a work network and not just the daily contacts as given by the contact survey
data, but the coeﬀicient of variation is similar. We again used the Ball et al technique [267]
to create clustering in the network. High transitivity can be achieved by choosing appropriate
correlation parameters n and r. We assumed this clustering arose from the fact that people
belonging to the same work-place have a higher chance of being connected to each other. According to NAICS (North American Industry Classification System), 80% of businesses in the
United States have 10 employees and so for the sake of simplicity, we assigned each individual to a ‘work-place’ of size ten (n= # of working individuals/10). We picked r = 0.8 in order
to have a high level of transitivity (0.12) while also ensuring inter work-place connections.
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Friend (social contacts) layer: The friend layer represents social contacts of people, their
‘friend circles’. Individuals were assigned to fully-connected friend groups, where friend groups
consisted of people belonging to the same age group (preschool, school, working, elderly).
The distribution of sizes of these friend groups were obtained from Wrzus et al [198], which
is a meta-analysis of the effects of age on social networks. From their data, we estimated that
the mean sizes of friend groups for individuals less than 20 years of age is 10, that for the
working age population 7 and 5 for the elderly. These constitute total social contacts for the
individuals and not just their daily interactions as given by the contact survey data. The
‘other’ category in the contact survey data [192] gives the number of daily interactions that
an individual has that are not within the household, at school or at the work-place. In our
network, the friend layer and the community layer together constitute this ‘other’ category.
According to the data, averaged over the age groups, there are 4.3 ± 1.9 such interactions for
an individual in the United States. The variance was obtained by the variance in the mean
across all age groups. Since the total social contacts are much higher than this daily value,
we scaled the sizes of the friend groups (nF RIEN D → nF RIEN D /4) to reflect daily social contacts. The scaling factor was chosen to ensure that the community layer didn’t end up being
too sparse. We chose to do this instead of creating a weighted network for the sake of simplicity. The friend group sizes were drawn using the negative binomial distribution to account for
the large variance (estimated variance post scaling: 6.25, 2.5, 1.75 for the three age-groups)
seen in the data.
Community layer: This layer constitutes the additional random contacts an individual has
during the course of their day. As mentioned previously, together with the social layer this
constitutes the ‘other’ category in the contact survey data. We chose the average degree for
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this layer, nCOM M ∼ 1.72 ± 0.76 such that the combined degree for the two layers matches
what is seen in the data. We used a binomial distribution and assigned degrees randomly to
the individuals. This layer was constructed in the same manner as the external layer in the
2-layer network. It amounts to using the Ball et al [267] technique with n=1 and r=0.
Sensitivity analysis: We introduced the idea of “neighborhood” clustering to check the robustness of the results to clustering of contacts at an intermediate-scale between households
and the city as a whole. As in the 2 layer network, individuals were assigned to neighborhoods of size 10,000. School and community layer contacts for individuals were predominantly within their neighborhood. The community layer was created by enforcing 90% (r=0.9)
of the connections to be within the same neighborhood (n=100) with nCOM M ∼ 1.72 ± 0.76.
School-aged individuals from each neighborhood, belonging to the same 5 year age group,
were assigned to schools of size 500 (∼ average size of public schools in the US according to
the 2017 data from the National Center for Education Statistics). The degree distribution of
the school contacts was the same as before, nSCHOOL ∼ 7.3 ± 1.8 but all school contacts for
an individual were restricted to their own school (n=# school-aged/500, r=1).
Intervention: The social distancing intervention was modeled by deleting a certain percentage of external connections. School connections were always completely deleted during
intervention, whereas social and community connections were deleted depending upon what
we termed as the ‘eﬀicacy’ of intervention. For example, 85% eﬀicacy corresponds to deleting 85% of contacts in these layers. We considered two scenarios for the effect of intervention on the work-layer. In one case, similar to the social and community layer, a percentage
of work contacts was deleted depending upon the intervention eﬀicacy. Random deletion of
connections leads to a large reduction in the transitivity of the work layer, from ∼ 0.12 to
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∼ 0.02. In the second case, the effect of intervention was modeled as a clustered deletion of
workplaces instead. For example, 85% intervention eﬀicacy corresponds to 85% of workplaces
being dissolved. Clustered deletion still maintains a high level of transitivity 0.10 in the work
layer. Note as all school connections were completely deleted during intervention, the total effective eﬀicacy of intervention was a bit higher than that for the social, community and work
layers. For example, 85% eﬀicacy in these external layers corresponds to a total eﬀicacy of
88%.
Probability of infection for an individual working during intervention: We calculated the
probability of infection for two intervention eﬀicacies (85%, 70%) at day 300 after the start of
the outbreak. We first obtained the fraction of the infected people (at day 300) who were still
working during the intervention. This gives the conditional probability that an individual was
working during intervention given that they were infected, P(working|inf). We calculated the
probability of infection given that an individual was working during intervention using Bayes’
rule, P(inf|working) = P(working|inf) * P(inf)/P(working) where, P(inf) is the fraction of the
total population that was infected by day 300 of the epidemic and P(working) is the fraction
of the total population that was working during intervention. The probability was averaged
over 10 iterations of the simulation.
Probability of infection for an individual living with working household members during
intervention: This was also calculated at day 300 of the epidemic for the two intervention efficacies and, averaged over 10 iterations of the simulation. We obtained the fraction of the
infected people (at day 300) who had at least 1 household member who was working during
intervention. This corresponds to the probability that an infected individual had at least one
working household member during intervention, P(HH working|inf). As before, the probabil-
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ity of infection given that an individual was living with working household members during
intervention was then calculated using Bayes’ rule, P(inf| HH working) = P(HH working|inf)
* P(inf)/P(HH working) where, P(inf) is the fraction of the total population that was infected
by day 300 of the epidemic and P(HH working) is the fraction of the total population that
had at least one working household member during the intervention.
Probability of infection for a non-working individual with no working household members
during intervention: This was calculated in the same way as the other probabilities. We
obtained the fraction of the infected people (at day 300) who were not working and had
no working household member, P(HH not working|inf). As before, the required probability
was then calculated using Bayes’ rule, P(inf| HH not working) = P(HH not working|inf) *
P(inf)/P(HH not working) where, P(inf) is the fraction of the total population that was infected by day 300 of the epidemic and P(HH not working) is the fraction of the total population that was not working and had no working household members during the epidemic.

COVID-19 Data
Wuhan, China: Data from Wuhan, China was obtained from the two daily situation reports
published each day: http://wjw.wuhan.gov.cn/ztzl_28/fk/yqtb/index_11.shtml. We extracted new cases, new deaths, the number of individuals currently hospitalized with severe
infection (which we took as a proxy for “hospitalized”) and the number of individuals currently hospitalized with “critical” infection (which we took as a proxy for individuals in the
ICU). Data was already digitized by Li et al [268] for January and February
(https://github.com/c2-d2/COVID-19-wuhan-guangzhou-data); we added data into March.
For some dates the numbers of severe and critical cases were only reported for the entire
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province of Hubei, and in those instances, following Li et al, we assumed the proportion of
those attributable to the city of Wuhan was equal to the proportion of currently active cases
occurring in Wuhan. The vast majority of the Hubei outbreak took place in Wuhan.
Lombardy, Italy: Data on daily new cases and deaths as well as current patients hospitalized or in ICU for the Lombardy region of Italy was downloaded from Github repository
maintained by the Department of Civil Protection in Italy:
https://github.com/pcm-dpc/COVID-19
Madrid, Spain: Data for daily new cases, daily deaths, daily new hospital admissions, and
daily new ICU admissions were obtained from an online application maintained by the National Center for Epidemiology, using data from the Ministry of Health:
https://cnecovid.isciii.es/covid19/. In the “documentation and data” section of the application there is a link to a .csv file with all the data used in the web app.
New York City, New York, USA: Daily new cases and deaths were downloaded from the
Github repository of the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene:
https://github.com/nychealth/coronavirus-data. Number of currently individuals hospitalized
or in ICU by date was obtained from the Github repository for digital news platform The
City, who obtains this data directly from the New York state governor’s oﬀice:
https://github.com/thecityny/covid-19-nyc-data
Los Angeles County, California, USA: Daily new cases and deaths were obtained from the
Github repository maintained by the Los Angeles Times newspaper:
https://github.com/datadesk/california-coronavirus-data. The number of individuals currently in the hospital or ICU was obtained from the California Health & Human Services
Open Data Portal:
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https://data.chhs.ca.gov/dataset/california-covid-19-hospital-data-and-case-statistics/resource
/6cd8d424-dfaa-4bdd-9410-a3d656e1176e?view_id=b23b0158-a85d-4bf2-95b1-96f7556f7342

3.9 Supplementary Tables

E

Duration (days)
Symbol Mean STD
TE
5
4

I1

T1

6

2

Severe infection

I2

T2

6

4.5

Critical infection

I3

T3

8

6

Serial interval

8

4.5

Hospitalization (avg,
w or w/o ICU stay
Hospital (incl. ICU
stay)
Symptom onset to
ICU admission
Symptom onset to
death or recovery

8

6

Estimated to agree
with serial interval and
[219, 257, 258, 259, 260, 269]
Estimated to agree with time
to ICU admission
Estimated to agree with
[258, 261] and time to recovery/death
Derived from above, agrees
with [205, 236, 237, 238, 239]
Derived from above

14

7.5

Derived from above

12

5

[258, 259]

20

10

[236, 258, 262]

Infection stage
Exposed (incubation
period)
Mild infection

Source
[205, 256]

Table 3.1: Model parameters for duration of each stage of infection
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Infection stage
Exposed (incubation
period)
Mild infection
Severe infection
Critical infection

E

Probability of progression
Symbol
Value
Source
1

I1
I2
I3

0.2
2.5
0.4

f1
f2
f3

[189, 254, 263]
[189, 254, 263]
[189, 254, 263]

Table 3.2: Model parameters for probability of progression from each stage of infection

3.10

Supplementary Figures

Figure S3.1: Creating hierarchical structuring in transmission networks via “neighborhoods”. A) Schematic of the construction of the networks neighborhood clustering. Each household
belongs to a mutually-exclusive “neighborhood”, and external connections are preferentially created
within the same neighborhood. B-C) Visualizations of connections in the external layer of the twolayer transmission network with and without neighborhood clustering. For ease of visualization, this
is plotted for a population size of 1000 with 10 “neighborhoods” (node color) of size 100. In the real
simulations, the population size is 106 with 100 neighborhoods of size 10,000. A) The external layer
consists of random connections between individuals, irrespective of their neighborhoods. B) 90% of
external connections are preferentially attached to individuals within their own neighborhood, creating
more intermediate-scale clustering in the network.
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Figure S3.2: Dynamics pre and post social distancing interventions in networkstructured populations with household and external transmission, with neighborhood
clustering. A) Multi-layer network of transmission. Individuals have contacts within their households and with others outside the household, which preferentially occur within a local neighborhood
(Figure S1). Household and external contacts may have different weights (e.g. different likelihood of
transmission), due to for example different levels of physical contact or time spent together per day.
Social distancing interventions (red X) remove or decrease the weight of external contacts. B) Distribution of household sizes. C) Distribution of the # of contacts (degree) within the household and
outside the household. D) The contribution of household and external spread to the total R0 value as
a function of the relative weight of external contacts. E)-F) Simulated time course of different clinical
stages of infection under an intervention with eﬀicacy of 100% (E) or 80% (F) at reducing external
contacts, when household and external contacts have equal weight. Black dotted line shows the time
the intervention began. G) The role of the relative importance of household vs external contacts in
determining the outcome of the intervention, measured by the size of the epidemic. Epidemic final size
is defined as the percent of the population who have recovered by day 300. H-J) Same as above but
under the scenario where the weight of household contacts doubles post-intervention (wHH → 2wHH ,
due to increased time spent in house). K) The household secondary attack rate, defined as the probability of transmission per susceptible household member when there is a single infected individual
in the house, as a function of the relative weight of external contacts. L) The percent of households
which are “seeded” with infection at the time the intervention was implemented (i.e. have at least
one infected individual). In all scenarios the overall infection prevalence at the time intervention was
started was identical.
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Figure S3.3: Clustered vs uniform adoption of social distancing measures, with lower efficacy. A) Schematic of the multi-layer network created to more realistically capture non-household
contacts and how they are altered by social distancing measures. In each layer, the degree distribution and level of clustering were chosen to match data. The “community” layer represents any other
contact not fitting in the other four categories. Colors of nodes represent four broad age groups that
determine network membership and structure: preschool-aged (pink), school-aged (purple), workingaged (blue) and elderly (green). B)-C) Simulated time courses of infection in the presence of social
distancing intervention with random (B) vs clustered (C) adherence to measures. In both cases, all
school connections were deleted post-intervention and 70% of connections were uniformly deleted at
random in the social and community layers. In B) 70% of work connections were uniformly deleted
whereas, in C) 70% of workplaces were dissolved, leading to clusters of disconnected vs connected individuals in the work layer of the network. The effective intervention eﬀicacy for all layers combined
was ∼ 75% in both scenarios. Black dotted line shows the time the intervention began.
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Figure S3.4: Clustered vs uniform adoption of social distancing measures, with neighborhood clustering. A) Schematic of the multi-layer network created to more realistically capture
non-household contacts and how they are altered by social distancing measures. In each layer, the degree distribution and level of clustering were chosen to match data. The “community” layer represents
any other contact not fitting in the other four categories. Colors of nodes represent four broad age
groups that determine network membership and structure: preschool-aged (pink), school-aged (purple), working-aged (blue) and elderly (green). Community and school connections occurred within
local neighborhoods. B)-E) Simulated time courses of infection in the presence of social distancing
intervention with random (B,D) vs clustered (C,E) adherence to measures. In both cases, all school
connections were deleted post-intervention and 85% (top) or 70% (bottom) of connections were uniformly deleted at random in the social and community layers. In B) 85% (top) or 70% (bottom) of
work connections were uniformly deleted whereas, in C) 85% (top) or 70% (bottom) of workplaces
were dissolved, leading to clusters of disconnected vs connected individuals in the work layer of the
network. The effective intervention eﬀicacy for all layers combined was ∼ 88% (top) or ∼ 75% (bottom) in both scenarios. Black dotted line shows the time the intervention began.
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Figure S3.5: Effect of partially relaxing intervention by forming household bubbles, with
neighborhood clustering. Some time after a social distancing intervention was implemented, each
household merges with another random household irrespective of their “neighborhood”. In each resulting two-household “bubble”, all individuals are connected to all other individuals. A)-D) Simulated time courses of infection before and after social distancing interventions (with 80% vs 90% intervention eﬀicacy) and after partial-relaxation by household merging. Top row: External contacts
of individuals were unchanged after two households were merged, such that overall number of contacts increased. Bottom row: External contacts for individuals were reduced after two households
were merged, such that overall number of contacts remained unchanged. In all cases, intervention
was started 43 days after the onset of the epidemic (first black dotted line) and was relaxed after two
months (60 days, second black dotted line).
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Figure S3.6: Effect of partially relaxing intervention by forming household bubbles, with
neighborhood clustering. Some time after a social distancing intervention was implemented, each
household merges with another household from their own “neighborhood”. In each resulting twohousehold “bubble”, all individuals are connected to all other individuals. A)-D) Simulated time
courses of infection before and after social distancing interventions (with 80% vs 90% intervention
eﬀicacy) and after partial-relaxation by household merging. Top row: External contacts of individuals were unchanged after two households were merged, such that overall number of contacts increased.
Bottom row: External contacts for individuals were reduced after two households were merged, such
that overall number of contacts remained unchanged. In all cases, intervention was started 43 days
after the onset of the epidemic (first black dotted line) and was relaxed after two months (60 days,
second black dotted line).
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Figure S3.7: Effects of generalized relaxation of social distancing measures. Simulated time
course of different clinical stages of infection under an initial intervention that reduces contacts (first
black dashed line) and subsequent relaxation of that intervention (second black dashed line). Plots
show daily incidence as a fraction of the total population. Solid line is mean and shaded areas are
5th and 95th percentile. Results are shown for different values of the eﬀicacy of the initial intervention, eﬀicacy during relaxation, and the timing of relaxation. The eﬀicacy of the initial intervention
and relaxation are defined as the % reduction in external contacts. In all plots, household and external contacts have equal weight. Plot annotations report the median time post-relaxation until different metrics of disease burden begin to increase - the daily incidence of new cases, current hospitalizations, or daily deaths. If deaths go to zero under an intervention, we instead report median time
post-intervention to first death.
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Figure S3.8: Time-varying effective reproduction number under social distancing. Top
row: Simulated time course of different clinical stages of infection under an intervention (first black
dashed line) that reduces external contacts by 80%, for different values of the relative weight of external contacts. Plots show daily incidence (for a total population of 1 million). Solid line is mean and
shaded areas are 5th and 95th percentile of 100 simulations. Second row: Effective reproduction number (Rt ) over time calculated using the daily incidence of new infections (I1 ) for each simulation, calculated using the EpiEstim method with a 7-day window. The Rt value plotted for day t is calculated
using timepoints before t only. Third row: Same but using the daily incidence of new hospitalizations
(I2 ). Bottom row: The first timepoint after the intervention that Rt < 1. Dots show the median and
bars represent 5th and 95th percentiles.
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4
The effect of eviction moratoria on the
transmission of SARS-CoV-2

4.1 Manuscript information
4.1.1 Previously published as
This manuscript appeared in [248]:
Nande A, Sheen J, Walters EL, Klein B, Chinazzi M, Gheorghe AH, Adlam B, Shinnick J,
Tejeda MF, Scarpino SV, Vespignani A, Greenlee AJ, Schneider D, Levy MZ, Hill AL. The
effect of eviction moratoria on the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Nat Commun. 2021 Apr
15;12(1):2274. doi: 10.1038/s41467-021-22521-5. PMID: 33859196.

4.1.2 Author contributions
First two authors contributed equally. AN, JS, DS, AG, MZL and ALH conceived of the
study and interpreted all results. AN, JS, MZL and ALH designed the mathematical model.
AN wrote all the modeling and network creation code. AN, JS, and ALH conducted the sim-
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ulations. BA and AHG contributed to writing and optimizing the code. ELW and AG conducted typographical analysis of Philadelphia zip codes. BK and MC analyzed mobility data.
AV and SVS coordinated the acquisition of mobility data and supervised its analysis. JS and
MFT contributed literature review on the role of housing policy in infection prevention and
the legal aspects of eviction moratoria, and writing the Introduction and Discussion sections.
AN, JS, EW, BK, AHG, MZL, and ALH created the graphics. MZL and ALH coordinated
and supervised all aspects of the project. All authors contributed to editing the manuscript
and approved of the final version.

4.2 Abstract
Massive unemployment during the COVID-19 pandemic could result in an eviction crisis in
US cities. Here we model the effect of evictions on SARS-CoV-2 epidemics, simulating viral
transmission within and among households in a theoretical metropolitan area. We recreate a
range of urban epidemic trajectories and project the course of the epidemic under two counterfactual scenarios, one in which a strict moratorium on evictions is in place and enforced,
and another in which evictions are allowed to resume at baseline or increased rates. We find,
across scenarios, that evictions lead to significant increases in infections. Applying our model
to Philadelphia using locally-specific parameters shows that the increase is especially profound in models that consider realistically heterogenous cities in which both evictions and
contacts occur more frequently in poorer neighborhoods. Our results provide a basis to assess
municipal eviction moratoria and show that policies to stem evictions are a warranted and
important component of COVID-19 control.
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4.3 Introduction
The COVID-19 epidemic has caused an unprecedented public health and economic crisis in
the United States. The eviction crisis in the country predated the pandemic, but the record
levels of unemployment have newly put millions of Americans at risk of losing their homes
[112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118]. Many cities and states enacted temporary legislation banning evictions during the initial months of the pandemic [270, 271], some of which have since
expired. On September 4th, 2020, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, enacting
Section 361 of the Public Health Service Act [272], imposed a national moratorium on evictions until December 31st, 2020 [273]. This order, like most state and municipal ordinances,
argues that eviction moratoria are critical to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2. It is currently being challenged in federal court (Brown vs Azar [274]), as well as at the state and
local level [275, 276].
Evictions have many detrimental effects on households that could accelerate the spread
of SARS-CoV-2. There are few studies on the housing status of families following eviction
[119, 120], but the limited data suggest that most evicted households “double-up”–moving in
with friends or family–immediately after being evicted (see Methods). Doubling up shifts the
distribution of household sizes in a city upward. The role of household transmission of SARSCoV-2 is not fully understood, but a growing number of empirical studies [100, 101, 102, 103,
104, 105], as well as previous modeling work [277, 278] suggest households are a major source
of SARS-CoV-2 transmission. Contact tracing investigations find at least 20-50% of infections
can be traced back to a household contact [277, 278, 279, 280]. Household transmission can
also limit or delay the effects of measures like lockdowns that aim to decrease the contact
rate in the general population [101, 182, 249].
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Here we use an epidemiological model to quantify the effect of evictions, and their expected shifts in household size, on the transmission of SARS-CoV-2, and the prospects of
its control, in cities (Figure 4.1). We modify an SEIR (susceptible, exposed, infectious & recovered) model, originally described in Nande 2020 [182], to track the transmission of SARSCoV-2 through a metropolitan area with a population of 1 million individuals. We use a network to represent contacts of the type that can potentially lead to transmission of SARSCoV-2, between individuals grouped in households. We modulate the number of contacts
outside the household over the course of the simulations to capture the varied effects of lockdown measures and their subsequent relaxation. We model evictions that result in ‘doubling up’ by merging each evicted household with one randomly-selected household in the
network. In supplemental analyses, we examine what might happen if some proportion of
evicted households enter homeless shelters or encampments.

Figure 4.1: Modeling the effect of evictions on SARS-CoV-2 transmission. We model the
spread of infection over a transmission network where contacts are divided into those occurring within
a household (solid grey lines) versus outside the house (“external contacts”, dotted grey lines). Social
distancing interventions (such as venue and school closures, work-from-home policies, mask wearing,
lockdowns, etc) are modeled as reductions in external contacts (red x’s), while relaxations of these interventions result in increases in external contacts towards their baseline levels. When a household
experiences eviction (red outline), we assume the residents of that house “double-up” by merging with
another house (blue circle), thus increasing their household contacts. Evictions can also directly lead
to homelessness (orange outline), and residence in shelters or encampments with high numbers of contacts.
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The model is parameterized using values from the COVID-19 literature and other demographic data (see Methods). The timing of progression between stages in our epidemiological model is taken from many empirical studies and agrees with other modeling work: We
assume an ∼ 4 day latent period, ∼ 7.5 day serial interval and R0 ∼ 3 in the absence of
interventions, and ∼ 1% infection fatality risk. Household sizes are taken from the US Census [281]; households are assumed to be well-mixed, meaning all members of a household are
in contact with each other. Individuals are randomly assigned contacts with individuals in
other households. The number and strength of these “external” contacts is chosen so that the
household secondary attack rate is ∼ 0.3 [103], and the probability of transmission per contact is approximately 2.3-fold higher for households, compared to external contacts [102]. Our
model naturally admits a degree of overdispersion in individual-level R0 values. Baseline eviction rates, which we measure as percent of households evicted each month, vary dramatically
between cities at baseline, as do the expected increases due to COVID-19 (Supp. Figure S4.2,
[282, 283]). To capture this range of eviction burdens, we simulate city-wide eviction rates
ranging from 0.1 − 2.0%.
Our initial models assume that mixing between households occurs randomly throughout a
city, and that evictions and the ability to adopt social distancing measures is uniformly distributed. However, data consistently show that both COVID-19 and evictions disproportionately affected the same poorer, minority communities [284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290]. We
therefore extend our model to evaluate the effect of evictions in a realistically heterogeneous
city. We provide generic results, and then parameterize our model to a specific example–the
city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Among large US cities, Philadelphia has one of the highest eviction rates. In 2016 (the last
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year complete data is available), 3.5% of renters were evicted, and 53% were cost-burdened,
meaning they paid more than 30% of their income in rent [282, 291]. In July, 2020 the Philadelphia city council passed the Emergency Housing Protection Act [292], in an effort to prevent
evictions during the COVID-19 pandemic. The city was promptly sued by HAPCO, an association of residential investment and rental property owners [293]. Among other claims, the
plaintiff questioned whether the legislation was of broad societal interest, rather than protecting only a narrow class (of at-risk renters). An early motivation behind this work was to
assess this claim.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Evictions lead to increases in COVID-19 cases across cities
We simulate COVID-19 epidemic trajectories in single metro areas over the course of 2020.
To recreate realistic scenarios in the model, we first collected data on COVID-19 cases and
deaths aggregated for each US metropolitan statistical area with at least 1 million residents
(∼ 50 cities). We then used hierarchical clustering to group the time series based on similar
trajectories through Sept 2020, which resulted in four distinct groups of cities (Supp. Figure S4.3, Methods). Groups differed in the size of the spring wave, the degree of control in
the early summer, and the occurrence and extent of a late summer wave (Supp. Figure S4.4S4.8). For example, cities like New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and New Orleans (“Trajectory 1”) had large early epidemic peaks followed by dramatic and sustained reductions in
cases; cities including Chicago, Baltimore, Seattle, and San Diego had substantial but smaller
spring peaks that were controlled and then followed by a long plateau of cases over the summer (“Trajectory 2”); metros like St Louis, Raleigh, Salt Lake City, and San Francisco had
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much smaller spring outbreaks that were only partially controlled and then led to increases in
the summer (“Trajectory 3”); and metros similar to Miami, Houston, Atlanta, and Phoenix
experienced large mid-summer outbreaks (“Trajectory 4”). We calibrated our model (in the
absence of evictions) to each of these four trajectory types by modulating the degree of reduction in external contacts over time (Methods, Suppl. Table 4.1, and Supp. Figure S4.9).
Many local, county, and state-level eviction moratoria that were created early in the US
epidemic were scheduled to expire in late summer 2020, so we modeled the hypothetical effect
of evictions taking place starting Sept 1 and continuing for the duration of the simulation.
We assume that evictions happen at a constant rate per month, but that the backlog of eviction cases created during the moratoria results in 4 months worth of evictions occurring in
the first month. We first considered an epidemic following Trajectory 1 (e.g. large spring epidemic peak followed by a strong lockdown and summer plateau, Figure 4.2). During fall 2020,
we simulated a resurgence of infection with a doubling time of 2-3 weeks, as has been observed across all large metros. By the end of 2020, in our baseline scenario 16% of individuals
in our simulated scenario had caught COVID-19. With a low eviction rate of 0.25%/month
about 0.5% more of the population become infected compared to our baseline scenario of no
evictions. This increase corresponds to ∼ 5, 000 excess cases per million residents. Further
increasing the eviction rate to 1%/month, the infection level was ∼ 4% higher than baseline
(Table 4.1). The exact values vary across simulations due to all the stochastic factors in viral
spread considered in the model. These results highlight how the increased household spread
that results from eviction-driven doubling-up acts synergistically with spread between members of different households during a growing epidemic to amplify infection levels.
Our model predicts that even for lower eviction rates that don’t dramatically change the
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Figure 4.2: Impact of evictions on a SARS-CoV-2 comeback during Fall 2020. We model
evictions occurring in the context of an epidemic similar to cities following “Trajectory 1”, with a
large first wave and strong control in the spring, followed by relaxation to a plateau over the summer and an eventual comeback in the fall. Monthly evictions start Sept 1, with a 4-month backlog
processed in the first month. A) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running average) with and without evictions. Shaded regions represent central 90% of all simulations. The first
lockdown (dotted vertical line) reduced external contacts by 85%, under relaxation (second dotted
line) they were still reduced by 70%, and during the fall comeback they were reduced by 60% (fourth
dotted line). B) Final epidemic size by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent of individuals who had ever
been in any stage of infection. C) The predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec
31 2020, measured as excess percent of population infected (left Y-axis) or number of excess infections
(right Y-axis). D) Relative risk of infection in the presence versus absence of evictions, for individuals who merged households due to evictions (“Doubled-up”) and for individuals who kept their preepidemic household (“Other households”). Data in B)-D) shown as median values with interquartile
ranges across simulations. E)-H) Same as above but assuming a second lockdown is instituted on Dec
1, and maintained through March 2021.
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population-level epidemic burden, the individual risk of infection was always substantially
higher for those who experienced eviction, or who merged households with evicted individuals, compared to individuals whose households did not change (relative risk of infection by
the end of the year, ∼ 1.28 [1.21, 1.37]). However, the increased risk of infection was not
only felt by those who doubled-up: even for individuals who were neither evicted nor merged
households with those who did, the risk of infection compared to the counterfactual scenario
of no evictions was 1.04 for an eviction rate of 0.25%/month and 1.4 for 2.0% evictions per
month (Figure 4.2D). This increased risk highlights the spillover effects of evictions on the
wider epidemic in a city.
We then considered the same scenario but assumed the epidemic resurgence was countered
with new control measures imposed on Dec 1. The epidemic was eventually controlled in
simulations with or without eviction, but the decline was slower and the intervention less
effective at reducing epidemic size when evictions were allowed to continue (Figure 4.2E-H).
Following the epidemic until March 31 2021 at which point it was nearly eliminated locally,
the final size was 0.3% greater with 0.25%/month evictions and 3% larger with 1%/month
evictions. Larger households, created through eviction and doubling up, allow more residual
spread to occur under lockdowns. Thus, allowing evictions to resume would compromise the
eﬀicacy of future SARS-CoV-2 control efforts.
Cities across the US experienced diverse epidemic trajectories through August 2020, which
we found could be summarized by three additional trajectory patterns (Figure 4.3, Supp. Figure S4.6-S4.8). These trajectory patterns, when used to calibrate our model, provide information on the prevalence of susceptible, infected, and previously-recovered (immune) individuals
at the time evictions resume, as well how these cases may be distributed across households.
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We found that for all trajectories, if we allowed evictions to occur, they led to significant increases in COVID-19 cases, with anywhere from ∼ 1, 000 to ∼ 10, 000 excess cases per million
residents attributable to evictions when eviction rates are lower (e.g. 0.25%/month) and the
fall comeback is countered by a strong lockdown in December 2020, to ∼ 50-100,000 excess
cases for higher eviction rates (e.g 2%) and unmitigated epidemics (Table 4.1). In most of
these scenarios, there was ∼ 1 excess infection in the city attributable to each eviction that
took place.
We repeated the above simulations with different values of the household secondary attack
rate (SAR) to check the sensitivity of our results to this value (Supp. Figure S4.10,S4.11).
As expected, when household transmission is more common (higher SAR of 0.5, Supp. Figure S4.10) evictions have a slightly larger effect on the epidemic, and when it is less common
(lower SAR of 0.1, Supp. Figure S4.11), the effect of evictions is slightly smaller. If we assumed transmission risk from external contacts was equal to household contacts, but reduced
the number of external contacts to maintain the same R0 , results were similar to our baseline scenario (Supp. Figure S4.12). We also considered a scenario where evicted households
always doubled-up with another household with whom they already had an external contact;
this actually led to a small increase in the predicted effect of evictions as doubled-up households now had slightly higher-than-average connectivity (e.g. increase in final size of 4.2% vs
5.4% for 1%/month eviction rate, S4.13). In a previous version of this work, completed before the ubiquity of the fall resurgence became apparent, we examined the impact of evictions
under alternate fall scenarios, including a plateau of cases at September levels or more gradual increases [248]. We found that in general, evictions had less impact on infection counts
when the epidemic was controlled and maintained at a constant plateau throughout the fall.
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Figure 4.3: Alternate epidemic trajectories of SARS-CoV-2 before and after evictions
in a large city. Each panel shows the projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running
average) with and without evictions at 1%/month with a 4 month backlog, starting on Sept 1 2020.
Shaded regions represent central 90% of all simulations. In the left column, spread continues unabated
through Dec 31 2020, whereas in the second column a new lockdown is introduced on Dec 1. Each
trajectory scenario is created by calibrating the model to a group of US metropolitan statistical areas
with similar patterns of spread (see Methods, Supp. Figure S4.5-S4.8). For all trajectory types, the
degree of reduction in external contacts by control measures was modulated on dates March 25, June
15, July 15, and Oct 1, with values reported in Supplemental Table 4.1.
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Trajectory

Eviction rate (%/month)
0.25%
0.5%

Cumulative
prevalence w/o
evictions

0.1%

1%

2%

Trajectory 1 &
comeback

16.5
[15.7-18.5]

0.25
[-0.24-0.63]

0.46
[0.36-0.87]

1.3
[1.0-2.3]

4.2
[1.9-4.9]

8.5
[6.4-10.8]

Trajectory 1 &
lockdown

14.3
[12.6-15.6]

0.12
[-0.25-0.48]

0.29
[0.23-0.64]

0.9
[0.78-1.6]

2.9
[1.4-3.4]

6.2
[4.6-8.0]

Trajectory 2 &
comeback

11.7
[10.3-12.5]

0.38
[0.09-0.80]

1.2
[0.67-2.2]

1.4
[0.92-2.6]

4.3
[3.1-5.3]

9.8
[7.2-10.3]

Trajectory 2 &
lockdown

9.1
[7.8-10.1]

0.18
[0.05-0.52]

0.80
[0.43-1.4]

0.93
[0.61-1.7]

2.9
[2.3-3.5]

6.9
[5.0-7.3]

Trajectory 3 &
comeback

8.9
[7.2-10.0]

0.41
[-0.39-0.80]

0.76
[0.36-1.04]

1.7
[1.0-2.0]

4.1
[3.6-4.4]

9.4
[8.7-10.8]

Trajectory 3 &
lockdown

6.6
[5.4-7.5]

0.29
[-0.36-0.60]

0.43
[0.30-0.70]

1.2
[0.63-1.4]

2.7
[2.5-2.9]

6.6
[6.2-7.6]

Trajectory 4 &
comeback

9.4
[8.1-10.4]

-0.07
[-0.16-0.34]

0.47
[0.23-0.83]

1.1
[0.94-1.6]

2.6
[2.4-3.1]

7.2
[5.9-7.5]

Trajectory 4 &
lockdown

8.4
[6.9-9.2]

0.00
[-0.09-0.24]

0.33
[0.18-0.64]

0.89
[0.76-1.2]

2.0
[1.9-2.3]

5.9
[4.6-6.1]

Shown in Figure 4.2

Shown in Figure 4.3

Table 4.1: Predicted excess SARS-CoV-2 infections when evictions are continued. Excess infections are measured as the increase in the cumulative percent of the population infected by
Dec 31 2020 (or March 31 2021 if second lockdown implemented) if evictions resume on Sept 1, 2020,
compared to if evictions were halted. Values are reported as median [IQR]. All results are from simulations of a metro area of 1 million individuals where evictions all result in “doubling up”. Corresponding epidemic trajectories are shown in Fig 4.2, 4.3. The US metropolitan statistical areas that roughly
correspond to each scenario are shown in Suppl Figs S4.3, S4.5-S4.8.
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However, a flat epidemic curve could still be associated with substantial detrimental effects of
evictions if the incidence at the plateau is still relatively high.

4.4.2 Evictions interact with urban disparities
Our results so far assume that every household in a city is equally likely to experience an
eviction, and that SARS-CoV-2 infection burden and adoption of social distancing measures
are homogeneously distributed throughout the population. In reality, evictions are concentrated in poorer neighborhoods with higher proportions of racial/ethnic minorities [294]. Similarly, individuals in these neighborhood types are likely to maintain higher contact rates
during the epidemic due to high portions of essential workers among other reasons [295, 296,
297, 298]. Many studies have shown higher burdens of infection and severe manifestations of
COVID-19 in these demographic groups [284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289]. To examine the impact of city-level disparities on the interaction between evictions and disease spread (Figure
4.4), we simulated infection in cities consisting of two neighborhood types: a higher socioeconomic status (SES) neighborhood with no evictions and a high degree of adoption of social distancing measures (low contact rates), and a lower SES neighborhood with evictions,
where the reduction in contact rates was less pronounced. We assumed that evicted households doubled-up with other households that are also in the low SES neighborhood (see Supp.
Figure S4.15 for case when doubling-up can happen across neighborhoods). The epidemic
time course was simulated using the same population-average transmission rates for each
phase as for Trajectory 1 (Figure 4.2). In the absence of evictions, infection prevalence differed substantially by neighborhood (Figure 4.4B), and despite simulating the same overall
reduction in contacts, the epidemic burden was higher when residual contacts were clustered
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in the poorer neighborhood (Figure 4.2B vs Figure 4.4D).
In this heterogeneous context, we found, for equivalent overall eviction rates, larger impact of evictions on COVID-19 cases than if they had occurred in a homogeneous city. For
example, by the end of 2020, for a low eviction rate (0.25%/month) we estimate 1.7% excess
cases attributable to evictions in the heterogeneous model, as compared to 0.5% in the homogeneous version described above. For the higher eviction rate (1%/month) we estimate
∼ 5.4% excess infections due to eviction, as compared to ∼ 4.2% in the homogeneous model.
Evictions also serve to exacerbate pre-existing disparities in infection prevalence between
neighborhoods. For the hypothetical scenario we simulated, evictions increase the relative
risk of infection for the low vs. high SES neighborhood from ∼ 1.3 to ∼ 1.5. However, due
to spillover effects from low to high SES neighborhoods, individuals residing in the high SES
neighborhood also experience an increased infection risk (up to 1.5-fold the no-evictions scenario) attributable to the evictions occurring in the other demographic group. These results
hold even if we assume more extreme segregation between residents of each neighborhood
(Supp. Figure S4.14) or if we allow evicted individuals to double up with residents of the
high SES neighborhood (Supp. Figure S4.15), though the disparities across neighborhoods
are more extreme in the former case and less extreme in the latter. Thus, our results in Table
4.1 may underestimate the impact of evictions on COVID-19 in realistically-heterogeneous
US cities. The concentration of evictions in demographic groups with more residual interhousehold transmission serves to amplify their effects on the epidemic across the whole city.
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Figure 4.4: Impact of evictions on COVID-19 epidemics in heterogeneous cities. A)
Schematic of our model for inequalities within a city. The city is divided into a “high socioeconomic
status (SES)” (purple) and a “low SES” (teal) neighborhood. Evictions only occur in the low SES
area, and individuals living in this area are assumed to be less able to adopt social distancing measures, and hence have higher contact rates under interventions (90% vs 80% reduction in external
contacts during lockdown for 85% overall, 75% vs 65% during relaxation for 70% overall, and 65% vs
55% during fall comeback for 60% overall). Before interventions, residents are equally likely to contact someone outside the household who lives within vs outside their neighborhood. B) Cumulative
percent of the population infected over time, by neighborhood, in the absence of evictions. Error bars
show interquartile ranges across simulations. C) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day
running average) with 1%/month evictions vs no evictions. Shaded regions represent central 90% of
all simulations. D) Final epidemic size by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent individuals who had ever
been in any stage of infection, for the heterogenous city as compared to a homogenous city with same
effective eviction rate and intervention eﬀicacy. E) The predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec 31 2020, measured as excess percent of population infected (left Y-axis) or number
of excess infections (right Y-axis). Error bars show interquartile ranges across simulations. F) Relative
risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 for residents of the low SES vs high SES neighborhood. G) Relative
risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 in the presence vs absence of evictions, for individuals who merged
households due to evictions (“Doubled-up”) and for individuals who kept their pre-epidemic household (“Other households”). Data in B), D)-G) shown as median values with interquartile ranges across
simulations.
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4.4.3 Case study: Impact of evictions in Philadelphia, PA
Finally, we sought to combine these ideas into a data-driven case study motivated by the
court case in Philadelphia, PA, mentioned above. In Philadelphia, like all major US cities,
there is significant heterogeneity in housing stability and other socioeconomic factors that are
relevant both to the risk of eviction and to COVID-19 infection [299, 300]. An early study
found clusters of high incidence of infection were mostly co-located with poverty and a history of racial segregation, such as in West and North Philadelphia [286]. A study of SARSCoV-2 prevalence and seropositivity in pregnant women presenting to the University of Pennsylvania Hospital System found a more than 4-fold increase in seroprevalence among Black/nonHispanic and Hispanic/Latino women, compared to white/non-Hispanic women, between
April and June 2020 [288].
To include these important disparities in our modeling, we first used principal component
analysis on a suite of socioeconomic indicators to classify zip codes in the city [301]. We obtained three zip code typologies: a higher income cluster, a moderate income cluster, and a
low income cluster. The lower income cluster has both very high eviction rates and higher
rates of service industry employment and essential workers. Properties of the sub-populations
are summarized in Table 4.2 and detailed in Supplemental Tables 4.1-4.2.
We then translated these findings into our model by dividing the simulated city into three
sub-populations. The fraction of external contacts of individuals residing in each cluster that
were with individuals in each other cluster was estimated using co-location events measured
by anonymous mobile phone data, which only includes interactions outside of homes and
workplaces (see Suppl. Table 4.5, Methods, Supplemental Methods). Individuals preferentially mix with others residing in the same cluster. The degree of adoption of social distanc-
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ing measures, which differed for each sub-population and for each contact type, was assumed
to be proportional to the reductions observed in the mobility data (Suppl. Table 4.6). Cluster 1 experienced the largest reductions in mobility, followed by Cluster 3 then Cluster 2.
Evicted households were merged with other households in the same sub-population. There
are no datasets available tracking the geographic origin and destination of individuals experiencing evictions, but general housing relocations observed using the same mobility data were
predominantly within the same cluster (Supp. Figure S4.17).
By tuning only the infection prevalence at the time that strong social distancing policies
were implemented in March, we found that our model matched our best available information on the COVID-19 epidemic trajectory in Philadelphia (Figure 4.5). The simulated epidemic grew exponentially with a doubling time of 4-5 days until late March. Daily incidence
of cases peaked shortly thereafter and deaths peaked with a delay of ∼ 1 month. Post-peak,
new cases and death declined with a half-life of ∼ 3 weeks. In early June, control measures
were relaxed, leading to a plateau in cases and deaths that lasted until early October. The
seroprevalence over time predicted by the model was in general agreement with results from
large serological surveys in different populations in Philadelphia or Pennsylvania as a whole
[287, 288, 302, 303], and our model predicted large disparities in seroprevalence among the
clusters.
Simulations suggest that allowing evictions to resume would have substantially increased
the number of people with COVID-19 in Philadelphia by Dec 31, 2020, and that these increases would be felt among all sub-populations, including those with lower eviction rates
(Figure 4.5). We predict that with evictions occuring at only their pre-COVID-19 rates, the
epidemic would infect an extra 0.3% of the population (∼ 4700 individuals). However, many
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Figure 4.5: A detailed example of how evictions might affect SARS-CoV-2 transmission
in the city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA. A) Map of Philadelphia, with each zip code
colored by the cluster it was assigned to. Properties of clusters are Table 4.2 and Supplemental Tables 4.1-4.2. B) Schematic of our model for inequalities within the city. Each cluster is modeled as
a group of households, and the eviction rate and ability to adopt social distancing measures vary by
cluster. C) Simulated cumulative percent of the population infected over time, by cluster, in the absence of evictions. Data points from seroprevalence studies in Philadelphia or Pennsylvania: x [52], +
[36], triangle [53], square [37]. D) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running average) with evictions at 5-fold the 2019 rate vs no evictions. Shaded regions represent central 90% of
all simulations. E) Final epidemic size by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent individuals who had ever
been in any stage of infection. F) The predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec
31 2020, measured as excess percent of population infected (left Y-axis) or number of excess infections
(right Y-axis). G) Relative risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 for residents compared by neighborhood.
H-I) Relative risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 in the presence vs absence of evictions, for individuals
who merged households due to evictions (“Doubled-up”, H) and for individuals who kept their preepidemic household (“Other households”, I). Data in C), E)-I) shown as median values with interquartile ranges across simulations.
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Population
in cluster
(%)

Eviction
rate at
baseline
(%/month)

Estimated
essential
workers
(%)

Mobility
reduction
(%, June
2020)

Summary of cluster
characteristics

Cluster 1

17

0.07

0.30

89

High income, high % renters low
% cost burdened, low %<age
18, low % female headed households, high mobility rate, high %
white/Asian

Cluster 2

38

0.12

0.50

72

Intermediate income, high %
>65, low % renteres, high cost
burdened renters, high % foreign
born, racial/ethnically diverse

Cluster 3

45

0.21

0.54

82

High poverty, low income, high
% renters, high vacancy, high
% female headed households,
high service workers, high %
Black/Hispanic

Total

(1.58
million)

0.15

0.48

79

Table 4.2: Properties of neighborhood clusters in Philadelphia used in simulations

analyses suggest that eviction rates could be much higher in 2020 if allowed to resume, due
to the economic crisis associated with COVID-19 (Supp. Figure S4.2, [283, 304]). If eviction rates double, the excess infections due to evictions would increase to 0.9%; with a 5-fold
increase in evictions, predicted by some economic analyses, this would increase to 2.6% or
∼ 53, 000 extra infections. At this rate we estimate a 1.5-fold [1.3,1.6] increase in risk of infection for individuals in households that doubled-up, and a 1.1-fold [1.1,1.2] relative risk
in other households, compared to the counterfactual situation in which a complete eviction
moratorium was in place and enforced. Despite the differences in both baseline infection rates
and eviction rates, all three sub-populations experienced similar proportional increases in
infection levels due to eviction (Figure 4.5H,I). Overall our results suggest that eviction moratoria in Philadelphia have a substantial impact on COVID-19 cases throughout the city.
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4.5 Discussion
Our analysis demonstrates that evictions can have a measurable impact on the spread of
SARS-CoV-2 in cities, and that policies to stem them are a warranted and important component of epidemic control. The effect of evictions on an epidemic is not limited to those who
were evicted and those who received evicted families into their homes. Other households experienced an increased risk of infection due to spillover from the transmission processes amplified by evictions in the city.
The most immediate implication of our findings is their relevance to the continued debate
taking place in US legislatures and courts over the fate of local and national eviction moratoria. Our results suggest that the CDC-mandated national order prohibiting evictions from
Sept 4 - Dec 31 2020 likely prevented thousands of excess COVID-19 infections for every
million metropolitan residents. Moreover, simulations show that allowing evictions would
increase the relative risk of infection for all households, not just a narrow class of those experiencing eviction. Thus, the legislation is of broad societal interest. A federal judge, citing
testimony based on an earlier version of this model, recently issued an opinion in favor of the
city of Philadelphia’s eviction moratorium [293]. More generally, our simulations show that in
the case of COVID-19, preventing evictions is clearly in line with the mandate of the Public
Health Service Act to invoke measures “necessary to prevent the introduction, transmission,
or spread of communicable diseases” [272].
Across all scenarios evictions were predicted to aggravate the COVID-19 epidemic in cities.
The effect was greatest in scenarios when the epidemic was growing rapidly during the time
evictions took place, but evictions could also significantly increase the number of individuals
infected under strong control measures. Even results of models that assume a homogeneous
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population show significant effects of evictions on the city-wide prevalence of SARS-CoV-2
infection. However, when we modeled a heterogeneous city, the effect was more pronounced–
presumably because the increase in household size is more concentrated, and those sections of
the city affected by evictions, more connected.
The fates of households that experience eviction is diﬀicult to track. Existing data suggest
that historically the majority of evictions have led to doubling up (e.g. Fragile Families Study
[305]) and we therefore chose to focus our modeling on this outcome. However, the current
economic crisis is so widespread it is unlikely that other households will be able to absorb all
evicted families if moratoria are revoked, and thousands of people could become homeless,
entering the already-over-capacity shelter system or encampments [117, 118, 306, 307, 308].
Shelters could only increase the impact of evictions on cases of COVID-19. The risk of contracting COVID-19 in homeless shelters can be high due to close contact within close quarters, and numerous outbreaks in shelters have been documented [118, 309]. A recent modeling study suggests that, in the absence of strict infection control measures in shelters, outbreaks among the homeless may recur even if incidence in the general population is low and
that these outbreaks can then increase exposure among the general population [247]. When
we assigned even a small proportion of evicted households to a catchall category of shelters
and encampments (Supp. Figure S4.18), with an elevated number of contacts, evictions
unpredictably gave rise to epidemics within the epidemic, which then, predictably, spread
throughout the city. These results are qualitatively in line with the effects of other highcontact subpopulations, such as those created by students in dorms [310, 311] or among prisoners [312, 313, 245].
Other modeling studies have investigated ‘fusing households’ as a strategy to keep SARS-
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CoV-2 transmission low following the relaxation of lockdowns [182, 235, 314]. The strategy
has been taken up by families as a means to alleviate the challenge of childcare among other
issues [315, 316]. Indeed there are conditions, especially during a declining epidemic, that fusing pairs of households does not have much effect on infection on the population scale [182].
While these findings are not in discord with our work, a voluntarily fused household is a very
different entity than an involuntarily doubled-up household. While a fused household can separate in subsequent periods of higher transmission, a doubled-up household would likely not
have such an option.
All uninfected families are alike; each infected family is infected in its own way. Our model
simplifies the complex relationships within households which might affect the risk of ongoing
transmission within a home, as well as the complex relationships that might initially bring a
pathogen into a home (e.g. [213]). Relatedly, we choose a constant household secondary attack rate. A number of analyses suggest that the average daily risk to a household contact
might be lower in larger households [100, 102, 105]. We hesitate to generalize this finding
to households in large US cities that face possible eviction. Empirical studies of secondary
attack rate in households of different sizes, in the relevant population and with adequate testing of asymptomatic individuals, are badly needed. If they show that infection rate does not
scale with household size, then our estimates on the expected effects of eviction would be too
large. We also have not considered the effects of household crowding, nor the age structure of
households–evicted and otherwise–which can influence outcomes in a network model such as
ours [317, 6]. We have not considered the effects of foreclosures and other financial impacts of
the epidemic which will likely also lead to doubling up and potentially homelessness. There
are likely more complicated interactions between COVID-19 and housing instability that we
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have not modeled, such as the possibility that COVID-19 infection could precipitate housing
loss [308], that eviction itself is associated with worsening health [318, 294], or that health disparities could make clinical outcomes of COVID-19 infection more severe among individuals
facing eviction or experiencing homelessness [247, 319, 320]. Finally we note that our model
is not meant to be a forecast of the future course of the epidemic, nor the political and individual measures that might be adopted to contain it. We limit ourselves to evaluating the effect of evictions across a set of scenarios, and we limit our projections to the coming months.
We also do not consider the possible effects of re-infection, or other details that contribute to
the uncertainty of SARS-CoV-2 epidemic trajectories.
We caution against using the precise numerical estimates from our model to infer the effects of eviction moratoria in particular locations. While we have attempted to use the best
current estimates of epidemiological parameters for COVID-19 transmission and to calibrate
our model to epidemic trajectories common across US cities, many uncertainties remain. For
example, there is uncertainty in our estimates of the basic reproduction number, the serial
interval, the duration of immunity, the infection fatality rate, the fraction of transmission
occurring within vs outside of households, the distribution of external contacts across individuals and households and the manner in which they are reduced during different stages of
the epidemic. These quantities may vary by setting and over time. The distribution of cases
across demographic groups (e.g. age, race/ethnicity) is not considered in detail in our model,
but may impact the output. Our analyses of different common COVID-19 epidemic trajectories and our sensitivity analyses using different parameter assumptions suggest our qualitative
results are robust, but that the precise numbers depend on the details. Ideally, observational
studies of households conducted in localities where evictions moratoria (temporarily) expired
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or were ignored could provide more direct evidence for the impact of evictions on COVID19 transmission. No such studies exist to date. A recent preprint by Leifheit et al, taking a
difference in difference approach at the state level, suggests there was some signal of increasing cases when moratoria ended [321]. However, there are likely other contemporaneous policy decisions affecting COVID-19 transmission that occurred in states allowing local eviction
moratoria to lapse, making the assignment of causality diﬀicult.
Cities are the environment of an ever-increasing proportion of the world’s population [322],
and evictions are a force which disrupts and disturbs them. Just as abrupt environmental
change can alter the structure of populations and lead to contact patterns that increase the
transmissibility of infectious agents [323], evictions change with whom we have the closest
of contacts– those inside the home– and this change, even when it affects only a small proportion of a population, can significantly increase the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 across an
interconnected city.

4.6 Methods
4.6.1 Modeling SARS-CoV-2 spread and clinical progression
We describe the progression of COVID-19 infection using an SEIRD model, which divides the
population into the following stages of infection: susceptible (S), exposed (infected but not
yet infectious) (E), infected (I), recovered and assumed to be immune (R), and deceased (D).
This model is similar to many other published models [249, 6, 7, 324, 86] including our own
[182]. All our code is available in a Github repository :
https://github.com/alsnhll/COVID19EvictionSimulations. We assume that the average duration of the latent period is 4 days (we assume transmission is possible on average 1 day be-
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fore symptom onset), the average duration of the infectious period is 7 days (1 day presymptomatic transmission + 6 days of symptomatic/asymptomatic transmission), the average time
to death for a deceased individual was 20 days, and the fraction of all infected individuals
who will die (infection fatality ratio, IFR) was 1%. The distribution of time spent in each
state was gamma-distributed with mean and variance taken from the literature (see Supplemental Methods). Transmission of the virus occurs, probabilistically, from infectious individuals to susceptible individuals who they are connected to by an edge in the contact network at
rate β.

4.6.2 Creating the contact network
We create a two-layer weighted network describing the contacts in the population over which
infection can spread. One layer describes contacts within the household. We divide the population into households following the distribution estimated from the 2019 American Community Survey of the US Census [281]. In this data all households of size 7 or greater are
grouped into a single “7+” category, so we imputed sizes 7 through 10 by assuming that the
ratio of houses of size n to size n+1 was constant for sizes 6 and above. We assume that all
individuals in a household are in contact with one another. The second layer constitutes contacts outside the household (e.g. work, school, social). While the number of these external
contacts is often estimated from surveys that ask individuals about the number of unique
close face-to-face or physical contacts in a single day, how these recallable interactions of
varying frequency and duration relate to the true effective number of contacts for any particular infection is not clear. Therefore, we took a different approach to estimating external
contact number and strength.
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We assumed a separate transmission rate across household contacts (βHH ) and external
contacts (βEX ). To estimate the values of these transmission rates, and the effective number of external contacts per person, we matched three values from epidemiological studies of
SARS-CoV-2. First, since the transmission probability of household contacts is more easily
measured empirically than that for community contacts, we backed out a value of household
transmission rate (βHH ) that would give a desired value of the secondary attack rate (SAR)
in households. We used a household SAR of 0.3, based on studies within the United States
as well as a pooled meta-analysis of values from studies around the world [100, 101, 103]. Secondly, we assumed that the secondary attack rate for household contacts was 2.3-fold higher
than for external contacts, based on findings from a contact tracing study [102]. We used
this to infer a value for the transmission rate over external contacts (βEX ). Finally, we chose
the average number of external contacts so that the overall basic reproductive ratio, R0 , was
∼ 3, based on a series of studies [95, 325, 239]. We did this assuming that the distribution
of external contacts is negative binomially distributed with coeﬀicient of variation of external
contacts of 0.5, and using a formula for R0 that takes this heterogeneity into account [214].
We explore the effects of different assumptions surrounding R0 , the household SAR, and the
ratio between the transmission rate within and between households in sensitivity analyses,
shown in the Supplement.

4.6.3 Modulating contact rates to recreate epidemiological timelines
We assume that the baseline rate of transmission across external contacts represents the
value early in the epidemic, before any form of intervention against spread (e.g. workplace
or school closures, general social distancing, masking wearing). To recreate the trajectories
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of COVID-19 in U.S. cities throughout 2020, we instituted a series of control measures and
subsequent relaxations in the simulations at typical dates they were implemented in reality.
In the model, these modulations of transmission were encoded as reductions in the probability of transmission over external contacts. The timing and strength of these modulations
in external contacts were chosen in a model calibration procedure that involved first clustering U.S. metro areas into groups based on common epidemic time courses and then tuning
the model to recreate a trajectory typical of each group (described below, see Supp. Figure
S4.3-S4.8, Suppl. Table 4.1). For the simulations involving cities divided into multiple neighborhoods, we represented disparities by allowing the strength of these control measures to
differ depending on the origin and destination neighborhood of each external contact. For the
theoretical two-neighborhood city (Figure 4.4), individuals in the higher SES neighborhood
were assumed to be better able to adopt social distancing measures and thus were modeled
with larger reductions in external contacts. For Philadelphia, the reductions were informed
by mobility data which tracked co-locations occurring between residents of different zipcodes
(see Details below).

4.6.4 Categorizing city-specific COVID-19 trajectories
To estimate the impact of evictions on COVID-19 transmission, it is necessary to realistically simulate the state of the epidemic at the time evictions are occuring. Theoretically, this
would require estimates of infection prevalence over time, the distribution of infections across
households, real-time estimates of contact rates of infectious individuals, as well as knowing
how the epidemic would unfold in the future. Since in general we don’t have direct estimates
of these quantities, our approach was to create realistic scenarios by simulating the entire
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epidemic course before evictions began, reproducing the trajectories seen in data. Then, for
forward projections (which in our case is Sept 1 2020 onwards), we considered alternate scenarios of epidemic control and infection resurgence.
Our simulation is at the level of a single U.S. metropolitan area. To avoid the extreme
computational costs of fitting a stochastic network model to every U.S. city of interest and
including all the observational processes that affect real data (like testing rates, reporting delays, etc), we take a simplified model calibration approach. First, we collected county-specific
daily COVID-19 case and death reports from the New York Times database (which is based
on reports from state and local health agencies)[326], and aggregated these into metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs). Then, we chose all metropolitan areas with at least 1 million
residents (53 cities) and used dynamical time warping and hierarchical clustering (using the
‘hclust’ function with method ‘ward.D’ and the ‘dtw’ package v1.22-3 in R v3.5.1) on case
and death time courses (normalized by population) up to Aug 31 2020 to group cities with
similar trajectories. Four groups naturally emerged from this analysis (Supp. Figure S4.3),
representing at one extreme metros like New York City and Boston that had large first waves
followed by a long period of control over the summer, and at the other extreme cities like
Houston and Phoenix that had their epidemic peak over the summer. For all city groups, we
observed that the epidemic could roughly be broken down into five phases with corresponding
date ranges 1) early epidemic: pre-March 25, 2) lockdown: March 25-June 15, 3) relaxation:
June 15 - July 15, 4) continued relaxation or increased control: July 15 - Oct 1, 5) fall wave:
Oct 1 - end of 2020. We then created a trajectory with the model to match each city-group,
where during each phase we chose a degree of reduction in external contacts using a simple
binary search such that the growth rate of cases or deaths was within the range observed for
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cities in that group (Suppl. Table 4.1). The time between initial epidemic seeding (with 10 individuals) and the first lockdown was chosen to reproduce the size of the first wave. Because
of issues with testing limitations and reporting mild or asymptomatic infections, the fraction
of cases reported has most likely changed dramatically over the course of 2020, and so we
prioritize recreating trajectories of deaths (vs cases) along with an assumed 1% IFR to infer
total cases (Supp. Figure S4.9).

4.6.5 Modeling the impact of evictions
We initially assume all evictions result in “doubling up”, which refers to when an evicted
household moves into another house along with its existing inhabitants. There are very few
studies reporting individual-level longitudinal data on households experiencing evictions
[119, 327, 328, 329], and none of those (to our knowledge) have published reports of the fraction of households that experience each of the possible outcomes of eviction (e.g. new singlefamily residence, doubling-up, homeless, etc). The best evidence available on doubling-up
comes from the Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing Study, one of the only large-scale, longitudinal studies that follows families after eviction [119, 120]. The study sampled 4700 randomly selected births from a stratified random sample of US cities > 200, 000 population
[305], and has followed mothers, fathers and children from 1998 to the present. Among other
topics, interviewers asked respondents whether they had been evicted, doubled up, or made
homeless in the previous year. In four waves of available interviews among 4700 respondents
in 1999-2001, 2001-2003, 2003-2006, and 2007-2010, 402 mothers reported being evicted in
the previous year. Of these, an average of ∼ 65% reported having doubled up.
Based on the eviction rate, a random sample of houses are chosen for eviction on the first
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day of each month, and these houses are then each “merged” with another randomly-chosen
household that did not experience eviction. In a merged household, all members of the combined household are connected with edges of equal strength as they were to their original
household members. A household can only be merged once.
Homelessness is another possible outcome of eviction. However, a number of studies of the
homeless population show that doubling-up often precedes homelessness, with the vast majority of the homeless reporting being doubled-up prior to living in a shelter [330, 331, 332].
In the Fragile Families Study data described above, only ∼ 17.4% reported having lived in
a shelter, car or abandoned building. We subsequently model the minority of evictions that
result directly in homelessness. These evicted households instead enter a common pool with
other homeless households, and, in addition to their existing household and external connections, are randomly connected to a subset of others in this pool, mimicking the high contact
rates expected in shelters or encampments. We consider 10% of evicted households directly
becoming homeless, and the other 90% doubling up. Individuals are assigned to ‘shelters’
of size drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 20 and are connected to all other individuals in that shelter only. This number is estimated from considering both sheltered and
unsheltered people, which each represent about half of individuals experiencing homelessness
[306]. Data suggesting the average size of shelters is ∼ 25 people, based on assuming ∼ half
of the ∼ 570K homeless on any given night are distributed over 12K US shelters, which is
similar to a Lewer et al estimate for the UK (mean 34, median 21) [247]. Unsheltered individuals are expected to have less close, indoor contacts, bringing down the average, and the portion of unsheltered homeless may grow as shelters reach capacity [306]. In the model, these
connections get rewired each month, since the average duration of time spent in a single shel-
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ter is ∼ 1 month [333]. Contacts among homeless individuals are not reduced by social distancing policies. As a result, during the time evictions take place, the individual-level R0 for
the homeless is ∼1.5-fold the pre-lockdown R0 for the general population, similar to Lewer et
al [247].
Evictions begin in our simulations on September 1, 2020 and continue at the first of each
month at a rate which we vary within ranges informed by historical rates of monthly evictions in metropolitan areas and projected increases (0%, .25%, .5%, 1%, or 2%) (see justification of this range in Supplemental Methods). Note that the denominator in our eviction
rate is the total number of households, not the number of rental units. We assume a backlog
of 4 months of households are evicted immediately when evictions resume, corresponding to
the months during which most local or state eviction moratoria were in place (May through
August 2020).

4.6.6 Extension of the model to incorporate heterogeneity in eviction and
contact rates
To capture heterogeneities in cities we divide the simulated city (population size 1 million) in
two equal sized interconnected subpopulations–one consisting of high socioeconomic status
(SES) households, and the other with low SES households. Connections between households
(external contacts) could occur both within the same neighborhood and between the different
neighborhoods. We considered two types of mixing for external connections - homogeneous
mixing where 50% of external connections are within one’s neighborhood and heterogeneous
mixing where 75% of external connections are within one’s neighborhood creating a more
clustered population. Households in the low SES subpopulation experience all of the evic-
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tions in the city, and these evicted households are doubled-up with households from the same
subpopulation. To capture the higher burden of infection with COVID-19 consistently observed in poorer sections of cities [284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290], during intervention we
down-weighted external contacts among the low SES subpopulation less than in the high SES
subpopulation (Suppl. Table 4.1).

4.6.7 Application to the city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
To estimate the impact of evictions in the specific context of Philadelphia, PA, we first developed a method to divide the city up into a minimal but data-driven set of subpopulations,
and then encode this into the model (as described above), taking into account the different
rate of evictions and of adoption of social distancing measures across these subpopulations.
To create the subpopulations and capture key aspects of heterogeneity in the city, we first
extracted 20 socio-economic and demographic indicators for each zip code of the city from
the 2019 US Census, and ran an unsupervised principal component analysis [301] to cluster
the zip codes based on similarities. The analysis resulted in three typologies: Cluster 1, a
higher income rental neighborhood, Cluster 2, a moderate income and working-class owner
neighborhood, and Cluster 3, a low-income rental neighborhood (Supplemental Table 4.1-4.2).
Using zip code-level eviction rates for 2016 sourced from Eviction Lab [271], we estimated
0.7% of households in Cluster 1, 0.12% of those in Cluster 2, and 0.21% of those in Cluster 3
faced eviction each month at baseline. We consider scenarios where these rates are increased
2, 5 and 10-fold during the pandemic.
We used mobility data provided by Cuebiq to estimate the degree of contact between residents of the different clusters and how it varied throughout the epidemic. Cuebiq uses data
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from mobile phone users who have opted-in to share location information with certain applications, and we defined contacts using co-location events where two individuals were in the
same 8-character geohash for 15-minutes or more. All data was anonymous and corrected for
degree of population sampling (see Supplementary Methods for details). The percent of all
within-Philadelphia contacts that occur with residents of a particular cluster is shown in Supplemental Table 4.5. Between ∼50-75% of contacts were with individuals living in the same
cluster, whereas ∼15-35% occurred in any other specific cluster.
We then calibrated our model to match the best available information regarding the epidemic trajectory for Philadelphia. The goal was to create a trajectory that captured the size
of the epidemic peak (measured by daily death counts), the growth rate or decline of cases
during each major phase of the epidemic (early phase, post-lockdown, post-relaxation, fall
comeback), and the observed seroprevalence at different timepoints [287, 288, 302, 303]. The
reduction in mobility over time, measured as the percent reduction in contacts between residents of a pair of clusters averaged over 1 month, was used to determine the reduction in
external contacts during each epidemic phase. To do this, in simulations we imposed a strong
lockdown (overall 90% reduction in contacts) on March 23, 2020 when the cumulative prevalence of infected individuals was approximately 3% of the total population. This intervention
was relaxed on June 15, allowing cases and deaths to plateau over the summer (overall 77%
reduction in contacts). We further relaxed measures (overall 66% reduction in contacts) on
Oct 1 2020 to create a fall comeback. Since no changes in mobility were observed during this
time despite large increases in cases observed during this time period, we hypothesized that
other biological or behavioral factors not represented in mobility data must be responsible for
this comeback, and implemented it in the model as 15% increase in βEX . During each phase,
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each of the three clusters obtained via the typology analysis had different strengths of social
distancing measures in their interactions with each other cluster (Suppl. Table 4.6).
Data on the fate of evicted households is extremely rare, and we do not know how likely
evicted individuals would be to double-up with a household within their cluster or in another
cluster. To estimate this, we created a cohort of individuals from the Cuebiq data whose inferred home location had changed between Feb 2020 and Oct 2020. Supplementary Figure
S4.17 reports the frequency of moves to and from each cluster. This data suggests that the
vast majority of relocations were to other houses within the same cluster. Assuming that
movement patterns following eviction would be similar, in the model we assumed that evicted
individuals always double-up with another household in the same cluster.

4.6.8 Data and code availability
All COVID-19 case and death data used in this study were downloaded from the publicallyavailable New York Times repository in Github: https://github.com/nytimes/covid-19-data
Data on the distribution of US household sizes and on socio-demographic indicators of zipcodes in Philadelphia was obtained from the 2019 United States Census:
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2019/demo/families/cps-2019.html
Mobility data used in this study is available from Cuebiq through their Data for Good
program (https://www.cuebiq.com/about/data-for-good/). Restrictions apply to the availability of this data, which was used under license for the current study, and so are not publically available. All data aggregated at the level of zip-code clusters that was used in the
models is presented in the Supplemental Tables. More detailed data is available from the
authors upon reasonable request and permission from Cuebiq, and any researchers inter-
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ested in working with the data can apply for an independent license from Cuebiq. Aggregated mobility metrics at the national, state, and CBSA level are publically available at
https://covid19.gleamproject.org/mobility.
All our simulation code is available in a Github repository :
https://github.com/alsnhll/COVID19EvictionSimulations. The repository also contains code
for downloading and processing COVID-19 case and death data from the New York Times
repository.
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4.8 Supplementary Methods
Model details and parameters
We simulate the spread of SARS-CoV-2 using a modified version of the standard SEIR (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, Removed) model that allows for gamma-distributed durations
of infection and infection spread over a network of contacts. We estimate the duration of the
latent period (E stage, time before onset of infectiousness) as 4±4 days, based on an incubation period duration of 5±4 days [205, 256] and assuming 1 day of pre-symptomatic transmission (similar to other models [334, 335], and based on estimates of the portion of transmission
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that is pre-symptomatic [336] and the observation that viral load peaks at/before time of
symptom onset [260, 269, 337]). Then, we assume a serial interval distribution of 7.5±5 days
(measured in the absence of rapid case isolation or other controls) [239, 205, 237, 219] and
back out an infectious period duration of 7±4 (length of I1 state). This value is also consistent with estimates of the duration of high-level viral shedding [260] and of the symptomatic
phase of mild (non-hospitalized) infection [219, 257, 258, 259]. These are the main parameters governing the relationship between the input value of R0 (which we use to back calculate
the β’s) and the rate of early exponential growth rate observed in the simulation before any
social distancing.
Although not the focus of this work, our model also offers the ability to track the progression to more serious clinical stages of infection as well as recovery (R) and death (D) [182].
Here we use these other infection stages (i.e. hospitalization, ICU stay) only to include realistic approximations for the distribution of the timing from symptom onset to death (∼ 20 ± 10
days, in agreement with [258, 236, 262]) and for the portion of infected individuals who may
eventually die (∼1%, in agreement with [338, 183, 339, 340]). Tracking deaths help us to
recreate the trajectories of the epidemic across different US metropolitan areas (Figures 4.3,
Supp. Figures S4.3-S4.8): Since seroprevalence surveys across the US have suggested that
cases are massively underreported, we calibrate the model to reproduce the epidemic size in
terms of death counts and use the IFR to infer total cases.
In results that report “seroprevalence”, this was extracted from the model as the fraction
of all currently living residents who were in the R stage, which is a rough surrogate. For results reporting “final epidemic size” or cumulative prevalence, we counted all individuals who
had ever been in any stage of infection (i.e. E, I, R, or D).
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Calculating the secondary attack rate
The secondary attack rate (SAR) is defined as the fraction of contacts of an infected individual who are infected directly by them over the course of their infectious period. For an
individual with infectious period of length T , the SAR is:

SAR = 1 − e−βT

(4.1)

For a population of individuals in whom the infectious period is gamma distributed with
mean T and shape parameter k, as in our model, the population-average SAR is:

SAR =

(βT /k + 1)k − 1
(βT /k + 1)k

(4.2)

Considering transmission within households, we use observed values of the household SAR
and our parameters of the infectious period (T , k) to back out the transmission rate within
households:

βHH

)
( ) ((
)−k
k
1
=
−1
T
1 − SARHH

(4.3)

Estimating R0 for heterogeneous networks
We divide contacts down into two types - household and external - and similarly, the overall
R0 can be decomposed into two components:

R0 = RHH + REX
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(4.4)

For a fixed uniform random network where everyone has n contacts, R0 can be approximated by:

R0 = βT (n − 1)

(4.5)

where the -1 refers to the fact that an individual cannot infect the contact who infected
them.
However, for random networks with significant variance in the number of contacts per individual, this formula substantially underestimates R0 . Early in an epidemic, highly-connected
individuals are more likely to be infected, and so R0 is more accurately estimated as:

(
R0 = βT

)
⟨x2 ⟩
− 1 = βT (⟨x⟩(1 + CV 2 ) − 1) = βT (n(1 + CV 2 ) − 1) = βT (n′ − 1)
⟨x⟩

(4.6)

where n is the average degree, CV is the coeﬀicient of variation, and n′ is an “effective”
degree that takes into account the heterogeneity [214, 341].
The variation in household sizes is small, so we use Eq 6.5 for R0HH , but we since we allow
a large variation in external degree to account for realistic heterogeneity in human contact
patterns and the degree of superspreading seen for SARS-CoV-2, we use Eq 6.6 for R0EX . The
combined R0 is therefore:

R0 = βT (wHH nHH + wEX n′EX − (wHH fHH + wEX fEX ))

(4.7)

We define the weights of the household (external) layer wHH (wEX ) such that βHH =
βwHH and βEX = βwEX . The average contacts in each layer are wHH and wEX , and the
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effective degree of the external layer (taking into account variance in connectivity) is n′EX =
2 ). Instead of the -1 term seen for R values for single layer networks (Eqs 6.5,
nEX (1 + CVEX
0

6.6), the −wi fi value takes into account the fraction of infections caused by a particular contact type, with the terms given by fHH =

wHH nHH
wHH nHH +wEX n′EX

and fEX = 1 − fHH .

We define the weight of household contacts to be unity (wHH = 1), so that the model
value of represents the rate of transmission over household contacts (β = βHH ). Then we
back out the weight of external contacts (wEX ) from literature reports of the increased rate
of transmissivity in households relative to outside (i.e. from reports of wEX /wHH ).
We can then use Eq 6.7 with fixed values of R0 , T , wHH , wEX , nHH , and CVEX to back
out a value of nEX .



(
) √(
)2
1  R0
R0
+ wEX +
+ wEX + 4wHH nHH (wHH − wEX )
n=
2
βT
βT
n′EX = (n − wHH nHH )/wEX
2
nEX = n′EX /(1 + CVEX
)

Based on the desired nEX and CVEX , the parameters of a negative binomial distribution
with parameters p (probability of success) and r (number of successes) are:

2
r = nEX /(CVEX
nEX − 1)

p = r/(r + nEX )
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Estimating eviction rates across the US during the COVID-19 pandemic
To estimate the range of possible eviction rates across U.S. cities, we used data from Eviction
Lab [282] and from an analysis by Stout [283]. Eviction rates are often expressed as rates per
rental household so we scale the eviction rate per all households according to the percent of
renter households in an area. Historically, across U.S. cities baseline evictions rates vary from
0.1%/month to 1%/month (Supp. Figure S4.2). However, high unemployment rates due to
COVID-19 have already increased the potential eviction rate by creating a backlog of eviction
filings throughout the country that could move forward quickly if current eviction moratoria
were removed or struck down [118], and the continued high unemployment rates will only
increase the eviction rate in metropolitan regions compared to their historical baselines.
To account for the uncertainty in the growth of eviction filings due to COVID-19 over
the next year, we look at the fold-increase in unemployment in the same cities (compared
to 2019) and assume that eviction rates (without any policies preventing evictions) could be
increased by the same amount. Unemployment data was from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
via the Department of Numbers (Supp. Figure S4.2A). In addition, we took estimates produced at a state-level by the consulting firm Stout, which used more detailed data on household income, savings, rent costs, unemployment, and recent national surveys (Supp. Figure
S4.2B). These analyses suggest that eviction rates up to 2%/month are reasonable, though
even higher rates are estimated with this method for some regions of the country. We consider the following eviction rates: 0% (comparison case), 0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%/month
which represent the spectrum of eviction rates for the majority of metropolitan regions.
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Cluster specific down weighting of external contacts during intervention
Two clusters: In the case where the population was divided into two clusters - one for high
socioeconomic status (SES) households and one for low SES households, there are three types
of external connections that can occur. Connections between individuals belonging to high
SES households (x11 ), those between low SES households (x22 ) and connections between one
individual in a high SES household with one in a low SES household (x12 ). We reduce the
weights of each type of contact (r11 , r22 , r12 < 1) such that the effective intervention eﬀicacy
of each cluster is reduced by the desired amounts (η1 , η2 < 1). The relationship between the
reduction in weights of each type of contact and the effective intervention eﬀicacy of each
cluster can be calculated via the following system of equations,

r11 x11 + r12 0.5x12 = η1 (x11 + 0.5x12 )
r12 0.5x12 + r22 x22 = η2 (0.5x12 + x22 )

This system of equations is underdetermined as it has two equations and three unknowns
(r11 , r22 , r12 ). We fix r12 = r22 = η2 and solve for r11 =

η1 (x11 +0.5x12 )−η2 0.5x12
.
x11

Typological analysis of Philadelphia zip codes
Socio-economic indicators relevant to describing housing stability and COVID vulnerability
were used to perform principal component analysis (PCA) and clustering to classify neighborhood types in the city of Philadelphia [301]. Data was collected by zip code tabulation areas
from the 2019 US Census. The full list of indicators used and their value for each cluster is
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provided in Supplemental Table 4.3.
PCA and clustering resulted in three typologies (shown in Figure 4.5A): a higher income
rental neighborhood, a moderate income and working class owner neighborhood, and a low
income rental neighborhood. Cluster 1, the higher income neighborhood, is defined by high
incomes and high housing costs. Cluster 2 is a slightly older, ownership centered neighborhood with lower poverty rates. Cluster 3, the lower income rental neighborhood, is defined
by higher poverty rates, lower incomes, more children, and higher rates of service industry
employment and essential workers. Details of these clusters are provided below. Considering
the socio-economic stratification among these typologies, it’s likely that Type 3 zip codes will
face higher levels of health and socio-economic vulnerabilities due to COVID-19. We then
analyzed the population, household, and rental household tabulations, race, ethnicity, and
eviction rates of each cluster, which were variables not included during the PCA.
To get the monthly eviction rate per household in Philadelphia for each cluster, we use
eviction rate data reported for each zip code, from Eviction Lab [282]. Eviction Lab reports
eviction rate per rental unit per year, and we used the reported fraction of all households
that were renters (vs owners) to reframe the eviction rate as per all households per month.
Cluster 1: Cluster 1 is defined by higher housing costs and higher income when compared
to the overall mean of the city. When compared to the overall mean, these zip codes have
significantly higher median home values, higher gross rents, higher incomes, and a higher per
capita income. They are predominantly rental units with lower rates of poverty and cost burdened households than the overall mean. Additionally, the percentage of residents who are
essential workers is lower than the overall mean of the city. Considering the high housing
costs, lower cost burdened rates, and lower rates of essential workers, it’s likely that these zip
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codes are economically stable and less vulnerable to the health and socio-economic impacts of
COVID-19. When analyzing race and ethnicity of the clusters (see Supplemental Table 4.3),
Cluster 1 zip codes are predominantly white with a small share of the population being residents of color. Cluster 1 zip codes also see the lowest eviction filing rates and eviction rates
at 3.3% and 1.45% per rental household per year, respectively.
Cluster 2: Cluster 2 is defined by higher rates of homeownership and a slightly older population compared to the overall mean. Vacancy rates, poverty rates, and mobility rates are
lower than the overall mean. When analyzing the overall means of all variables in this cluster (see Supplemental Table 4.1), the median household income is about equal to the overall mean and the median home value is just above the overall mean. Additionally, these zip
codes have higher rates of essential workers among their residents when compared to the
city’s overall mean. Considering the socio-economic conditions of this cluster, it’s likely that
this type of neighborhood is moderate income and working class. Cluster 2 neighborhoods
are far more diverse than cluster 1 neighborhoods (Supplemental Table 4.3), but still skew
white with the overall mean of the white population in zip codes in cluster 1 being 51 percent.
Cluster 2 sees a higher concentration of Black residents and a slight increase in the Latino
population when compared to cluster 1. Zip codes in cluster 1 also see substantially higher
eviction filing rates and eviction rates compared to cluster 1. The mean eviction filing rate
and eviction rate are 7.8% and 3.8% per rental household per year, respectively.
Cluster 3: Cluster 3 represents lower income zip codes with higher rates of female headed
households, higher poverty rates, higher vacancy rates, lower home values, and lower incomes
when compared to the overall means of these indicators. These zip codes also have higher
rates of residents employed in the service industry and as essential workers. This indicates
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that households in this type of neighborhood are more vulnerable to the health and socioeconomic impacts of COVID-19. Zip codes in cluster 3 are predominantly nonwhite with
higher Black and Latino populations than cluster 1 and 2. Eviction filing rates and evictions
rates are also higher in cluster 3 zip codes than in other areas of the city with an eviction
filing rate of 10.2% and an eviction rate of 4.7% per rental household per year.

Using mobility data to determine contact patterns and quantify social distancing in Philadelphia
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, aggregated mobile device data has been used for building and parameterizing epidemic models [249, 342, 343, 344, 78], as well as studying the impact of the pandemic on our mobility and social contacts [295, 296, 298, 229, 345, 346]. Here,
we use aggregated mobile phone data from more than 13,000 opted-in, anonymous users in
Philadelphia, PA, USA to estimate the probability that residents of different zip codes (or zip
code clusters) interact with one another in a given day based on co-location. This results in
an estimated contact matrix where each entry corresponds to the average number of interactions that a resident of zip code zi has with residents of zip code zj . We use data from Cuebiq, which provides data to academic and humanitarian initiatives through its Data for Good
program (https://www.cuebiq.com/about/data-for-good/). These data are first-party and collected from anonymous users who have opted in to share their location data. The privacy of
these users is further enhanced in several ways: First, users’ “personal areas” such as home
locations are up-leveled to the Census block group level, which preserves key demographic
properties while obscuring sensitive location information. Second, the measures derived from
these data are again aggregated to the zip code level, further eliminating any identifiable in-
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formation of the users. We have used these data with similar processing schemes in previous
COVID-19-related papers [249, 229, 346, 347].

Selecting a panel of users
In this study we consider mobility data from 13,333 users that have personal areas in the city
of Philadelphia. These users were sampled from a larger panel of more than 5 million users
nationwide. This original panel represents a subset of all active users in the Cuebiq dataset
who met the following criteria: 1) users who were active in the dataset for at least 21 days
during each month from January to June 2020, 2) users whose devices reported on average at
least one location ping per hour, and 3) users with an average device geolocation accuracy of
less than 50 meters. For more details about the criteria and composition of the panel, as well
as the rationale for the selection criteria, see Klein et al. [229]. To see an interactive dashboard of different collective physical distancing measures that were computed with these data,
see http://covid19.gleamproject.org/mobility.

Operationalizing opportunities for contact in mobile device data
We define an opportunity for contact as two devices being spatially co-located for some period of time. Here, spatial co-location is based on the longitude-latitude position of two devices, such that if two devices are within the same 8-character geohash, they qualify as being co-located. A geohash is a compressed string representation of the full longitude-latitude
coordinates, and the more characters in a geohash, the finer scale resolution it will have; 8character geohash are typically 25m2 , with the largest dimensions being 19m x 38m at the
equator [348]. Following guidance from the CDC about what constitutes a close contact,
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we treat co-location events of 15 minutes or more as a successful opportunity for contact.
In sum: we define an opportunity for contact as a pair of devices being within the same 8character geohash for 15-minutes or more.

Spatially-aggregated contact patterns across zip codes
In order to arrive at an aggregated cluster-to-cluster contact probability matrix, we first estimate a zip code-to- zip code contact matrix. This is done by first assigning each user to a
‘personal area’ (i.e., an inferred home location - up-leveled to the zip code to preserve privacy
- based on periods of nightly inactivity). Using these personal areas, we can estimate the likelihood that a resident of zip code zi interacts with a resident of a nearby zip code zj based on
the sum of observed contact opportunities between users with personal areas of zi and zj .
We re-weight observed contacts between users with personal areas in zip codes zi and zj
in order to account for possible sampling bias in our panel of users. To do this, we first define fi to be ni / Ni , which is the number of users with personal areas in the zip code, ni ,
divided by the total population of the zip code, Ni . We observed a high correlation between
ni and Ni (e.g. a relatively constant value of across fi zip codes, Figure S4.16), and when
we inferred demographic properties of (anonymous) Cuebiq users from their zip codes the
distribution generally matched that of the city as a whole (Table 4.7), highlighting the representative nature of this data. The users in the Cuebiq data were slightly more likely to be
from zip codes with higher-than-average proportions of residents who were white, who were
over 65, and who were homeowners. The adjusted estimate for the total number of contacts
between a pair of zip codes zi and zj is defined as Xij = cij /(fi ∗ fj ), where cij is the observed
number of contacts between users with personal areas in zip codes zi and zj . We normalize
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this to a per capita level within a given zip code by dividing by the population of that zip
code, xij = Xij /Ni . When referring to “contacts” between a pair of regions (e.g. zip codes or
clusters), we are referring to this quantity.
At the zip code level, we are now left with a 46 x 46 weighted contact matrix, Xτ , where
τ denotes a time frame of interest. We define Xref to be the baseline contact matrix, corresponding to the average activity between January 16 and February 28, 2020, excluding
holidays (as in Klein et al. [229]). Each week’s average contact patterns between pairs of
zip codes can now be compared to the “typical” or baseline period, which was chosen because it represents activity after winter holidays and before large scale mobility disruptions
were observed nationwide. Together, this lets us define the final matrix of interest, which describes the percent of typical contacts between regions. That is, elements Wij of the matrix
Wτ = Xτ /Xref correspond to the percent of typical activity between zip codes zi and zj .
Lastly, we aggregate this into a cluster-to-cluster (3 x 3) matrix by taking the weighted sum
of the elements of Wτ (zip code to zip code contacts); for every zip code in a given cluster,
we add together the average contacts proportionally based on the typical total number of con∑
tacts, xi = j xij .
Note that we exclude zip code 19112 from our analyses for privacy reasons due to its small
population (estimates on the order of n=10 residents according to the 2019 ACS Survey).

Using mobile device data to estimate relocation patterns in Philadelphia
As mentioned above, we assume that users are more likely to relocate within the same cluster in the event of an eviction. We validate that assumption by studying the change in personal areas in our panel of users. In order to calculate this percentage, we recompute the (up-
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leveled) average nighttime location of the users in our panel during February and October,
2020. We use this position as a coarse estimate of the home zip code of these users. Among
users whose home zip codes changed between February and October, we construct a matrix
corresponding to the percent of relocations to each of the other zip codes in Philadelphia. In
order to ensure user privacy, we only report percentages in this analysis.
The results of this analysis are shown in Supplementary Figure S4.17, where each element
of this “relocation matrix” represents the percent of users who started (in February) with a
home zip code in a given cluster and ended up (in October) with a home zip code in another
cluster. Note that the large majority of relocations take place within the same cluster. Users
in Cluster 1 are more likely to relocate to other clusters than those in Cluster 2 and Cluster
3. While more systematic demographic analyses of these within-city relocation patterns are
surely warranted, we use the results in Supplementary Figure S4.17 only to parameterize our
estimates of the rate of within- and between-cluster relocations for the epidemic simulations
studied here.
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4.9 Supplementary Tables

Reduction in external contacts (%)
Baseline R0

Cumulative
prevalence
at lockdown
(%)

Early phase
(preMarch 25)

Lockdown
(March 25)

Relaxation
(June 15)

Control
(July 15)

Comeback
(Oct 1)

Trajectory Group (Figures 4.2, 4.3)

1

3

3

0

85

70

70

60

2

3

1

0

85

65

75

60

3

3

0.2

0

77

65

80

60

4

3

0.2

0

75

60

80

65

Sensitivity analyses (Suppl. Figures S4.10, S4.12)

High SAR

3.5

3

0

87

75

75

65

Low SAR,
Equal Weight

3

3

0

80

65

65

55

Equal Weight

3

3

0

85

70

70

60

Two-Neighborhood

Low-SES

3

3

0

80

65

65

55

High-SES

3

3

0

90

75

75

65

Supplementary Table 4.1: Parameters used for each simulated epidemic trajectory.
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Scenario

April 1

June 1

Seroprevalence (%)
September 1 December 1

January 1

March 1

Trajectory 1 &
comeback

0.9
[0.5-1.0]

8.1
[4.9-9.1]

9.4
[6.0-10.5]

11.9
[9.1-12.8]

15.2
[13.9-16.4]

-

Trajectory 1 &
lockdown

0.9
[0.5-1.0]

8.1
[4.9-9.1]

9.4
[6.0-10.5]

11.9
[9.1-12.8]

13.7
[11.8-14.6]

14.6
[13.1-15.6]

Trajectory 2 &
comeback

0.3
[0.2-0.4]

3.4
[2.0-3.6]

4.4
[2.7-4.8]

6.1
[4.5-7.0]

9.2
[8.4-10.5]

-

Trajectory 2 &
lockdown

0.3
[0.2-0.4]

3.4
[2.0-3.6]

4.4
[2.7-4.8]

6.1
[4.5-7.0]

7.7
[6.6-8.9]

8.7
[7.8-10.0]

Trajectory 3 &
comeback

0.1
[0.0-0.1]

1.1
[0.7-1.1]

2.7
[1.9-2.8]

4.3
[3.2-4.6]

7.1
[5.8-7.9]

-

Trajectory 3 &
lockdown

0.1
[0.0-0.1]

1.1
[0.7-1.1]

2.7
[1.9-2.8]

4.3
[3.2-4.6]

5.7
[4.6-6.4]

6.6
[5.5-7.4]

Trajectory 4 &
comeback

0.1
[0.0-0.1]

1.2
[0.8-1.2]

4.3
[3.1-4.4]

6.5
[5.0-6.9]

8.4
[7.2-9.2]

-

Trajectory 4 &
lockdown

0.1
[0.0-0.1]

1.2
[0.8-1.2]

4.3
[3.1-4.4]

6.5
[5.0-6.9]

7.6
[6.3-8.3]

8.3
[7.0-9.0]

Supplementary Table 4.2: Seroprevalence over time in simulated epidemic trajectories.
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Indicator Description

Overall mean

Mean by Cluster
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Population under 18 (%)

19.8%

11.4%

21.6%

24.5%

Population over 65 (%)

13.8%

13.7%

15.9%

11.4%

Female (%)

52.4%

51.1%

52.4%

53.5%

Poverty Rate (%)

22.9%

14.4%

17.6%

36.1%

Per Capital Income ($)

31,436

54,996

27,250

17,265

Median Household Income ($)

50,391

75,828

50,414

29,695

Median Home Value ($)

198,396

353,577

177,100

97,600

Renter Occupied (%)

47.6%

55.7%

37.5%

52.9%

Vacancy Rate (%)

12.6%

11.9%

9.2%

17.0%

Median Gross Rent ($)

1,092

1,448

1,023

885

Housing Cost Burdened Owners (%)

27.9%

25.1%

27.4%

30.8%

Housing Cost Burdened Renters (%)

48.9%

38.3%

50.8%

55.4%

Female Headed Households (%)

18.8%

7.7%

18.5%

28.1%

Residents Employed in Service Occupations (%)

22.2%

11.8%

23.2%

29.4%

Residents Employed in Essential Services (%)

46.2%

30.4%

50.4%

54.1%

Mobility Rate (% moved within last year)

15.9%

24.7%

10.5%

15.1%

Commute over 60 minutes (%)

14.4%

9.6%

15.1%

17.6%

Population (Thousands)

1,584

269

602

713

Proportion of Population (%)

100%

17%

38%

45%

Supplementary Table 4.3: Socioeconomic indicators used to classify zipcodes in Philadelphia into clusters.
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Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

White (non-Hispanic)

69.8%

51.1%

19.7%

Black

16.1%

34.1%

65.2%

Pacific Islander/American Indian/Alaska Native

0.2%

0.3%

0.4%

Asian

8.8%

7.8%

4.2%

Non-white

30.2%

48.9%

80.3%

Latino/Hispanic

6.6%

10.2%

17.7%

Foreign Born

11.5%

16.7%

10.1%

Supplementary Table 4.4: Composition of zipcode-clusters in Philadelphia by
race/ethnicity/nativity.
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Total

Cluster 1

49%

17%

34%

100%

Cluster 2

18%

51%

31%

100%

Cluster 3

10%

13%

76%

100%

Supplementary Table 4.5: Baseline contact matrix by cluster of residence. Each row gives
the fraction of all within-Philadelphia contacts involving individuals of a particular cluster that are
with individuals residing in each other cluster. Contacts are estimated from co-location data from
mobile devices (see Methods/Supplementary Methods). These mixing patterns were calculated for
January and February 2020 and are used as the baseline patterns to which all COVID-19-driven reductions are applied.
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Net

Cluster 1

94%
85%

99%
91%

99%
94%

96%
89%

Cluster 2

98%
88%

83%
64%

90%
77%

88%
73%

Cluster 3

98%
92%

92%
79%

91%
82%

92%
83%

Supplementary Table 4.6: Reduction in contacts by clusters of residence and month.
Each row gives the percent reduction in contacts between individuals belonging to different clusters
as compared to the baseline contacts. Reductions are for the months of April (top line in each row)
and June (bottom line in each row) and are estimated from co-location data from mobile devices (see
Methods/Supplementary Methods).
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Indicator Description

(Cuebiq panel value)/(Census value)

Median age (years)

1.02

Population under 18 (%)

0.98

Population over 65 (%)

1.06

Per Capita Income ($)

1.01

Employment Rate (%)

0.99

Renter Occupied (%)

0.94

Mobility Rate (% moved within last year)

0.98

Renters Employed in Service Occupations (%)

0.98

Poverty Rate (%)

0.93

Female (%)

1.03

White (%)

1.19

Black (%)

0.85

Hispanic (%)

0.90

Supplementary Table 4.7: Representativeness of the panel of Cuebiq users. For each zip
code, we compare the demographic indicator for the entire population (from the US Census) to the
estimated value for the panel of Cuebiq users. The anonymous nature of the Cuebiq data does not
allow us to know demographic properties of individual users. Instead, we estimate the value for the
panel by weighting the number of users in each zip code by the indicator value for that zip code.
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4.10

Supplementary Figures

Figure S4.1: Degree distributions in the network. A) Distribution of household sizes. B) Distribution of the number of household contacts (degree). C) Distribution of the number of non-household
(external) contacts.
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Figure S4.2: Baseline and estimated future eviction rates across selected US
cities/districts and states. A) Baseline eviction rates (blue) and estimated increase in eviction
rate based on increased unemployment rate (red). Data from Eviction Lab [31]. Rates are percent of
all households experiencing eviction per month. In a city of ∼1 million people and a US-average household size of ∼2.5, an eviction rate of 0.1%/month corresponds to about 400 evictions per month, and
a rate of 2%/month works out to 8000/month. These cities were chosen to represent diversity in size,
geography, and eviction rates B) Estimates for the percent of households facing eviction per month
over the next four month in each state. Values came from an analysis from consulting firm Stout [32]
and were based on US census data and surveys.
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Figure S4.3: Clustering cities based on COVID-19 epidemic trajectories. Dendrogram
from results of hierarchical clustering of US metropolitan statistical areas based on the trajectory of
COVID-19 cases and deaths through Sept 1 2020. City names are colored based on group membership
when four clusters were chosen. See Methods for details.
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Figure S4.4: Characteristics of the epidemic trajectory in each group of cities. A) Growth
rates cases, measured for two weeks starting from the stated date. B) Peak deaths observed in
each stated date interval. Box plots show median as line within box and IQR as bounds of the box.
Whisker tips are the more extreme of either 1.5xIQR from box edge or maximum (minimum) data
point. All metrics were extracted from rolling 7-day averages of the daily incidence of new cases or
deaths. See Methods for details.
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Cases
Deaths

Figure S4.5: Cities following “Trajectory 1” of COVID-19 cases and deaths. Daily incidence of cases and deaths (per million, 7-day rolling average) in US metropolitan statistical areas that
were assigned to the “Trajectory 1” group by hierarchical clustering of the time series. Note that the
anomalously low cases in mid August in the Boston area are due to an approximately one week lapse
in reporting at the county level in Massachusetts. The irregularities in the Providence area data are
due to irregular county-level reporting in Rhode Island.
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Cases
Deaths

Figure S4.6: Cities following “Trajectory 2” of COVID-19 cases and deaths. Daily incidence of cases and deaths (per million, 7-day rolling average) in US metropolitan statistical areas that
were assigned to the “Trajectory 2” group by hierarchical clustering of the time series
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Cases
Deaths

Figure S4.7: Cities following “Trajectory 3” of COVID-19 cases and deaths. Daily incidence of cases and deaths (per million, 7-day rolling average) in US metropolitan statistical areas that
were assigned to the “Trajectory 3” group by hierarchical clustering of the time series.
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Cases
Deaths

Figure S4.8: Cities following “Trajectory 4” of COVID-19 cases and deaths. Daily incidence of cases and deaths (per million, 7-day rolling average) in US metropolitan statistical areas that
were assigned to the “Trajectory 4” group by hierarchical clustering of the time series.
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Figure S4.9: Calibrated model trajectories for each group of cities. All panels show daily
incidence of new cases and deaths per million individuals, applying a 7-day rolling average. Top row:
Case and death data for each metropolitan area assigned to each trajectory group by the clustering
algorithm (see Figure S3). along with the group median (bolded line). Bottom row: Simulated case
and death values from model scenarios calibrated to each group; shaded regions represent central 90%
of all simulations. Each simulated trajectory consists of up to five distinct phases of the epidemic
wherein the number of external contacts is reduced by a fixed amount. The phases are the early exponential phase (pre March 25), the spring period of control/lockdown (March 25 - June 15), a relaxation of controls and possible summer resurgence (June 15 - July 15), an optional re-imposition of
some controls (July 15 - Oct 1), and a fall comeback (Oct 1 onwards). Parameters describing each trajectory are given in Supplemental Table 4.1. Note that in the data, cases are likely under-reported, especially during early phases of the epidemic, whereas the simulation counts all infections, so produces
a higher ratio of cases to deaths.
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Figure S4.10: Impact of evictions on a SARS-CoV-2 comeback during Fall 2020 for a
higher household SAR. We model evictions occurring in the context of an epidemic similar to cities
following “Trajectory 1”, with a large first wave and control in the spring, followed by relaxation to a
plateau over the summer and an eventual comeback in the fall. Monthly evictions start Sept 1, with
a 4-month backlog processed on the first month. The household secondary attack rate (SAR) was 0.5.
A) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running average) with and without evictions.
Shaded regions represent central 90% of all simulations. The first lockdown (dotted vertical line) reduced external contacts by 85%, under relaxation (second dotted line) they were still reduced by 70%,
and during the fall comeback they were reduced by 60% (fourth dotted line). B) Final epidemic size
by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent of individuals who had ever been in any stage of infection. C)
The predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec 31 2020, measured as excess percent
of population infected (left Y-axis) or number of excess infections (right Y-axis). D) Relative risk of
infection in the presence versus absence of evictions, for individuals who merged households due to
evictions (“Doubled-up”) and for individuals who kept their pre-epidemic household (“Other households”). Data in B)-D) shown as median values with interquartile ranges across simulations. E)-H)
Same as above but assuming a second lockdown is instituted on Dec 1, and maintained through March
2021.
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Figure S4.11: Impact of evictions on a SARS-CoV-2 comeback during Fall 2020 for a
lower household SAR. We model evictions occurring in the context of an epidemic similar to cities
following “Trajectory 1”, with a large first wave and control in the spring, followed by relaxation to a
plateau over the summer and an eventual comeback in the fall. Monthly evictions start Sept 1, with
a 4-month backlog processed on the first month. The household secondary attack rate (SAR) was 0.1.
A) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running average) with and without evictions.
Shaded regions represent central 90% of all simulations.The first lockdown (dotted vertical line) reduced external contacts by 85%, under relaxation (second dotted line) they were still reduced by 70%,
and during the fall comeback they were reduced by 60% (fourth dotted line). B) Final epidemic size
by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent of individuals who had ever been in any stage of infection. C)
The predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec 31 2020, measured as excess percent
of population infected (left Y-axis) or number of excess infections (right Y-axis). D) Relative risk of
infection in the presence versus absence of evictions, for individuals who merged households due to
evictions (“Doubled-up”) and for individuals who kept their pre-epidemic household (“Other households”). Data in B)-D) shown as median values with interquartile ranges across simulations. E)-H)
Same as above but assuming a second lockdown is instituted on Dec 1, and maintained through March
2021.
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Figure S4.12: Impact of evictions on a SARS-CoV-2 comeback during Fall 2020 when
household and external contacts have equal transmission risk. We model evictions occurring
in the context of an epidemic similar to cities following “Trajectory 1”, with a large first wave and
control in the spring, followed by relaxation to a plateau over the summer and an eventual comeback
in the fall. Monthly evictions start Sept 1, with a 4-month backlog processed on the first month. A)
The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running average) with and without evictions.
Shaded regions represent central 90% of all simulations.The first lockdown (dotted vertical line) reduced external contacts by 85%, under relaxation (second dotted line) they were still reduced by 70%,
and during the fall comeback they were reduced by 60% (fourth dotted line). B) Final epidemic size
by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent of individuals who had ever been in any stage of infection. C)
The predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec 31 2020, measured as excess percent
of population infected (left Y-axis) or number of excess infections (right Y-axis). D) Relative risk of
infection in the presence versus absence of evictions, for individuals who merged households due to
evictions (“Doubled-up”) and for individuals who kept their pre-epidemic household (“Other households”). Data in B)-D) shown as median values with interquartile ranges across simulations. E)-H)
Same as above but assuming a second lockdown is instituted on Dec 1, and maintained through March
2021.
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Figure S4.13: Impact of evictions on a SARS-CoV-2 comeback during Fall 2020 when
doubling up occurs with a connected household. We model evictions occurring in the context
of an epidemic similar to cities following “Trajectory 1”, with a large first wave and control in the
spring, followed by relaxation to a plateau over the summer and an eventual comeback in the fall.
Monthly evictions start Sept 1, with a 4-month backlog processed on the first month. A) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running average) with and without evictions. Shaded
regions represent central 90% of all simulations.The first lockdown (dotted vertical line) reduced external contacts by 85%, under relaxation (second dotted line) they were still reduced by 70%, and
during the fall comeback they were reduced by 60% (fourth dotted line). B) Final epidemic size by
Dec 31 2020, measured as percent of individuals who had ever been in any stage of infection. C) The
predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec 31 2020, measured as excess percent of
population infected (left Y-axis) or number of excess infections (right Y-axis). D) Relative risk of infection in the presence versus absence of evictions, for individuals who merged households due to evictions (“Doubled-up”) and for individuals who kept their pre-epidemic household (“Other households”).
Data in B)-D) shown as median values with interquartile ranges across simulations. Forcing doublingup to occur with a household that at least one member of the evicted household had an existing direct
external connection with, as opposed to with a random household, has two effects. Firstly, it reduces
by one the number of new external connections gained by a household after doubling up. Secondly, it
means that the households chosen to double-up with now have slightly higher-than-average connectivity (since the likelihood of choosing it increases with the number of external connections). Overall, the
second effect dominates and in this scenario the impact of evictions is higher compared to the scenario
where doubling-up is with a random household.
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Figure S4.14: Impact of evictions on COVID-19 epidemics in heterogeneous cities with
preferential mixing. A) Schematic of our model for inequalities within a city. The city is divided
into a “high socioeconomic status (SES)” (purple) and a “low SES” (teal) neighborhood. Evictions
only occur in the low SES area, and individuals living in this area are assumed to be less able to adopt
social distancing measures, and hence have higher contact rates under interventions (90% vs 80% reduction in external contacts during lockdown for 85% overall, 75% vs 65% during relaxation for 70%
overall, and 65% vs 55% during fall comeback for 60%). Before interventions, residents are more likely
(75% external contacts are within one’s neighborhood) to contact someone outside the household who
lives within vs outside their neighborhood. B) Cumulative percent of the population infected over
time, by neighborhood, in the absence of evictions. C) The projected daily incidence of new infections
(7-day running average) with 1%/month evictions vs no evictions. Shaded regions represent central
90% of all simulations. D) Final epidemic size by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent individuals who
had ever been in any stage of infection, for the heterogenous city as compared to a homogenous city
with same effective eviction rate and intervention eﬀicacy. E) The predicted increase in infections due
to evictions through Dec 31 2020, measured as excess percent of population infected (left Y-axis) or
number of excess infections (right Y-axis). F) Relative risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 for residents of
the low SES vs high SES neighborhood. G) Relative risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 in the presence
vs absence of evictions, for individuals who merged households due to evictions (“Doubled-up”) and
for individuals who kept their pre-epidemic household (“Other households”). Data in B), D)-G) shown
as median values with interquartile ranges across simulations.
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Figure S4.15: Impact of evictions on COVID-19 epidemics in heterogeneous cities with
cross-neighborhood doubling up. A) Schematic of our model for inequalities within a city. The
city is divided into a “high socioeconomic status (SES)” (purple) and a “low SES” (teal) neighborhood. Evictions only occur in the low SES area (though doubling up is equally likely to happen with
individuals in any area), and individuals living in the low SES area are assumed to be less able to
adopt social distancing measures, and hence have higher contact rates under interventions (90% vs
80% reduction in external contacts during lockdown for 85% overall, 75% vs 65% during relaxation
for 70% overall, and 65% vs 55% during fall comeback for 60% overall). Before interventions, residents are equally likely to contact someone outside the household who lives within vs outside their
neighborhood. B) Cumulative percent of the population infected over time, by neighborhood, in the
absence of evictions. C) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day running average) with
1%/month evictions vs no evictions. Shaded regions represent central 90% of all simulations. D) Final epidemic size by Dec 31 2020, measured as percent individuals who had ever been in any stage
of infection, for the heterogenous city as compared to a homogenous city with same effective eviction
rate and intervention eﬀicacy. E) The predicted increase in infections due to evictions through Dec
31 2020, measured as excess percent of population infected (left Y-axis) or number of excess infections
(right Y-axis). F) Relative risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 for residents of the low SES vs high SES
neighborhood. G) Relative risk of infection by Dec 31 2020 in the presence vs absence of evictions,
for individuals who merged households due to evictions (“Doubled-up”) and for individuals who kept
their pre-epidemic household (“Other households”). Data in B), D)-G) shown as median values with
interquartile ranges across simulations.
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Figure S4.16: Representativeness of the panel of Cuebiq users. For each zip code, we compare the number of sampled users in our panel with the zip code’s total population. Pearson correlation was calculated on the log scale and the p value is for the null hypothesis of zero correlation.
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Figure S4.17: Relocation probabilities between clusters. Left: Map of Philadelphia, with each
zip code colored by the cluster it was assigned to. Right: Among users in our panel who have a different estimated home location between February and October 2020, this matrix shows the percent of
users who relocated from/to each cluster. Note that most moves took place within the same cluster.
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Figure S4.18: Impact of evictions on a SARS-CoV-2 when evictions can lead to homelessness. We model evictions occurring in the context of an epidemic similar to cities following “Trajectory 1”, with a large first wave and control in the spring, followed by relaxation to a plateau over the
summer and an eventual comeback in the fall. Monthly evictions start Sept 1, with a 4-month backlog processed on the first month. Each month, 10% of evicted individuals become homeless and are
assigned to a shelter, while the remaining 90% double-up. Each shelter size is drawn from a Poisson
distribution with mean = 20 individuals. A)-B) The projected daily incidence of new infections (7-day
running average) with (0.25% households per month) and without evictions. Shaded regions represent
central 90% of all simulations. The first lockdown (dotted vertical line) reduced external contacts by
85%, under relaxation (second dotted line) they were reduced by 70%, and under the fall comeback
they were reduced by 60% (fourth dotted line). In B) a second lockdown is imposed on Dec 1 and
maintained through March 2021. C)-D) The predicted increase in infections through C) Dec 31, 2020
and D) March 31, 2021 due to evictions with (orange) and without (red) the inclusion of shelters for
each of the above scenarios. It is measured in terms of an excess percent of the population infected.
Bar plot shows the median predicted increase in infections.
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Crowding and the epidemic intensity of
COVID-19 transmission
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5.2 Abstract
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is straining public health systems worldwide, and major non-pharmaceutical interventions have been implemented to slow its spread
[349, 250, 350, 351]. During the initial phase of the outbreak, dissemination of severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was primarily determined by human mobility from Wuhan, China [95, 78]. Yet empirical evidence on the effect of key geographic factors on local epidemic transmission is lacking [352]. In this study, we analyzed highly resolved
spatial variables in cities, together with case count data, to investigate the role of climate, urbanization and variation in interventions. We show that the degree to which cases of COVID19 are compressed into a short period of time (peakedness of the epidemic) is strongly shaped
by population aggregation and heterogeneity, such that epidemics in crowded cities are more
spread over time, and crowded cities have larger total attack rates than less populated cities.
Observed differences in the peakedness of epidemics are consistent with a meta-population
model of COVID-19 that explicitly accounts for spatial hierarchies. We paired our estimates
with globally comprehensive data on human mobility and predict that crowded cities worldwide could experience more prolonged epidemics.

5.3 Introduction
Predicting the epidemiology of the COVID-19 pandemic is a priority for guiding epidemic
responses around the world. China has undergone its first epidemic wave, and, remarkably,
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cities across the country are now reporting few or no locally acquired cases [353]. Analyses
have indicated that the spread of COVID-19 from Hubei to the rest of China was driven primarily by human mobility from Wuhan [78, 354], and that the stringent measures to restrict
human movement and public gatherings within and among cities in China were associated
with bringing local epidemics under control [95]. Key uncertainties remain as to which geographic factors drive the local transmission dynamics of COVID-19, and initial analysis suggests a limited role of climate in determining epidemic growth [355].
Spatial heterogeneity in infectious disease transmission can be influenced by local differences in population or human movements, such that high local population densities might
catalyze the spread of new pathogens due to higher contact rates with susceptible individuals [356, 357]. For respiratory pathogens, the temporal clustering of cases in an epidemic
(that is, the shortest period during which most cases are observed) varies with increased indoor crowding and socio-economic and climatic factors [358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 186]. The
temporal concentration of cases is minimized when incidence is spread evenly across time and
increases as incidence becomes more concentrated in particular days, as has been observed for
influenza [358]. In any given location, a higher temporal concentration of cases might require
a larger surge capacity in the public health system [363], especially for an emerging respiratory pathogen such as COVID-19 (ref. [364]).

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Spatial population structure predicts the shape of epidemics of
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COVID-19
China and Italy provide detailed epidemiological time series for COVID-19 (refs. [250, 238,
365]) across a wide range of geographic contexts; hence, the outbreaks in these countries provide an opportunity to evaluate the role of local factors in shaping epidemic behavior. We
used daily epidemiological data from Chinese cities [366, 367] and Italian provinces, climate
and population data and the response to local interventions as measured by human mobility
data from Baidu [368] and the COVID-19 Aggregated Mobility Research Dataset
(https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/) to identify drivers of transmission, with a focus
on how the temporal clustering of cases differs between prefectures in China and provinces
in Italy. A summary of the main findings, limitations and policy implications of our study is
shown in Table 5.1.
We used daily incidence data of confirmed COVID-19 cases aggregated at the prefectural
level (n=293) in China (Fig. 5.1a) and at the province level (n=108) in Italy. Prefectures
and provinces are administrative units that typically have one urban center (Fig. 5.1b). We
aggregated daily individual-level data collected from oﬀicial government reports [365]. Epidemiological data in each prefecture were truncated to exclude dates before the first and after
the last day of reported cases during the first epidemic. Cases reported after March 1, 2020,
that were imported from outside China were excluded from the analysis. All epidemiological
data from Hubei Province were excluded because of the lack of prefecture-level epidemiological data and issues with consistent reporting before January 20, 2020. The shape of epidemic
curves varied among prefectures, with some showing a rapid rise and decline in reported cases
and others showing more prolonged epidemics (Fig. 5.1a and Extended Data Fig. 5.1).
To characterize the temporal clustering of cases for each prefecture and province, we cal-
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Figure 5.1: Maps of crowding in prefectures in China. a) Examples of epidemic curves that
are normalized to show the percentage of cases across the whole epidemic that occur at each given day.
Beijing and Shanghai (red) have less peaked epidemics than Wenzhou and Zhuhai. b) Examples of prefectures in China with different levels of crowding and population size. The color scale illustrates the
estimated number of inhabitants per grid cell (1 km × 1 km). c) Relationship between the Shannon
index of the incidence curve and the final attack rate for prefectures in China.
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Background

There are obvious differences in the geographic distribution of COVID-19 cases
within and among countries. We hypothesize that some of these differences are due
to spatial variability in population crowding. Using detailed case count data from
COVID-19 among cities in China and Italy, we fit multiple regression models to
explain variability in the shape of epidemics among them.

Main findings and
limitations

We found that cities with higher crowding have longer epidemics and higher attack
rates after the first epidemic wave. Using a meta-population model that splits cities
into neighborhood subunits is consistent with these findings, suggesting that the
hierarchical structure and organization of cities are influential in defining their epidemics. We predict that comparatively rural areas might experience more peaked
epidemics. As with all modeling studies, further data generated during the epidemic
might change our parameter estimates, and large-scale serological data would help
verify our findings. Further, it will be important to evaluate whether cities that have
greater peak incidence might be more prone to strained healthcare systems.

Policy implications

Our results have implications for assessing the drivers of transmission of SARS-CoV2. Spatial factors, such as crowding and population density, might elevate the risk
of sustained (longer) outbreaks, even after the implementation of lockdowns. Cities
that are less crowded and have lower attack rates might be more susceptible to
experiencing future outbreaks if SARS-CoV-2 is successfully re-introduced.

Supplementary Table 5.1: Policy summary.

culated the Shannon diversity index of the distribution of incident cases [358]. We defined
the incidence distribution pij for a given city to be the proportion of COVID-19 cases during the first epidemic wave j that occurred on day i. The Shannon index of incidence for a
∑
given prefecture and year is given by vj = − ( i pij logpij )−1 . Because vj is a function of the
disease incidence curve in each location, rather than of absolute incidence values, it is less sensitive to varying reporting rates among cities. The Shannon index is maximal when all cases
occur on the same day and minimal when each day of the epidemic has the same number of
incident cases (for example, ‘flat’ epidemic curves). It is highly correlated with alternative
measures of epidemic peakedness, such as the proportion of cases that occur at the peak ± 1
d (Extended Data Fig. 5.2). The total attack rate of reported COVID-19 cases in each prefecture is strongly negatively correlated with the Shannon index in China (Fig. 5.1c); hence, less
peaked epidemics have a larger total attack rate (Pearson’s r = 0.67, 95% confidence interval (CI), −0.73 to −0.59, P < 0.01; for Italy, R2 = 0.33, P < 0.01). We hypothesize that this
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variation among cities in total attack rate and the temporal clustering of cases is the result of
the spatial organization of human populations.
To test this hypothesis, we used Lloyd’s index of mean crowding [358, 369], treating the
population count of each spatial grid cell as an individual unit (Fig. 5.1). The term ‘mean
crowding’ used here is a specific geographic metric that summarizes both population density
and how density is distributed across a prefecture (that is, patchiness; Fig. 5.1). Higher values of Lloyd’s index suggest a spatially aggregated population structure. For example, Xi’an
has high values of crowding, whereas Bozhou has a similar population density but a population that is more evenly distributed across the prefecture (Fig. 5.1b). We performed loglinear regression modeling to determine the association between the temporal clustering of
cases with socio-economic and environmental variables, including reductions in population
flows during the outbreak period (Methods).
We found that the temporal clustering of cases was significantly negatively correlated with
the mean number of contacts (P < 0.01) but positively correlated with mean population density (P < 0.01) and varies widely across China and Italy (Fig. 5.2 and Extended Data Table
5.1). This observation contrasts with the expectations of simple and classical epidemiological
models, which predict higher peakedness in crowded areas due to the increased availability of
susceptible individuals [370, 1]. The spatial scale at which this relationship is best explained
was 10 × 10 km, but results were statistically significant at all spatial scales between 1 and
50 km2 (Extended Data Fig. 5.3; P < 0.01). Mean specific humidity and population mobility remained significantly negatively correlated with epidemic peakedness when included in a
multivariate model with crowding (Extended Data Table 5.1; all P < 0.01).
Using weekly human mobility data, we found that within-city human mobility during the
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Inverse Shannon Entropy of COVID 19 Outbreaks in China by Administrative 2 Division
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Figure 5.2: Crowding and the temporal clustering of transmission of COVID-19 in China.
a) Negative association between log10 of epidemic peakedness, as measured by Shannon’s diversity index, and log population crowding, as measured by Lloyd’s mean crowding. The point sizes indicate
the size of the population in each city. b) Map of epidemic peakedness in China at the prefectural
level. Blue and green colors indicate lower peakedness; red and yellow colors indicate higher peakedness. Gray prefectures had either no reported cases or were not included in analyses due to potential
inconsistencies in reporting of early cases (Hubei Province).
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outbreak was correlated with the temporal clustering of cases—that is, prefectures that have
larger reductions in mobility also have lower epidemic peakedness (Extended Data Fig. 5.4
and Extended Data Table 5.1; P < 0.01). When we combined mobility reduction in a model
with crowding and humidity, we found that these variables each remained significant predictors of the temporal clustering of cases (Extended Data Table 5.1; P < 0.01). These results
suggest that, although measures to reduce mobility can successfully lead to a flattening of the
epidemic curve, population crowding is an independent contributor to the shape of epidemics
in these two countries.
Our multivariate model can explain a large fraction of the variation in epidemic peakedness
among Chinese cities and Italian provinces, and sensitivity analyses confirm the robustness
of our results to potential noise in location-specific incidence distributions (R2 = 0.638; Extended Data Fig. 5.2, Extended Data Table 5.1 and Extended Data Fig. 5.5). To evaluate
the out-of-sample performance of our model, we 1) performed n-fold cross validation at the
prefecture level in China (Spearman’s ρ = 0.61; 95% bootstrap CI, 0.52–0.68; P < 0.01); 2)
used the fitted model in China to estimate peak intensity at the corresponding administrative
level 2 locations—that is, province level, in Italy (Spearman’s ρ = 0.57; 95% bootstrap CI,
0.41–0.69; P < 0.01); and 3) performed n-fold cross validation at the province level in Italy
(Spearman’s ρ= 0.65; 95% bootstrap CI. 0.52–0.76; P < 0.01). These results suggest that the
model is robust to both within- and between-country out-of-sample testing (Extended Data
Fig. 5.6).
To evaluate the potential effect of the temporal clustering of cases on the peak attack rate
and total attack rate, we performed a simple linear regression (Extended Data Table 5.2).
For locations that have a single peak, the attack rate at the peak is highest in two settings: 1)
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in crowded locations with high population size (prefectures that also experience high total attack rates); and 2) in locations that have lower population and lower crowding and, therefore,
high temporal clustering of cases (Extended Data Fig. 5.7). Other prefectures that have low
population and low crowding sometimes experience very short outbreaks with a small peak
attack rate, suggesting local stochastic extinction possibly due to limited mixing between populations. We hypothesize that the observation that high peak attack rates can sometimes be
found in low crowding areas is related to rare super-spreading events as observed in Bergamo,
Italy, or Mulhouse, France.

5.4.2 Simulation of COVID-19 epidemics in hierarchically structured
populations
We hypothesize that the mechanism underlying our central observation—that more crowded
cities experience less peaked outbreaks—is that crowding enables sustained transmission
among households and through a city’s population, leading incidence to be widely distributed
through time. To explore this proposed mechanism, we simulated stochastic epidemic dynamics in two types of populations. Simple, well-mixed transmission models in which contact
rates are high in crowded regions were not consistent with our findings, because they predict
that crowded regions would have more temporally clustered outbreaks. To capture realistic
contact patterns, we created hierarchically structured populations [121] in which individuals had high rates of contact within their social units (which are defined broadly and could
represent households, care homes, hospitals, prisons, etc); lower rates with individuals from
other units but within the same neighborhoods; and relatively rare contact with other individuals in other neighborhoods within the same prefecture (Fig. 5.3a). These assumptions
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are consistent with reports that most onward transmission after lockdowns were implemented
occurred in households or in other close-contact situations [250, 371]. In this scenario, less
crowded prefectures often had more peaked and shorter outbreaks that were isolated to specific neighborhoods, whereas more crowded prefectures could sustain drawn-out outbreaks
of larger final size, which jumped among the more highly connected neighborhoods (Fig.
5.3b,c). Further, if the reproduction number of COVID-19 is over-dispersed [372, 373, 374],
then crowding could enable local outbreaks to spread more widely due to the availability of
contacts [375].
We also simulated outbreak dynamics under extensive social distancing measures, as observed in Chinese prefectures (75% reduction in contact rates [220, 376]). If social distancing
reduces non-household contacts by the same relative amount in all locations, there will be
more contacts remaining in crowded areas, because baseline contact rates are higher. Consequently, outbreaks in crowded regions could be larger and take longer to end after intervention (Fig. 5.3d, Fig. 5.1c and Extended Data Fig. 5.1).
Using the fitted model from China paired with globally comprehensive covariates, we extrapolated our results to cities across the world (Fig. 5.4). Human mobility data from Baidu
were not available for locations outside of China. Therefore, we used aggregated human mobility data from Google’s COVID Mobility Research Dataset (Methods) to capture relative
differences in human mobility through time. At the global scale, cities in yellow are predicted
to have concentrated and peaked epidemics, whereas cities in blue are predicted to have more
prolonged outbreaks (Fig. 5.4b; a full list is provided in the Supplementary Information). In
general, the epidemics in coastal cities were less peaked and were larger and more prolonged,
which could be attributable to high levels of population crowding in coastal cities. These pre-
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Figure 5.3: Mechanisms generating less peaked epidemics in crowded populations. A)
Schematic of a hierarchically structured population model consisting of households and ‘neighborhoods’ within a prefecture. Transmission is more likely among contacts connected at lower spatial
levels. Crowded populations have a greater number of contacts outside the household, and interventions reduce the number of these connections in both populations (pink dotted lines). B)-C) Simulated outbreak dynamics in the absence of interventions in crowded versus sparse populations. For the
networks in B, blue nodes are individuals who were eventually infected by the end of the outbreak. In
C, thin blue lines show individual realizations of the model, the average shown by the thick gray line.
D) Simulated outbreak dynamics in the presence of strong social distancing measures in crowded versus sparse populations. The intervention was implemented at day 15 (vertical dotted line) and led to a
75% reduction in contacts, similar to observed changes in contact rates in China [220, 376]. Mean values of median log epidemic peakedness (Shannon index) are −2.3 for low crowding and −2.8 for high
crowding.
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dictions rely on fitted relationships of the first epidemic curves from Chinese and Italian cities
and, therefore, should be interpreted very cautiously when generalizing to other settings.

Figure 5.4: Predicted epidemic peakedness across the world. a) Maps of cities and their population densities at a 1 × 1-km scale. Madrid, Spain, and Colombo, Sri Lanka, have low predicted
peakedness, whereas Novosibirsk, Russia, and Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, have high predicted peakedness.
b) Map of predicted epidemic peakedness for 310 cities across the world for which both human population data and mobility data were available for the study period.
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5.5 Discussion
Our findings confirm previous work on the peakedness of epidemics transmission for influenza
in cities [358]. Our work provides empirical support for the role of spatial organization in determining infectious disease dynamics [121, 377] and, specifically, spatial variability in transmission parameters [378]. Furthermore, with lower total incidence in small cities compared
to larger cities, the risk of resurgence could be elevated owing to lower population immunity after the first wave of the epidemic. Higher seroprevalence for COVID-19 in urban areas
[379] provides initial data to support these findings; however, there remains an urgent need
to expand serological data collection and provide a full picture of attack rates across cities
worldwide [352]. Even though our model does not account for over-dispersion in COVID-19
transmission, there is a theoretical link between the reproduction number in heterogeneous
environments and Lloyd’s crowding index of aggregation [380], such that the reproduction
number increases with higher aggregation [375]. We report that, in dense cities, reductions in
mobility tend to be larger, which potentially elevates the effectiveness of non-pharmaceutical
interventions in dense cities [97]. However, assessing the effect of within-city connectivity and
its spatial heterogeneity on disease dynamics will be critical to further our understanding of
how COVID-19 spreads in urban areas. We found that there is an association between climatic factors and the peakedness of epidemics, but particular caution will need to be applied
in interpreting these relationships outside the two studied countries (Italy and China). More
work is needed to provide causal evidence for the effect of climatic factors on transmission
dynamics of COVID-19 during the pandemic and post-pandemic phases [355].
Currently, non-pharmaceutical interventions are the primary control strategy for COVID19. As a result, public health measures are often focused on ‘flattening the curve’ to lower
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the risk of essential services running out of capacity. We show that spatial context, especially
crowding, are important factors for assessing the shape of epidemic curves. Therefore, it will
be critical to view non-pharmaceutical interventions through the perspective of crowding—
that is, how does an intervention reduce the circle of contacts of an average individual—in
cities across the world.

5.6 Methods
5.6.1 Epidemiological data
No oﬀicially reported line list was available for cases in China. We used a standardized protocol [381] to extract individual-level data from December 1, 2019, to March 30, 2020. Sources
were mainly oﬀicial reports from provincial, municipal or national health governments. Data
included basic demographics (age and sex), travel histories and key dates (dates of onset of
symptoms, hospitalization and confirmation). Data were entered by a team of data curators
on a rolling basis, and technical validation and geo-positioning protocols were applied continuously to ensure validity. A detailed description of the methodology is available [365]. Lastly,
total numbers were matched with oﬀicially reported data from China and other government
reports. Daily case counts from Italian provinces (n = 107) were extracted from the Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri Dipartimento della Protezione Civile (https://github.com/pcmdpc/COVID-19).

5.6.2 Estimating epidemic peakedness
Epidemic peakedness was estimated for each prefecture by calculating the inverse Shannon
entropy of the distribution of COVID-19 cases. Inverse Shannon entropy was used to fit time
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series of other respiratory infections (influenza) [358]. The inverse Shannon entropy of inci∑
dence for a given prefecture in 2020 is then given by vj = − ( i pij logpij )−1 . Because vj is
a function of incidence distribution in each location rather than raw incidence, it is invariant
under differences in overall reporting rates between cities or attack rates. We then assessed
∑
how peakedness v ∝ j vj varied across geographic areas in China. As an alternative measure of temporal clustering of cases, we estimated the proportion of cases at the peak ± 1 d
(Extended Data Fig. 5.2).

5.6.3 Proxies for COVID-19 interventions using within-city human mobility data from China
Estimates of within-city reductions of human mobility between the period before and after
the lockdown was implemented on January 23, 2020, were extracted from Lai et al. [376].
Daily measures of human mobility were extracted from the Baidu Qianxi web platform to
estimate the proportion of daily movement within prefectures in China. Relative mobility
volume was available from January 2, 2020, to January 25, 2020. For each city, change in
relative mobility was defined by mi = mil (lockdown)/mib (baseline), where mi is defined as
mobility in prefecture i. Baidu’s mapping service is estimated to have a 30% market share in
China, and more data can be found [95, 78].

5.6.4 Data on drivers of transmission of COVID-19
Prefecture-specific population counts and densities were derived from the 2020 Gridded Population of The World, a modeled continuous surface of population estimated from national
census data and the United Nations World Population Prospectus [382]. Population counts
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are defined at a 30-arc-second resolution (approximately 1 km × 1 km at the equator) and extracted within administrative 2 level cartographic boundaries defined by the National Bureau
∑

of Statistics of China. Lloyd’s mean crowding,

(qi −1)qi
i∑
i qi

, was estimated for each prefecture,

where qi represents the population count of each non-zero pixel within a prefecture’s boundary and the resulting value estimates an individual’s mean number of expected neighbors
∑
[358, 383]. When fitting the models, we consider the numerator i (qi − 1)qi , which we refer
∑
to as ‘contacts’, and the denominator i qi (that is, population size) as separate predictors.
We note that a negative slope for ‘contacts’ and a positive slope for ‘population’ support a
negative coeﬀicient for Lloyd’s mean crowding.
Daily temperature (◦ F ), relative humidity (%) and atmospheric pressure (Pa) at the centroid of each prefecture was provided by The Dark Sky Company via the Dark Sky API and
aggregated across a variety of data sources. Specific humidity (kg/kg) was then calculated
using the R package humidity [361]. Meteorological variables for each prefecture were then
averaged across the entirety of the study period.

5.6.5 Statistical analysis
We normalized the values of epidemic peakedness between 0 and 1 and, for all non-zero values, fit a generalized linear model of the form,

log(Yj ) ∼ β0 + β1 log(Cj ) + β2 log(hj ) + β3 log(Pj ) + β4 log(fj ) + β5 log(tj )
where, for each prefecture j, Y is the scaled inverse Shannon entropy measure of epidemic
peakedness derived from the COVID-19 time series; C is the mean number of contacts [369,
384]; h is the mean specific humidity over the reporting period in kg/kg; P is the estimated
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population density; f is the relative change in population flows within each prefecture; and t
is daily mean temperature.

5.6.6 Projecting epidemic peakedness in cities around the world
We selected 310 urban centers from the European Commission Global Human Settlement
Urban Centre Database and their included cartographic boundaries [385]. To ensure global
coverage, up to the five most populous cities in each country were selected from the 1,000
most populous urban centers recorded in the database. Population count, crowding and meteorological variables were then estimated following identical procedures used to calculate these
variables in the Chinese prefectures. Weather measurements were averaged over the 2-month
period starting on February 1, 2020. The parameters from the model of epidemic peakedness
predicted by humidity, crowding and population size (Extended Data Table 5.1, model 6)
were used to estimate relative peakedness in the 310 urban centers. A full list of predicted
epidemic peakedness values can be found in the Supplementary Information online.

5.6.7 Global human mobility data
We used the Google COVID-19 Aggregated Mobility Research Dataset, which contains anonymized relative mobility flows aggregated over users who have turned on the Location History
setting, which is off by default. This is similar to the data used to show how busy certain
types of places are in Google Maps, helping identify when a local business tends to be the
most crowded. The mobility flux is aggregated per week, between pairs of approximately 5km2 cells worldwide, and for the purpose of this study aggregated for 310 cities worldwide.
We calculated both mobility within each city’s shapefile and mobility coming into each city.
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For each city, change in relative mobility was defined by mi = mil (April)/mib (December),
where mi is defined as mobility in city i.
To produce this data set, machine learning was applied to log data to automatically segment it into semantic trips [386]. To provide strong privacy guarantees, all trips were anonymized and aggregated using a differentially private mechanism [387] to aggregate flows over
time (https://policies.google.com/technologies/anonymization). This research is done on the
resulting heavily aggregated and differentially private data. No individual user data were ever
manually inspected; only heavily aggregated flows of large populations were handled.
All anonymized trips were processed in aggregate to extract their origin and destination
location and time. For example, if users traveled from location a to location b within time
interval t, the corresponding cell (a, b, t) in the tensor would be n ± err, where err is Laplacian noise. The automated Laplace mechanism adds random noise drawn from a zero-mean
Laplace distribution and yields (ϵ, δ)-differential privacy guarantee of ϵ=0.66 and δ = 2.11029.
The parameter ϵ controls the noise intensity in terms of its variance, whereas δ represents
the deviation from pure ϵ-privacy. The closer they are to zero, the stronger the privacy guarantees. Each user contributes, at most, one increment to each partition. If they go from a
region a to another region b multiple times in the same week, they contribute only once to
the aggregation count.
These results should be interpreted in light of several important limitations. First, the
Google mobility data are limited to smartphone users who have opted in to Google’s Location History feature, which is off by default. These data might not be representative of the
population as whole, and, furthermore, their representativeness might vary by location. Importantly, these limited data are viewed only through the lens of differential privacy algo-
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rithms, specifically designed to protect user anonymity and obscure fine detail. Moreover,
comparisons across, rather than within, locations are descriptive only because these regions
can differ in substantial ways.

5.6.8 Simulating epidemic dynamics
We simulated a simple stochastic SIR model of infection spread on weighted networks created
to represent hierarchically structured populations. Individuals were first assigned to households using the distribution of household sizes in China (data from the United Nations Population Division; mean, 3.4 individuals). Households were then assigned to ‘neighborhoods’ of
∼100 individuals, and all neighborhood members were connected with a lower weight. A randomly chosen 10% of individuals were given ‘external’ connections to individuals outside the
neighborhood. The total population size was n = 1,000. Simulations were run for 300 days,
and averages were taken over 20 iterations. The SIR model used a per-contact transmission
rate of β = 0.15 per day and recovery rate γ = 0.1 per day. For the simulations without interventions, the weights were wHH = 1, wN H = 0.01 and wEX = 0.001 for the crowded
prefecture and wEX = 0.0001 for the less crowded prefecture. For the simulations with interventions, the household and neighborhood weights were the same, but we used wEX = 0.01
for the crowded prefecture and wEX = 0.001 for the ‘sparse’ prefecture. The intervention
reduced the weight of all connections outside the household by 75%.

5.6.9 Data availability
We collated epidemiological data from publicly available data sources (news articles, press
releases and published reports from public health agencies) that are described in full in ref.
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[365]. Epidemiological and spatial data used in this study are available via Github
(https://github.com/Emergent-Epidemics/COVID_crowding). The Google COVID-19 Aggregated Mobility Research Dataset used for this study is available with permission from Google.
Code and data are also available at https://zenodo.org/record/4056578#.X3IFF5NKiek.

5.6.10 Code availability
The code associated with the data analysis and statistics is available from
https://github.com/Emergent-Epidemics/COVID_crowding. The simulation code is available
from https://github.com/alsnhll/SIRNestedNetwork. Code and data are also available at
https://zenodo.org/record/4056578#.X3IFF5NKiek.
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5.8 Extended data
5.8.1 Figures

a.

10 flattest epidemics
Individualprefectures

b.

10 most peaked epidemics
Individualprefectures

Extended Data Fig. 5.1: Proportion of daily cases in prefectures in China. a) shows the ten
flattest epidemics and b) shows the most peaked epidemics. Red and blue curves indicate the average
across these prefectures.
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Extended Data Fig. 5.2: Left panels: Proportion of cases at the peak (± 1 day) vs. inverse Shannon entropy for prefectures in China (n = 262) and regions in Italy (n = 107). Right panels: Proportion of days in the epidemic curve that had cases above the 50th percentile, normalized by the largest
reported number of cases versus inverse Shannon entropy for prefectures in China (n = 262) and regions in Italy (n = 107).
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Extended Data Fig. 5.3: Epidemic peakedness is well explained by covariates at spatial scales from
1 – 50 km in China a) and Italy b).
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Extended Data Fig. 5.4: Relationship between population density and reduction in mobility in
cities in China. Each dot represents one city in China. Data on human mobility are extracted from
Baidu Inc. and are available from Lai et al. 2020 [376].
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Extended Data Fig. 5.5: Crowding and the temporal clustering of transmission of
COVID-19 in Italy. a) negative association between log10 of epidemic peakedness, as measured
by Shannon’s diversity index (Methods), and log population crowding, as measure by Lloyd’s mean
crowding (Methods). The point sizes indicate the size of the population in each city. b) Map of epidemic peakedness in Italy at the provincial level. Blue and green colours indicate lower peakedness
and red and yellow colours higher peakedness. Grey prefectures had either no or very limited amount
of reported cases. Values were rescaled so that Shannon index in each province = (Shannon index—
min(Shannon index)/(max(Shannon index)—min(Shannon index)).
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a.

a.

b.
c.

In Sample R2 ~ 0.3

b.

d.

Extended Data Fig. 5.6: Out-of-sample prediction (n-fold cross validation) over all prefectures in
China a)-b) and all provinces in Italy c)-d). In-sample prediction in China (R2 = 0.30) compares well
to out-of-sample predictions (R2 = 0.27). In-sample prediction in Italy (R2 = 0.37) compares well to
out of sample predictions (R2 = 0.32).
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Extended Data Fig. 5.7: Total attack rate, peak attack rate, inverse Shannon entropy and population sizes for: ‘A’ shows prefectures in China with low peakedness and high variance (as measured by
the variance in the first difference of the time series of daily new cases). These prefects have high population and high crowding. ‘B’ shows prefectures in China with high intensity and high variance. ‘C’
shows prefectures in China that have low peakedness and low variance. ‘D’ shows prefectures in China
that have high peakedness and low variance.
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5.8.2 Tables

(Intercept)

Temperature (F)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

0.021

-2.534***

-3.117***

-3.845***

-0.282***

-3.133***

-1.239***

-2.321***

-1.516*

[-0.277,0.319]

[-2.889,-2.179]

[-3.672,-2.562]

[-4.313,-3.376]

[-0.386,-0.178]

[-3.605,-2.661]

[-1.81,-0.668]

[-2.87,-1.772]

[-2.764,-0.268]

-0.72***

-0.242

[-0.906,-0.533]

[-0.572,0.089]

Specific Humidity

-0.581***

-0.551***

-0.393**

[-0.725,-0.437]

[-0.662,-0.439]

[-0.654,-0.131]

Contacts

0.181***

-0.423***

-0.3***

-0.239***

-0.247***

[0.131,0.231]

[-0.532,-0.315]

[-0.407,-0.192]

[-0.334,-0.144]

[-0.342,-0.151]

Population (log)

0.434***

1.065***

0.644***

0.498***

0.505***

[0.36,0.509]

[0.89,1.241]

[0.457,0.83]

[0.331,0.665]

[0.337,0.672]

Mobility (log)

N

Model 9

-1.962***

-1.438***

-1.461***

-1.448***

[-2.188,-1.737]

[-1.708,-1.168]

[-1.699,-1.223]

[-1.687,-1.209]

364

367

367

367

330

367

330

330

328

AIC

416.42

416.04

426.68

361.08

229

308.29

187.38

105.56

104.48

R2

0.134

0.144

0.119

0.263

0.468

0.364

0.534

0.638

0.637

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.

Extended Data Table 5.1: Regression model results of variables predicting temporal clustering of
the epidemic in prefectures in China (n = 262) and provinces in Italy (n = 109).

Covariate

Estimate

Standard Error

P-value

Intercept

-0.16138

0.03023

<0.001

Log (inverse Shannon
entropy)

0.23897

0.04284

<0.001

Log (total incidence)

0.93481

0.02738

<0.001

Adjusted R2

0.8725

Extended Data Table 5.2: Relationship between peak incidence, total incidence and temporal clustering of cases.
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